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(1) 

THE FAIR HOUSING ACT: REVIEWING 
EFFORTS TO ELIMINATE DISCRIMINATION 
AND PROMOTE OPPORTUNITY IN HOUSING 

Tuesday, April 2, 2019 

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
COMMITTEE ON FINANCIAL SERVICES, 

Washington, D.C. 
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 

2128, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Maxine Waters [chair-
woman of the committee] presiding. 

Members present: Representatives Waters, Maloney, Velazquez, 
Meeks, Clay, Scott, Green, Cleaver, Himes, Foster, Beatty, Heck, 
Vargas, Lawson, San Nicolas, Tlaib, Axne, Pressley, Ocasio-Cortez, 
Wexton, Lynch, Adams, Dean, Garcia of Illinois, Garcia of Texas, 
Phillips; McHenry, Wagner, Lucas, Posey, Luetkemeyer, Huizenga, 
Stivers, Barr, Tipton, Williams, Hill, Zeldin, Loudermilk, Davidson, 
Budd, Kustoff, Hollingsworth, Gonzalez of Ohio, Rose, Steil, 
Gooden, and Riggleman. 

Chairwoman WATERS. The Financial Services Committee will 
come to order. Without objection, the Chair is authorized to declare 
a recess of the committee at any time. 

Today’s hearing is entitled, ‘‘The Fair Housing Act: Reviewing Ef-
forts to Eliminate Discrimination and Promote Opportunity in 
Housing.’’ 

I now recognize myself for 4 minutes for an opening statement. 
Good morning, everyone. Today, the committee convenes for a 

hearing on the Fair Housing Act to review efforts to eliminate dis-
crimination and promote equal opportunity in housing. 

April is National Fair Housing Month, and last April marked the 
50th anniversary of the Fair Housing Act, the landmark 1968 legis-
lation that outlawed housing discrimination. But here we are 51 
years after the Fair Housing Act became law and housing discrimi-
nation remains a widespread problem in this country. 

According to the National Fair Housing Alliance, individuals 
filed 28,843 housing discrimination complaints in 2017. Under the 
Trump Administration, fair housing protections are under attack. 

In 2018, HUD Secretary Ben Carson halted implementation of 
the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Rule, an impor-
tant rule finalized by the Obama Administration that provides 
communities with greater clarity on how to help break down bar-
riers to fair housing opportunity, including by providing local au-
thorities with better data to analyze their housing needs. According 
to news reports, Secretary Carson proposed taking the words, ‘‘free 
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from discrimination,’’ out of HUD’s mission statement. He also re-
portedly halted fair housing investigations and sidelined top advis-
ers at HUD’s Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. 

These are unprecedented attacks on fair housing and must not 
go unanswered. Let’s not forget that Donald Trump and his father 
were once charged with violating the Fair Housing Act for discrimi-
nating against African-American and Puerto Rican renters. Given 
that Trump was engaged in housing discrimination himself, it is 
unsurprising that his Administration has been so hostile to fair 
housing protections. 

My bill, the Restoring Fair Housing Protections Eliminated by 
HUD Act, is designed to put protections that Ben Carson and the 
Trump Administration have diminished back in place. The legisla-
tion requires HUD to implement the AFFH rule as soon as pos-
sible, codifies HUD’s mission statement in statute, and requires 
HUD to reverse other harmful actions the Trump Administration 
has taken to weaken fair housing. 

It is also important to recognize that as technology has evolved, 
so, too, have the ways that Americans are searching for and finding 
housing. A recent study found that 73 percent of all renters use on-
line platforms to find housing. Regulators must be proactive in 
scrutinizing online platforms where housing is advertised to ensure 
that the algorithms and targeting tools are not been utilized to dis-
criminate against minority groups. 

It is a positive development that, following public pressure from 
advocates, HUD reversed its decision to halt its investigation into 
Facebook and allowed HUD’s Office of Fair Housing and Equal Op-
portunity to charge Facebook with violating the Fair Housing Act. 
However, much more must be done to ensure that digital platforms 
are not being used for housing discrimination. 

So I look forward to discussing these matters with our panel of 
experts and hearing their insights on fighting discrimination and 
ensuring that there are fair housing opportunities for every Amer-
ican. 

With that, I now recognize the ranking member of the com-
mittee, Mr. McHenry, for 5 minutes for an opening statement. 

Mr. MCHENRY. Thank you, Chairwoman Waters. 
Achieving fairness in housing entails several dimensions that 

should be a shared goal. 
The first is a legal requirement: our shared commitment to the 

elimination of discrimination in the sale, rental, and financing of 
housing, which Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the Fair 
Housing Act, made unlawful. 

Second, is the desire to promote opportunity in housing. Curi-
ously, the phrase ‘‘promote opportunity’’ is not in the Fair Housing 
Act. In fact, the phrase ‘‘equal opportunity’’ is only mentioned once 
in the over-11,000 words of the Fair Housing Act, something I will 
touch on before I end. 

One last dimension is the concept of fairness: the very first sec-
tion of the Fair Housing Act consists of a simple but perhaps in-
scrutable sentence, ‘‘It is the policy of the United States to provide, 
within constitutional limitations, for fair housing throughout the 
United States.’’ The Fair Housing Act deputized HUD to lead the 
effort to enforce the rules and prohibitions on local communities 
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and provide landlords, sellers, and lenders alike rules and regula-
tions with which they need to abide. 

Fifty years later, here is what we know. The efforts to eliminate 
the sort of discrimination contemplated by the Fair Housing Act, 
indeed the Civil Rights Act, is and continues to be an issue today, 
and we should not mistake the clear progress made on that front 
for success in the overall battle. There is still work to be done, and 
this hearing is a good opportunity to ask how the Fair Housing Act 
can be the best tool to advance fair housing in the 21st Century. 

The Fair Housing Act is focused on prohibiting certain acts but 
not necessarily promoting opportunity. If the goal is to build inclu-
sive communities, you need both approaches to be successful. 

There is no single greater barrier to fair housing opportunities 
than poverty, yet it might surprise people to learn that the word 
‘‘poverty’’ is not even mentioned once in the Fair Housing Act, nor 
is ‘‘income.’’ An increased focus on fighting poverty would help to 
promote opportunity. 

I am pleased that Secretary Carson has been talking about the 
need to develop incentives, not just punishments, at the local level 
to better design and align housing incentives, like opportunity 
zones which we passed into law just over a year ago. These oppor-
tunity zones will help low-income communities the most and that 
is the intention. 

Technology also can and must play a bigger role in how we ap-
proach building 21st Century communities. HUD simply cannot do 
its job by demanding an endless stream of thousand-page reports 
to monitor local development in New York or Philadelphia or Ash-
land, Wisconsin, or Asheville, North Carolina. Requiring local com-
munities to spend months compiling lengthy reports and HUD offi-
cials to spend weeks reviewing them misses the mark. This ap-
proach is too heavy on process and devalues real, recognizable vio-
lations standards that demand prompt attention and resolution. In-
stead, we ought to have a system that prioritizes prompt action for 
all overt violations of the Fair Housing Act. 

In his remarks at the signing of the bill to create HUD, Presi-
dent Lyndon Johnson notes, ‘‘Those who do not find new means to 
respond to new challenges will perish or decay.’’ I concur. President 
Johnson nailed it with that statement back in 1965, and I think 
that should be a mindset that we have on this committee, espe-
cially when it comes to housing policy. 

And with that, I thank Chairwoman Waters for having this hear-
ing and I look forward to hearing from the panel. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Missouri, Mr. Clay, the 

Chair of our Subcommittee on Housing, Community Development, 
and Insurance, for one minute. 

Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
And I look forward to working closely with you as we fight to re-

form the housing finance system to ensure that underserved bor-
rowers in our more challenged neighborhoods, like many of those 
in my hometown of St. Louis, have access to mortgages, insurance, 
and fair appraisals to give them a real chance at homeownership. 

Democrats are committed to upholding the Fair Housing Act and 
fighting for a housing market that is free from discrimination. The 
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Fair Housing Act, passed in 1968, prohibits discrimination in the 
housing market, and requires State and local governments and 
other recipients of Federal housing funding to affirmatively further 
fair housing. 

In January of 2018, Secretary Carson arbitrarily halted imple-
mentation of the agency’s Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing 
rule. And in my role as subcommittee chair, I will be taking action 
to help restore the hard-fought fair housing protections that the 
Trump Administration has weakened. 

I yield back. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
Today, we welcome a distinguished panel of witnesses to discuss 

issues around fair housing: Debby Goldberg, vice president, hous-
ing policy and special projects, National Fair Housing Alliance; 
Cashauna Hill, executive director, Greater New Orleans Fair Hous-
ing Action Center; Kierra Johnson, deputy executive director, Na-
tional LGBTQ Task Force; Skylar Olsen, director of economic re-
search, Zillow Group; and Salim Furth, Ph.D., senior research fel-
low, Mercatus Center, George Mason University. 

Without objection, all of your written statements will be made a 
part of the record. Witnesses are reminded that your oral testi-
mony will be limited to 5 minutes; when there is one minute left, 
a yellow light will indicate that you should wrap up your testi-
mony. 

Ms. Goldberg, you are now recognized for 5 minutes to present 
your oral testimony. 

STATEMENT OF DEBBY GOLDBERG, VICE PRESIDENT, HOUS-
ING POLICY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS, NATIONAL FAIR 
HOUSING ALLIANCE 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you, Chairwoman Waters, and good morn-
ing. And good morning to Ranking Member McHenry and the mem-
bers of the committee, and thank you for the opportunity to testify 
here today. 

I am Debby Goldberg, vice president for housing policy and spe-
cial projects at the National Fair Housing Alliance or NFHA. 
NFHA is the only national organization solely dedicated to elimi-
nating housing discrimination in the U.S., and we work with our 
200-plus members to achieve that goal through a wide variety of 
activities. 

I want to thank you, Chairwoman Waters and Congressmen 
Green and Clay and Congresswoman Beatty and many other mem-
bers of the committee for the leadership and support for fair hous-
ing that you have shown over many years. Today’s hearing looking 
at our efforts to eliminate discrimination and promote opportunity 
in housing is a great way to start Fair Housing Month. I hope it 
will help you identify some of our most urgent fair housing issues 
and some of the steps that you and Congress can take to address 
them. 

I want to flag two problems that are described in some detail in 
my written testimony that I don’t have time to discuss this morn-
ing. One is the need to increase funding for our fair housing en-
forcement infrastructure. The other is our concern that HUD may 
effectively eliminate the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing or 
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AFFH rule. This may be our most important tool for overcoming 
the last harms caused by racial segregation that our Federal Gov-
ernment helped to create. 

I urge you to look into both of these problems and I would be 
happy to answer your questions about them. 

Disparate impact is a tool that protects each of us from forms of 
discrimination that may be hidden or unintended, and are carried 
out through policies and practices that appear neutral, but have a 
disproportionately harmful effect on protected classes. Those in-
clude an array of policies that among other things make housing 
unavailable to families with children, force victims of domestic vio-
lence, most often women and their children, to choose between 
being safe and having a home, and prevent people in communities 
of color from getting mortgages or obtaining homeowner’s insur-
ance. 

HUD’s disparate impact rule takes a measured approach to bal-
ancing the justifiable needs of housing providers with the harms of 
discrimination. The tool itself has been around nearly as long as 
the Fair Housing Act and is well-established policy with a long his-
tory of bipartisan support. It has been affirmed uniformly by Fed-
eral Circuit Courts as well as the Supreme Court. 

Despite all this, HUD plans to rewrite, and we fear dismantle, 
this important rule. We urge the committee to investigate HUD’s 
plans for the disparate impact rule and to use its authorities to 
protect and preserve it. 

Finally, I would like to touch on an issue that has emerged as 
a new frontier in fair housing: the impact of the increasing use of 
technology, big data and artificial intelligence by housing providers. 
Problems in this space can be difficult to detect, as the data sets 
and algorithms used are often proprietary. Some have concluded 
wrongly that systems built on big data and sophisticated algo-
rithms are objective and make it harder to discriminate. The truth 
is that if these systems rely on data that reflects historic biases 
deeply imbedded in our society, the systems themselves may dis-
criminate: bias in, bias out. 

We have seen this in the mortgage market, where among other 
things, discriminatory credit scoring systems can pose a real bar-
rier to homeownership and wealth building for people of color and 
others. We are also seeing problems surface in the way housing 
and related services are marketed. 

This is illustrated by a case that NFHA recently settled with 
Facebook. We alleged that Facebook’s system for generating and 
delivering ads allowed providers to prevent members of protected 
classes—women with kids, people who speak Spanish, people with 
disabilities, people in specific neighborhoods, and others—from see-
ing a particular ad. If you never see the ad, you won’t ever know 
what opportunities you have been denied. 

Facebook has agreed to change its ad portal to eliminate the pos-
sibility that advertisers for housing, employment, and credit can 
use protected characteristics to limit the distribution of their ads 
and to take other steps to eliminate discrimination on its platform. 
We look forward to working with Facebook in that process and 
hope that our settlement will be a model for others in this space. 
This too is an area that would benefit from further investigation 
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by the committee, as well as steps to ensure that other laws such 
as the Communications Decency Act do not impinge on the protec-
tions provided under the Fair Housing Act. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify here today, and I look 
forward to your questions. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Goldberg can be found on page 
75 of the appendix.] 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you, Ms. Goldberg. 
Ms. Hill, you are now recognized for 5 minutes to present your 

oral testimony. 

STATEMENT OF CASHUANA HILL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
GREATER NEW ORLEANS FAIR HOUSING ACTION CENTER 

Ms. HILL. Good morning. My name is Cashauna Hill, and I serve 
as executive director of the Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Ac-
tion Center. I would first like to thank you, Chairwoman Maxine 
Waters, for this opportunity to address the committee and to re-
view GNO Fair Housing’s efforts to live up to the mandate of the 
Fair Housing Act. I, along with my staff and our entire community, 
am immensely grateful for your consistent support on the issue of 
fair housing, and we have particularly appreciated your commit-
ment to South Louisiana’s recovery following Hurricane Katrina. 

I would also like to thank Ranking Member McHenry and all of 
the members of the committee for welcoming us here today to dis-
cuss full and effective enforcement of the Fair Housing Act. 

The Fair Housing Action Center is a non-profit civil rights orga-
nization established in 1995 to eradicate housing discrimination 
and segregation. I want to begin with a story of one of our clients 
to emphasize the real-life impacts of the protections afforded by the 
Fair Housing Act. 

In 2014, a nursing student named Marilyn was living in New Or-
leans and celebrating Christmas with her three-year old son. 
Marilyn had invited her son’s father to visit the child over the 
Christmas holidays, however, the visit ended with him violently as-
saulting her. Marilyn was transported to the hospital for treatment 
while her ex was arrested. After her release from the hospital the 
next day, she returned home to find a notice on her door, letting 
her know that she was being evicted and would lose her home be-
cause of the complex’s zero tolerance policy on domestic violence. 

Louisiana’s landlord-tenant laws allow evictions with only 5 day’s 
notice, so Marilyn had just a few days to find a new home. When 
Marilyn found the Fair Housing Action Center, our attorneys on 
staff, partially funded by HUD’s Fair Housing Initiatives Program, 
took her case for free. Our legal team discovered that Marilyn’s 
landlord, a property management company with over 2,000 rental 
units in 3 southern States, required their tenants to sign leases 
agreeing that any participation in a domestic violence incident was 
grounds for eviction. 

To help Marilyn, the Fair Housing Action Center made use of a 
2013 HUD rule and legal theory later upheld by the U.S. Supreme 
Court known as ‘‘disparate impact.’’ That theory holds that some 
policies that seem neutral, like the complex’s zero tolerance policy, 
can unfairly exclude certain groups of people. In this case, the pol-
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icy had a disparate impact on women, who are most likely to be 
victims in domestic violence incidents. 

After her case was settled, Marilyn continued to advocate for 
changes to Louisiana’s State law to protect women in similar situa-
tions. Due to her efforts, together with GNO Fair Housing’s policy 
staff and a statewide coalition of advocates and domestic violence 
survivors, the Louisiana legislature passed new protections for sur-
vivors in 2015. In addition to showing the impact that enforcement 
of fair housing laws can have on American families, Marilyn’s story 
is important because chronic underfunding and delays in adminis-
tration are jeopardizing our ability to enforce the Fair Housing Act. 
GNO Fair Housing’s work to support Marilyn would not have been 
possible without the FHIP program. 

I would now like to turn briefly to Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing. As the committee is aware, the Fair Housing Act was not 
implemented solely to prevent individual acts of discrimination, but 
also to address historic patterns of segregation. The Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing process is essential because an over-
whelming number of studies have shown that where you live deter-
mines much about how you will live and even how long you will 
live. As an example from New Orleans, life expectancies in two of 
the City’s neighborhoods differ by more than 25 years. In the 
neighborhood in the shadow of the Superdome, a community that 
is more than 90 percent black, the average resident lives only to 
the age of 62. Meanwhile, in a community less than 3 miles away 
that is more than 90 percent white, the average resident lives to 
be 88. 

In October of 2016, New Orleans completed the very first Assess-
ment of Fair Housing, a new fair housing plan required under the 
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule. GNO Fair Housing, 
with support from philanthropic partners, led the community en-
gagement process for this plan, the transparent collaborative plan-
ning process resulted in unprecedented community input that pro-
duced comprehensive policy recommendations that provide a clear 
path forward and have since been lifted up as a model for the na-
tion. Nowhere is the focus on Affirmatively Furthering Fair Hous-
ing more important than after life-altering disasters that change 
the face of entire cities and regions. 

As I close, I will note that 10 years after the storm, the City of 
New Orleans began to publicly discuss policies to address the 
gentrification that had already begun, and continues to displace 
many long-term neighborhood residents. 

For cities that are in the midst of recovery or will be from future 
disasters, we cannot afford to wait 10 years before beginning to 
consider the mandate of the Fair Housing Act. It instead must be 
a foundational part of disaster recovery. On behalf of the greater 
New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center, I truly appreciate the op-
portunity to offer this testimony and I will gladly answer any ques-
tions that you may have. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Hill can be found on page 108 
of the appendix.] 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
Ms. Johnson, you are now recognized for 5 minutes to present 

your oral testimony. 
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STATEMENT OF KIERRA JOHNSON, DEPUTY EXECUTIVE 
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL LGBTQ TASK FORCE 

Ms. JOHNSON. My name is Kierra Johnson, and I am the deputy 
executive director of the National LGBTQ Task Force. I want to 
thank the members of this committee for taking the time to ad-
dress such a very important issue. As a bisexual person, I espe-
cially want to thank the committee for inviting a member of the 
LGBTQ community here today. It is rare for discussions on housing 
discrimination to center on the experiences of LGBTQ people, but 
it shouldn’t be. 

Housing discrimination complaints are filed by LGBTQ people at 
a similar rate to race discrimination complaints filed by people of 
color. And approximately one in four transgender people in the 
U.S. has experienced some form of housing discrimination because 
of their gender identity. Courts and State and local legislators have 
worked to make housing protections for LGBTQ people more ex-
plicit, but still, protections are inconsistently applied and enforce-
ment is even more unpredictable. 

There are real consequences when we fail in our duty to protect 
LGBTQ people. For example, nearly one-third of transgender peo-
ple have experienced homelessness at some point in their lives, and 
while LGBTQ young people make up maybe 6 or 7 percent of the 
general population, 40 percent of young people—40 percent—expe-
riencing homelessness identify as LGBTQ. 

To be clear, people end up homeless not from a lack of trying, 
but because they are unable to find or keep housing. So again, as 
a queer person, I am appreciative to have been asked to be a part 
of this conversation. As a black queer mother of two, I am also dis-
appointed that it is rare to center the experiences of queer people 
in conversations about housing. 

When the Fair Housing Act was passed in 1968, it promised pro-
tections from discrimination in housing on the basis of race, color, 
religion, and national origin. There wasn’t an asterisk at the end 
of those protections. It didn’t say all black people are protected un-
less you are a woman. It didn’t say all Latinx people are protected 
unless you are living with a disability, and it didn’t say all Muslim 
and Jewish people are protected unless you are gay. But in prac-
tice, people who wanted to discriminate sought out gaps in the law 
and they exploited them. 

A landlord could say, ‘‘I am not racist, I just don’t rent to unwed 
mothers.’’ A mortgage broker could say, ‘‘I am not anti-Semitic, I 
just think that with his disability, he is too much of a credit risk.’’ 

Congress has worked hard to close those gaps over the years. 
Since 1968, sex, disability, and familial status have been explicitly 
named in the FHA so that those don’t function as gaps in the law, 
but there is still work to be done. I am a black queer woman with 
two beautiful, brilliant boys. When a landlord won’t call me back 
or a bank won’t approve a loan, I don’t know if it is because I am 
black or because I went to see an apartment with my partner. I 
don’t know if it is because I have two children or because I am a 
man; I just don’t know. And if I try to challenge that decision, 
there is a good chance I will fail. The landlord knows that because 
sexual orientation isn’t explicitly named in the law, there is a gap 
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he can exploit, and the chances of him experiencing any con-
sequences from his bias drops significantly. 

These are the cracks that the people you represent slip through, 
everyday people with dreams and families, responsibilities, and a 
human desire to live with dignity. There are answers to this. The 
Equality Act would protect LGBTQ people in housing. The Land-
lord Accountability Act would cover low-income people who have 
housing vouchers, and the Fair Chance at Housing Act would help 
formerly incarcerated people secure stable housing. I call on the 
members of this committee to think about what it means to leave 
these groups of people without explicit protections. 

Do we not care about black and brown people unless they are 
straight? Do we not care about women unless they have never been 
so hopeless as to commit a criminal act to survive? Do we not care 
about people with disabilities unless they have enough money not 
to need a housing voucher? I hope not. 

I thank you for the time you have given me today and the time 
you take to fight for these protections tomorrow. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Johnson can be found on page 
118 of the appendix.] 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
Dr. Olsen, you are now recognized for 5 minutes to present your 

oral testimony. 

STATEMENT OF SKYLAR OLSEN, DIRECTOR OF ECONOMIC 
RESEARCH, ZILLOW GROUP 

Ms. OLSEN. Chairwoman Waters, Ranking Member McHenry, 
and distinguished members of the committee, it is an honor to ap-
pear before you today at this important hearing. My name is Dr. 
Skylar Olsen, and I am the director of economic research at Zillow. 

Zillow Group was founded with the mission to improve trans-
parency in the housing market and is dedicated to empowering con-
sumers with data, inspiration, and knowledge around the place 
they call home. Zillow Group operates economic research teams at 
Zillow, Trulia, StreetEasy, and HotPads which leverage available 
data to produce timely and relevant economic research. We conduct 
regular analyses on the health of the market, which include hous-
ing market dynamics and forecasting, and also tackle specific 
issues of national interest such as declining housing affordability 
and homelessness. All of this research is publicly available. 

In addition, Zillow makes much of our aggregated data free and 
downloadable to the public and offers academics and government 
agencies a public record data set to support our own research. We 
see our role as using our data to help inform important conversa-
tions. 

In recent years, Zillow Group has published a growing body of re-
search addressing existing disparities in the housing market. At a 
high level, our work demonstrates that housing inequities persist 
across the United States today as reflected in government-reported 
data, the amenities available in different communities, and in con-
sumers’ experiences in their search for housing. I would like to 
share some of that data with you today. 

I will start with homeownership, a key tool for building wealth. 
In the year 1900, the gap between black and white homeownership 
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rates was 27.6 percentage points. In 2016, over 115 years later, the 
gap was actually wider at 30.3 percentage points. At the same 
time, black borrowers are denied for conventional home loans at 
approximately 2.5 times more than that of white borrowers. Zillow 
data has also examined home value appreciation in neighborhoods 
that were historically redlined based at least in part on the racial 
composition of those neighborhoods. We found that those areas for-
merly deemed best and appropriate for lending are now worth 2.3 
times those previously marked as hazardous and inappropriate for 
lending. 

Disparities are also visible in the amenities present in local com-
munities. Trulia’s research team, with input from the National Fair 
Housing Alliance and Ohio State University looked at four major 
metro areas: Atlanta; Detroit; Houston; and Oakland. This research 
found that predominantly non-white census tracts had 35 percent 
fewer traditional banking establishments, 38 percent fewer 
healthcare service establishments, and 34 percent fewer active or 
healthy lifestyle amenities such as parks, playgrounds, and recre-
ation centers as compared to tracts that were predominantly white. 

Finally, we have also engaged in research on consumer experi-
ences and perceptions. According to the Zillow Group Consumer 
Housing Trends Report, a nationally representative annual survey 
of consumer sentiment, home buyers of color were less likely than 
white buyers to say they were satisfied with all aspects of their 
home buying experience. 

Forty-three percent of white buyers reported full satisfaction, 
compared to only 27 percent of black, 24 percent of Hispanic, and 
23 percent of Asian respondents. The survey also revealed that it 
takes more time for Asian, black or Hispanic home shoppers to 
have the rental application or offer accepted. On average Hispanic 
renters submit 5.5 rental applications and Black and Asian renters 
submit 3.6 before finding a rental home. This is compared with 
only 2.5 for white applicants. 

The perception of housing discrimination is also strong among 
U.S. adults. In a nationally representative survey conducted last 
fall, 27 percent of respondents said that they believe they have 
been treated differently in their search for housing because of their 
status in a protected group, including because of race, skin color, 
disability status, and others. 

Zillow Group believes that all Americans deserve to find a home 
free from discrimination in the process, yet these data points help 
illustrate the breadth of inequities and frustrations that many 
Americans still experience in their home search and in their com-
munities. 

We appreciate the opportunity to share this research with the 
committee and hope it will help inform the committee’s discussions 
on these important issues. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Olsen can be found on page 124 
of the appendix.] 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
Dr. Furth, you are now recognized for 5 minutes to present your 

oral testimony. 
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STATEMENT OF SALIM FURTH, PH.D., SENIOR RESEARCH 
FELLOW, MERCATUS CENTER, GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY 

Mr. FURTH. Good morning, Chairwoman Waters, Ranking Mem-
ber McHenry, and members of the committee. Thank you for giving 
me the opportunity to address you today. My name is Salim Furth, 
and I am a senior research fellow at the Mercatus Center at 
George Mason University, where I am co-director of the Urbanity 
Project. I study land use regulations that are barriers to oppor-
tunity. My comments today will focus on the details of the Affirma-
tively Furthering Fair Housing rulemaking. 

Contemporary American land use embodies the bad idea that pri-
vate land use ought to be publicly planned. In practice, these plans 
routinely exclude low-income families by indirect means, causing 
income-based segregation. 

In this environment, how should Federal policymakers respond? 
They should resist the temptation to implement anything like na-
tionalized or State-wide zoning. What they can and should do is 
amend the ways in which Federal policy interacts with local gov-
ernment to encourage and facilitate inclusion and to stop sub-
sidizing extremely exclusionary local policies. 

In this spirit, my colleague and co-director Emily Hamilton and 
I submitted a public interest comment to HUD to suggest specific 
revisions to the AFFH rule. The 2015 AFFH rule is based in an im-
portant but vague admonition in the Fair Housing Act that, ‘‘The 
Secretary shall act in a manner affirmatively to further the pur-
poses of this subchapter.’’ In layman’s English, I take this to mean 
that HUD has to abide by the spirit of the law, not just the letter 
of the law. 

Exclusionary zoning seems like a clear example of government 
violating the spirit of the Fair Housing Act without technically dis-
criminating against any protected class. HUD, under both the cur-
rent and previous Administrations, seems to agree. 

But when HUD makes grants to localities that are actively fight-
ing the construction of modest amounts of rental housing— 
Cupertino, California, comes to mind—it is not Affirmatively Fur-
thering Fair Housing. The 2015 AFFH rule, however, has not led 
to any change in HUD’s grant- making behavior. Cupertino is in 
good standing and has received a Community Development Block 
Grant (CDBG) to rebuild some sidewalks. 

In the year and a half during which the 2015 AFFH rule was 
used by HUD, a pattern emerged: Entitlement communities would 
submit a long document. HUD staff would review and send it back 
for corrections. The document would grow even longer. When it was 
finally done, the entitlement community would be qualified to re-
ceive funding for the next 5 years. The documents typically con-
tained analysis of segregation and demographics as well as some 
plans to improve policy. There were, however, no teeth, and I am 
unaware—perhaps people can correct me—of a single local policy 
that was changed as a direct consequence of this rule. 

Ms. Hamilton and I offer three principles for the revision of the 
AFFH rule: one, the rule should evaluate enacted policies and mar-
ket outcomes, not plans; two, the rule should be easy to administer; 
and three, the rule should have real teeth. 
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Following these principles promotes fair housing more effectively 
and with less wasted effort. 

The AFFH rule made lots of work for planners without taking se-
riously the elected decision-makers. HUD should reverse this em-
phasis. To be in good standing with HUD, jurisdictions should be 
able to point to market outcomes and enacted policies that are con-
sistent with inclusion and strong property rights. 

Second, HUD ought to strive for ease of administration. By all 
accounts, an extraordinary amount of work went into preparing 
and evaluating the Fair Housing Assessments required by the 
AFFH rule. But do not mistake administrative burden for policy 
rigor. Standing in a long line at the DMV doesn’t make you a bet-
ter driver. 

Our final principle is that the AFFH rule ought to have real con-
sequences, at least for egregiously exclusive grantees. How can the 
Secretary of HUD be acting affirmatively to further fair housing 
when he or she approves grants to jurisdictions that have high and 
rising rent, issue few housing permits, and are unwilling to change 
policy to allow more housing construction? 

There are many ways to put teeth into AFFH. The most obvious 
is for highly exclusionary jurisdictions to lose access to CDBG 
funds for a time. CDBG funds are the ideal carrot or stick because 
they are rarely used for housing. Under existing statute, however, 
this is difficult and would probably result in lawsuits. A softer set 
of teeth would be to require that CDBG funds in highly exclu-
sionary jurisdictions be spent directly on low-income housing. 

In our public interest comment, Ms. Hamilton and I outlined one 
particular approach for the AFFH rule. But there are many ways 
to implement our principles. With the help of this committee, HUD 
can and should revise the AFFH rule to focus on enacted policies 
and market outcomes rather than plans, to ease the costs of admin-
istration and to have real financial consequences. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Dr. Furth can be found on page 58 

of the appendix.] 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you, Dr. Furth. I now recognize 

myself for 5 minutes for questions. 
Ms. Goldberg, I am concerned that HUD and Congress are woe-

fully behind when it comes to understanding housing discrimina-
tion. Today, an astounding 73 percent of renters find housing on-
line and an even higher percentage of millennials do so. While 
technological advances have expanded access to knowledge and in-
formation, these innovations are enabling old discriminatory prac-
tices to flourish. 

Your organization recently settled its lawsuit with Facebook over 
the social media company’s discriminatory targeting of advertise-
ments. Just last week, HUD announced its own fair housing 
charges against the company. This was the first Secretary-initiated 
complaint for the Trump Administration even though previous Ad-
ministrations regularly brought such cases. Reading the charges, 
the public may also be surprised to learn that HUD Secretary Car-
son originally halted this investigation when he took office. 

According to the charge, Facebook provided advertisers, including 
mortgage lenders, real estate agencies, and housing developers, 
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with a map to exclude people who live in a specified area from see-
ing an ad by drawing a red line around the area. This is eerily fa-
miliar to when the Federal Housing Administration drew red lines 
around black and brown communities, systematically starving 
them of access to capital and lending. Today, it seems Facebook is 
enabling advertisers to write their own discriminatory maps and 
get paid to do so. 

What is troubling is that due to algorithmic black boxes, commu-
nities are not always well-positioned to know when this is hap-
pening, and accordingly to file complaints regarding online dis-
crimination. Facebook is but one of the many new platforms online, 
and unfortunately HUD, under this Administration, which is in the 
position to enforce the law has to be shamed by fair housing advo-
cates into investigating serious violations of the Fair Housing Act. 

How can we strengthen enforcement of the Fair Housing Act to 
ensure that there are safeguards online and that companies like 
Facebook comply with the law? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you for that question, Chairwoman 
Waters. I think there are a number of things that Congress can do. 
One is to increase funding for private, non-profit fair housing 
groups like the one that Ms. Hill next to me here runs that do in-
vestigations. We partnered with several of our members, not in 
New Orleans, but several others in doing our Facebook investiga-
tion. 

But resources are always scarce. These investigations take time 
and money and allocating more money to serve that purpose would 
be helpful. 

I would also add that HUD itself, in its Office of Fair Housing, 
needs more funding and more staff and greater resources in order 
to be able to carry out its responsibilities more effectively, one of 
which should be, along perhaps with several other Federal agencies 
that have a role to play in the regulation of technology in that 
space, being more proactive about looking at how these different 
platforms operate and whether or not the systems that they use 
are functioning to discriminate. As you know, if you can’t see what 
is going on, if you don’t know what the data say or the algorithms 
do, you don’t know whether discrimination is happening. So, great-
er transparency, greater investigation, I think would be helpful. 

The other thing I want to underscore is something that was not 
particularly relevant to our Facebook case, but is an issue in other 
online platforms, which is the conflict that exists at the moment 
between the Communications Decency Act (CDA) and the Fair 
Housing Act, where courts have interpreted the CDA to trump the 
Fair Housing Act and allow for discriminatory advertisements to 
appear on certain platforms in the name of free speech. And we 
think that is a problem that really needs to be rectified. I don’t 
think it was what was intended, but it is how it stands now. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. Let me just follow 
up for a moment. Did Facebook admit and recognize and make 
some commitments to change? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Yes. So, I don’t believe that in the settlement, 
Facebook acknowledged doing anything wrong, as is typical of 
these kinds of settlements. But it did make a number of changes 
or commitments to make a number of changes including setting up 
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a new portal for advertisements for housing credit and employment 
that will not have the discriminatory options that were on its plat-
form in the past. 

It will also set up a portal where anybody, anywhere in the coun-
try, can look at the housing-related ads that have been posted. So, 
it gets us past this problem of, you never saw the ad because you 
weren’t targeted for it. 

And in addition, because there are concerns about what happens 
after an ad has been developed, approved, and then gets to be de-
livered that even though we have taken some of the discriminatory 
options out of the ad targeting, that the algorithms may themselves 
generate additional discriminatory patterns, Facebook has agreed 
to work with us and a range of experts to study those patterns over 
time and take additional steps to correct it. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. 
The Chair now recognizes the distinguished ranking member for 

5 minutes for questions. 
Mr. MCHENRY. I think we all agree—I hope we all agree—that 

we need the Fair Housing Act. So, let me just go across the panel 
and let us see if we can get some agreement here. 

Do you all agree that we need the Fair Housing Act? Ms. Gold-
berg? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Absolutely. 
Mr. MCHENRY. Ms. Hill? 
Ms. HILL. Yes. 
Ms. JOHNSON. Yes. 
Ms. OLSEN. Yes. 
Mr. FURTH. Yes. 
Mr. MCHENRY. All right. Well, this is good. It is Washington, so 

we have to start with some sense of commonality where we can get 
it. 

So, do you believe that in order for the Fair Housing Act to work, 
we need effective tools to prevent discrimination to eliminate the 
practice, or rules to eliminate the practice of discrimination? 

Ms. HILL. Yes. 
Ms. GOLDBERG. Yes. I think that is one part of meeting the goals 

of the Fair Housing Act. 
Ms. OLSEN. Yes. 
Mr. FURTH. Yes. 
Mr. MCHENRY. Thank you. 
Mr. Furth, you outlined in a piece in October of last year enti-

tled, ‘‘Ben Carson’s Approach to Affordable Housing Might Work’’— 
one quote I pulled from there is, ‘‘Carson’s HUD suspended the Af-
firmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule in 2018 and plans to re-
frame it to challenge the exclusionary land use regulations of cities 
and counties that receive HUD funding. This approach is promising 
and represents an appropriate exercise of Federal power that re-
stores property rights and hopefully will help to reduce poverty.’’ 

Dr. Furth, do you believe that the process that resulted in HUD’s 
2015 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule was ineffective, 
and if so, why? 

Mr. FURTH. So, I take your question to mean was the rule 
itself— 

Mr. MCHENRY. Was the 2015 rule ineffective, and if so, why? 
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Mr. FURTH. It appears to have been ineffective to me. Some peo-
ple think we should have given it longer to operate before drawing 
that conclusion and reasonable people can differ on that point. 

But to me, it helped jurisdictions that wanted to be inclusive. So, 
if we look at the New Orleans Assessment of Fair Housing, it is 
great, it has lots of good of things and they tried to follow up on 
those policies. 

But if we look at communities that didn’t want to be inclusive, 
it didn’t force them to do anything other than fill out this report. 
So, they had to do a bunch of reporting and the staff had to make 
a lot of plans. But the staff plans don’t bind elected officials. We 
have to take local self-government seriously. It exists. 

And these local decisions are made by elected officials who an-
swer to their voters. They don’t always make decisions that we 
agree with. And for HUD, at least HUD should say, if you are 
going to make decisions that are routinely exclusionary, we are not 
going to participate. 

Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. So, here is a question. Do current HUD 
rules take into account the cost of local land use regulations? 

Mr. FURTH. No. In fact, I believe appropriations bills every year 
forbid HUD from taking zoning into account. 

Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. What effect does that have on the supply 
of affordable housing across the country? 

Mr. FURTH. It is massive. If you look at especially coastal cities 
where there is a long history of very strict regulation of private 
land use rights, what we get is a few jurisdictions that have sort 
of a traditional stock of rental housing and they are willing to build 
more, not a lot more, but a little bit more. 

Mr. MCHENRY. Dr. Olsen, does the Zillow data—is that similar 
to what you have seen in the data if you have analyzed that compo-
nent of your data? 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. I think in general, anyone who spends time 
studying housing markets and how they work and why we do or 
do not build recognize that a major barrier to adding housing to 
any community is land use zoning. 

So, to make a more tangible example, 75 percent of the City of 
Seattle is zoned for single- family only. It is generally easy across— 

Mr. MCHENRY. How does that compare to other localities? 
Ms. OLSEN. That is pretty normal to have extensive single-family 

zoning. The other practice that kind of comes through with land 
use regulations is that it is easy to add density where density al-
ready exists. So, places that kind of already have that element to 
it kind of get the more density, more rental apartments units and 
then you have these insular communities that are exclusionary 
that might have access to really great amenities like great schools 
where it is harder to add that density, and so it is harder for other 
communities to access. 

Mr. MCHENRY. So, to that point, this is about income segregation 
based off of this cost structure that local regulations bear out on 
the cost of housing? 

Ms. OLSEN. That is implicitly how things net out at the end. It 
is basically new land, just current land use regulations, one way 
to think about it is that it reinforces historical redlining over time. 
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Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. Thank you all for your testimony. I appre-
ciate it. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
The gentlewoman from New York, Ms. Velazquez, is recognized 

for 5 minutes. 
Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. 
Ms. Goldberg, thank you for the National Fair Housing Alliance’s 

past support of my bill, the Sexual Harassment Awareness and 
Prevention Act. As you know, sexual harassment is a form of sex 
discrimination that is prohibited under the Fair Housing Act. How-
ever, every day across this country, residents in affordable housing 
programs face sexual harassment at the hands of landlords, prop-
erty managers, and others in the housing industry. 

Can you speak to how affordable housing residents are particu-
larly vulnerable to sexual harassment and misconduct and how 
they can often be left homeless because of it? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you for that question, Congresswoman. It 
is a terrible problem that people face. The supply of affordable 
housing that we have in this country is extremely limited. The Na-
tional Low Income Housing Coalition estimates that only one out 
of every four households that is eligible for assisted housing actu-
ally receives that housing. 

And the housing in the private market, depending on where you 
are living, may or may not be affordable or affordable housing may 
or may not be available in any large numbers in the private mar-
ket. And so, having a unit that you can afford is a very valuable 
thing that people are very reluctant to give up, because there is no 
guarantee that you are going to find another one. And that puts 
women in particular in a very vulnerable position. 

Ms. VELAZQUEZ. And can you speak to the fact that this is a 
problem that more than just women face? Can you explain how 
seniors and individuals in the LGBTQ community also face this 
threat? And I will ask Ms. Johnson to expand on it, too. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Sure. I think you make a very good point, that 
this is not a—women may be the largest single category of people 
who experience this kind of discrimination but they are certainly 
not the only ones. And I will defer to Ms. Johnson to speak more 
on that. 

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you. One of my colleagues actually said 
something that stuck with me. They said that deep poverty and 
homelessness felt to them like the stripping away of all of their 
choices in life. 

They had to take whatever job was available and hang on to it 
regardless of how degrading and demoralizing, especially when it 
was freezing cold or pouring rain. They had to sleep in whatever 
shelter was available regardless of whether that space was safe. 
They had to hide their inner light because living on the street 
meant constantly putting on a shroud of toughness. They had to 
fight to protect themselves. They had to steal to eat. They had to 
beg to survive. 

And I think this story, unfortunately, isn’t a rare one. But it does 
point to when people don’t have secure housing, when they are dis-
criminated against in various ways, when they do find housing, 
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whether it is safe or not, they stay, whether it is degrading or not, 
whether it is good for their children or not, they stay. 

And so, they are putting themselves and their families in precar-
ious situations when affordable good quality housing isn’t avail-
able. 

Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Thank you. 
Ms. Goldberg, while it is true that HUD does publish an annual 

report regarding complaints brought under the Fair Housing Act, 
this report is not detailed enough for Congress and the public to 
get a clear portrayal of the complaints brought alleging sexual dis-
crimination or harassment. 

The discussion draft of my bill will require HUD to disaggregate 
this information in several ways including race, gender, family sta-
tus, those with disabilities, and those who are elderly, as well as 
by the number of complaints filed by State, residents of certain 
housing programs, and the number of complaints that allege retal-
iation. 

How will these additional details help HUD address sexual har-
assment claims brought by residents? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Having additional detail is always helpful be-
cause it lets us see where the problems really lie. And one of the 
points that you have sort of implied but not made explicitly that 
I think is really important is the intersectionality of some of these 
issues. 

People face discrimination for more than one of their characteris-
tics, which can sometimes make it difficult to understand exactly 
what is going on. And so, having the kind of data that you are pro-
posing in your legislation would really shine a light on what is 
going on and help us understand it better. 

I would say that we also need ways to make sure that people 
who may be subject to sexual harassment in housing know what 
their rights are and know how to pursue them and report them, be-
cause as we said, people feel very vulnerable. They are reluctant 
to come forward and complain because they are afraid they will be 
evicted. 

And so, I suspect that the number of incidents that we see even 
in the HUD data and the data that our members collect as well is 
probably, far under-represents what actually happens. 

Ms. VELAZQUEZ. I yield back. Thank you. 
Chairwoman WATERS. The gentlewoman from Missouri, Ms. 

Wagner, is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mrs. WAGNER. I thank the chairwoman and I thank our wit-

nesses for testifying today. 
It has been 51 years since the passage of the Fair Housing Act, 

and while many accomplishments have come from its enactment, 
there is still much work to be done to ensure its effectiveness. I 
know that Secretary Carson has turned his attention and full ex-
amination to the alleged redlining by Facebook. He has also, I 
know, expanded that in looking into Google and Twitter in this 
space. 

This question is for both Ms. Goldberg and Dr. Furth. Given that 
the medium for advertising the rental and sale of real estate has 
changed with trends towards Internet platforms and big data, how 
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can we ensure that HUD has the tools, including advanced tech-
nology, to enforce the law as written? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. I would agree that HUD needs—I think this is 
implied in your question—more resources in order to really be able 
to understand, evaluate, and where necessary take action to en-
force the Fair Housing Act with respect to the kinds of online plat-
forms that you are describing and that is certainly what our case 
with Facebook illustrates. 

Mrs. WAGNER. Thank you, Ms. Goldberg. 
Dr. Furth? 
Mr. FURTH. I apologize, I have no expertise in this area and I 

defer to my co-panelists. 
Mrs. WAGNER. Dr. Furth, let me ask you this question. In your 

testimony, and I will change subjects here, you listed three prin-
ciples for the revision of HUD’s 2015 Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing Rule. One specific principle you mentioned is that the rule 
should have real teeth. 

What sort of changes do you believe would make this rule more 
enforceable and also result in better outcomes? 

Mr. FURTH. My preferred change would be that communities that 
are extremely exclusionary—and we can debate exactly how to de-
fine that, but usually you know them when you see them—should 
be for a time, a couple of years, or maybe a full 5 years ineligible 
to receive Community Development Block Grants. 

I actually think having said this more since I wrote the public 
interest comment that that would actually require further legisla-
tion from Congress and that HUD cannot under current statute do 
that. That is what some lawyer friends have told me. 

So, I would certainly encourage the committee to consider giving 
HUD the ability or the instruction to live off places like Brookline, 
Massachusetts, or Cupertino, California, which are very wealthy, 
well-resourced communities that are essentially, through loopholes 
I would call them in the CDBG formula, receiving grants that are 
intended in statute to be used primarily for low- and moderate-in-
come families, and they are using that to essentially subsidize a 
local regime of exclusion. 

Mrs. WAGNER. I have worked with Congressman Al Green on the 
other side of the aisle in CDBG DR reform in some of these spaces. 
I look forward to advancing that legislation at some point. 

This rule was not established until 2015. What did communities 
do up until 2015? Did they operate without standards? Were com-
munities free to do what they wanted? 

Mr. FURTH. I think they are still free to operate without stand-
ards and do what they want. Up until 2015, there was a process 
called the analysis of impediments which was a similar but much 
lighter version, where the staff would sort of put together a little 
report about how fair housing might be blocked in their community 
and they would submit the report and it would get filed away and 
nothing would happen. 

Mrs. WAGNER. By not having a rule in place, would you say that 
HUD was opposed to efforts to further the purposes of the Fair 
Housing Act, or that HUD was opposed to the Fair Housing Act 
itself? 
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Mr. FURTH. No, I don’t think so. The Affirmatively Furthering 
language is tricky. It says that you are supposed to do things af-
firmatively, go out of your way to further fair housing, and exactly 
how you go out of your way to do that is a judgment call and I am 
not calling into question 50 years of HUD directors. 

Mrs. WAGNER. Thank you. 
And Ms. Goldberg, I think I have a little bit of time left and you 

may have wanted to finish discussing some of the tools and re-
sources that are necessary in advancing technology and enforcing 
the law as written, please. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you. I appreciate that. Really two things, 
one is that I think this is an issue that cuts across more of the Fed-
eral Government than just HUD and it is a place where an inter-
agency effort would be very helpful. It is not just housing ads but 
also credit and employment ads that are at play in our Facebook 
case, for example. And so, I think a broader set of eyes would be 
helpful. 

I would also just say very quickly that I think that focusing on 
zoning alone in the context of Affirmatively Furthering Fair Hous-
ing misses a big part of the puzzle. It may be a very useful piece, 
but it misses a big part. 

Mrs. WAGNER. Thank you, Ms. Goldberg. 
My time has expired. I yield back. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
The gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Scott, is recognized for 5 min-

utes. 
Mr. SCOTT. Thank you very much, Chairwoman Waters. 
Ms. Hill, let me start with you. In 1968, 51 years ago, the Fair 

Housing Act was passed, and yet here we are with still this pierc-
ing discrimination. What would you say if you had to name one or 
two or three things, why is that? 

I mean, 51 years is a long time, and in those 51 years a ton of 
resources and money have been put into it, yet this thing is still 
so alive, this racial discrimination, sexual orientation discrimina-
tion. What is going on? What could you say to us that would really 
put our finger on this problem? 

Ms. HILL. Thank you. I certainly appreciate the question. And I 
would say that a big part of why we have not made maybe as much 
progress in this area as we would have liked is that prior to the 
2015 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule, much of the 
focus in the fair housing conversation was on ending private acts 
of discrimination. 

And we really as a country hadn’t gotten to dealing with the his-
tory of racist housing policy in this country. We hadn’t gotten to 
addressing the history of segregation and really working to affirma-
tively further fair housing by creating and opening the door for 
open and integrated communities. 

I will say that we have spent some time this morning talking 
about what Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing means, and 
luckily, we don’t have to guess as to how that can happen. We all 
know that former Vice President Walter Mondale is still with us, 
and he is one of the original sponsors of the Fair Housing Act and 
has spoken publicly and been very clear about what that Affirma-
tively Furthering Fair Housing language meant back in 1968. 
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And so, we really as a country have to focus on working to end 
the legacy of segregation. 

Mr. SCOTT. So, let me ask you this. We have in place what is 
called the Housing Choice Vouchers Program. Tell me, is that effec-
tive? How does that work? 

Ms. HILL. Well, I can certainly talk about the way that the Hous-
ing Choice Voucher Program has played out in New Orleans post- 
Hurricane Katrina, for example. The promise of the program is 
that people will take these vouchers and be able to find housing in 
the private market that works best for them and their families. 

We know that many public housing authorities across the coun-
try shifted to this model of more vouchers and less public housing 
in order to de-concentrate poverty. Unfortunately, in communities 
across the country and in New Orleans, we have really just under 
the voucher system further concentrated poverty, and in New Orle-
ans, voucher holders have been moved across the Mississippi River 
and canals following Hurricane Katrina and are re-segregated in 
communities of high poverty. 

Mr. SCOTT. Let me ask you this, can these Fair Housing Choice 
vouchers be used to help pay the rent? 

Ms. HILL. Well, yes. And I think there are a few ways to do that. 
We know that we haven’t quite gotten to the point where the 
vouchers are meeting the goal of providing free choice in the pri-
vate market in terms of housing. 

In New Orleans, our housing authority has been working to roll 
out a pilot program where the voucher payment standard is ad-
justed to meet the cost of living in specific neighborhoods. 

Mr. SCOTT. I want to make sure I get the right answer here. So, 
these vouchers can be used to help pay the rent? 

Ms. HILL. Well, depending on the neighborhood. And so, it is im-
portant, I think, from an on-the-ground perspective for housing au-
thorities to have the flexibility to be able to set the payment stand-
ard depending on the actual neighborhood. 

Mr. SCOTT. Okay. Thank you. 
Ms. Goldberg, you had an interesting comment about, you called 

it the disparate impact rule. Could you amplify that a bit in terms 
of its impact on this issue? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. In terms of its impact on housing choice vouchers 
in particular? 

Mr. SCOTT. No. 
Ms. GOLDBERG. Or on fair housing in general? 
Mr. SCOTT. Exactly. You made a very salient point. I remember 

part of it. But I did remember what you called it, disparate impact 
rule. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Yes. 
Mr. SCOTT. Thank you. 
Ms. GOLDBERG. It is a critical tool that has been just funda-

mental to enforcing the Fair Housing Act, because not all acts of 
discrimination are blatant and in-your-face. Many acts of discrimi-
nation, whether or not they are intentional, are carried out through 
policies and practices that look neutral, like the situation that Ms. 
Hill described of the apartment complex that would evict somebody 
if the police were called to their unit. 
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That doesn’t sound like it is going to discriminate. But in fact, 
because of who is likely to be the victim of domestic violence, it 
does have a discriminatory impact, and this rule helps us ferret out 
and eliminate those kinds of policies. 

Mr. SCOTT. Thank you very much. 
Chairwoman WATERS. The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Posey, is 

recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. POSEY. Thank you very much, Madam Chairwoman, for hold-

ing this hearing. 
At our recent hearing on Homelessness and Housing Afford-

ability, I pointed out that Secretary Carson has stated that local 
zoning and building restrictions were among the most important 
contributors to homelessness and to unaffordable housing. 

When we marked up the Homeless Act, I offered an amendment 
to provide authority for HUD to use incentives to encourage local 
communities to reduce zoning measures and other land use prac-
tices that serve to restrict the supply of the affordable housing in 
this country, and it passed with bipartisan support much to, I 
think, everyone’s surprise. 

Today, three witnesses mentioned exclusionary zoning practices 
as an obstacle to fair housing and access for protected classes. One 
of the witnesses found—his testimony on this obstacle recommends 
strong incentives for eliminating such practices and recommends 
we look to the market outcomes as metrics to measure the success 
of our efforts along these lines. 

I believe that we know just as reducing zoning restrictions is a 
path to affordable housing, it is also one of the best practices to en-
sure fair housing. 

Mr. Furth, in your testimony, you say rather than relying on 
local policymakers with vague and unenforceable commitments to 
integrate, HUD should tie the disbursement of CDBG grants to 
clear requirements for already enacted zoning de-regulation re-
forms to the entitlement process that reduce the cost of building 
new housing. HUD should set clearly defined metrics which cities 
should begin permitting more housing if they want to continue re-
ceiving grants. 

Can you please describe some of those metrics and how they tie 
into the market outcomes? 

Mr. FURTH. Yes. So, market outcomes are essentially when we 
look at the housing market as it is, what do we see? We see rent 
levels. We see how rent is changing. 

We see whether building permits are being issued and we could 
see patterns of segregation and other demographics. So, those are 
the outcomes. Those take time to develop. If you change your policy 
today, you are not going to see rent or segregation disappear in one 
month. 

So, we should look for the long term, are these policies having 
an effect on market outcomes? And then when a community, say 
a Cupertino, California, says, ‘‘We have been very exclusionary but 
we want to keep getting the CDBG money, so we are going to 
change our policy,’’ we say, ‘‘Alright, in terms of the outcomes, you 
don’t look great. Your rent is extremely high and a moderate-in-
come person wishing to live here has extremely few options. But, 
okay, you are going to legalize accessory dwelling units. You are 
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going to expand the land in which multifamily housing can be 
built. You are going to get rid of parking minimums that drive up 
the cost of constructing housing.’’ 

If they do one of those policies, we say, ‘‘Alright, we will let you 
in for now and then we will reevaluate after some years and see 
if the outcomes match where we hope this policy would get you.’’ 
And then at least we are creating—I don’t think it is a very power-
ful incentive. I don’t think we are taking away local self-govern-
ment if we enact something like this. 

But we are at least saying if a community is exclusionary and 
unwilling to try to change, then HUD should wash its hands and 
say we are not subsidizing that. 

Mr. POSEY. I concur. So often in this country we measure success 
by how much money we pour into something, not how effectively 
we get results, and that is definitely a problem. And I appreciate 
your comments about Dr. Carson looking into the land planning as 
an attempt, actually, the first attempt in his job to do that. And 
we know that it makes no sense for a homeless shelter to require 
two parking places per resident, to have one bathroom for every 
resident. 

We talked in committee a little bit about how Mother Teresa had 
a homeless center she was trying to open in New York. And they 
said well, you can’t do it. There are not enough bathrooms, some-
body may have to wait in line. So, they continue to use the street 
and sleep on the street, and that was just a big deficiency of gov-
ernment. 

So, you proposed that HUD tie the disbursement of community 
block grants to a local community meeting clear requirements for 
re-regulating zoning or reforms to the entitlement process that re-
duce the cost of building new housings like we just talked about. 

Does the use of CDBG grants reach enough communities to 
broadly and consistently provide incentives or do we need to con-
sider other incentives in addition to those? 

Mr. FURTH. That is a great question. And I think one of the best 
critiques of our proposal is that a lot of very exclusionary commu-
nities don’t get CDBG. So there are not that many Federal levers 
right now that are useful and we could certainly consider creating 
levers, but I would also say fix what you are doing wrong before 
you create new money pools. 

Mr. POSEY. Okay. I didn’t have time to ask Ms. Hill a question, 
but I appreciate your testimony. 

Ms. HILL. Thank you. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you very much. The gentleman 

from Missouri, Mr. Clay, who is also the Chair of our Sub-
committee on Housing, Community Development, and Insurance, is 
recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and let me thank 
the witnesses for your testimony. The National Community Rein-
vestment Coalition released a report on March 18th that identified 
more than 1,000 neighborhoods in 935 cities and towns where 
gentrification occurred between 2000 and 2013. 

In 230 of those neighborhoods, rapidly rising rents, property val-
ues, and taxes forced more than 135,000 residents who are often 
black or Hispanic to move away. Right here in Washington, D.C., 
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20,000 black residents were displaced, and in Portland, Oregon, 13 
percent of the black community was displaced. 

While the study shows the concentration of wealth and the dis-
placement of black and brown people, the study also found that 
wealth-building investments are increasingly concentrated in the 
larger cities, while other regions of the country like rural areas and 
tribal areas languish. 

Ms. Goldberg and Ms. Hill, is gentrification of fair housing an 
issue? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. I think gentrification can be a fair housing issue, 
certainly, if what it entails is the displacement of people who have 
been living in a community who are members of protected classes 
and being displaced by others. 

What we see I think in some cases is people of color living in a 
community for many years, and whether market forces or public in-
vestment or some combination spurs investment, and makes the 
neighborhood more attractive, other forces as well, housing prices 
go up, and the people who have been living there have been forced 
out. 

Where that has a racial impact or an impact based on national 
origin or any other protected class, that can be a fair housing issue. 

Mr. CLAY. Let me ask Ms. Hill, what tools exist at the Federal 
level that can help local jurisdictions think through these equity 
issues so that they can begin to address them? 

Ms. HILL. I do just want to quickly say that in New Orleans, we 
are seeing climate gentrification that has been fueled by a flight to 
higher ground. And we know that white residents have been far 
more likely to have the resources to buy land in high-ground areas 
following Hurricane Katrina. 

African-Americans, who before the storm had been living in these 
high-ground neighborhoods bordering the Mississippi River, have 
now been easily displaced by those increasing rents. And so, I think 
it is important to at the Federal level have some oversight that en-
sures that local communities are not spending Federal disaster dol-
lars in a way that will fuel gentrification and displacement or in 
a way that perpetuates segregation. 

Mr. CLAY. Thank you for that response. And Ms. Olsen, has 
Zillow done research on this issue directly or with relation to mar-
ket trends broadly that can shed light on this topic? 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. I think in looking at gentrification and where 
the market pressure is, currently, for example, if I looked at a 
major metropolitan area and I wanted to understand where home 
values have grown the most in the past, it was generally close to 
the job centers, because you have this greater concentration of peo-
ple flowing into an area. 

It was hard to add housing into those areas because of just all 
sorts of things, so land use restrictions and kind of different bar-
riers there that cause home values and rents near job centers to 
increase and we find generally lower-income households and often 
communities of color or individuals of color are then pushed further 
and further out. 

So then commutes increase, generally other amenities in that 
space from my earlier testimony kind of highlights there is dis-
parate access there. So for sure, this is kind of a common dynamic 
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and it comes down to many factors that influence that develop-
ment. 

Mr. CLAY. Thank you for that. And Ms. Johnson, are there any 
particular impacts gentrification with displacement is having on 
the LGBTQ community? 

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you for your question. The reality is that 
LGBTQ people, especially queer women, transgender people, and 
LGBTQ people of color are more likely to live in poverty and are 
more likely to be incarcerated. 

So for example, up to 40 percent of women in incarceration iden-
tify as LGBTQ. So when we are looking at gaps, and we are looking 
at gentrification, when people who are reentering society after im-
prisonment can’t find stable housing, they are forced out of the 
community. And so that is just one example of where those inter-
sections come together and affect the LGBTQ community. 

Mr. CLAY. Thank you. And I yield back. 
Chairwoman WATERS. The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Williams, 

is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I thank all of 

you for being here today. Secretary Carson asked for comments to 
change the Obama Administration’s Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing regulation. 

This was not an arbitrary decision. President Obama’s own 
Council of Economic Advisors had doubts that the way the regula-
tion was written could effectively combat discrimination in the 
housing market. 

So, Dr. Furth, can you explain the shortcomings of the previous 
Administration’s Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing regulation, 
and in addition, was there a consensus when this rule was intro-
duced back in 2015 that this would end discrimination? 

Mr. FURTH. Thank you so much. So in my view, it was a well- 
intentioned rule and it had two primary shortcomings. 

The first is that it was very costly to administer, particularly for 
small communities. So if you don’t have a dedicated planning staff, 
you are going to be looking at paying a consultant $50,000 to com-
plete an assessment of fair housing. 

And if you are the type of community that is inclusive and isn’t 
putting up barriers to housing, that seems like punishing someone 
just for showing up and wanting to participate in HUD’s program, 
and I don’t think it makes sense to kind of push these communities 
through a process which might be helpful to some, but is costly for 
virtually everyone and it turned out to be very costly for HUD’s 
staff. 

They did it for a year and a half and the career staff said, ‘‘We 
are exhausted, we can’t keep up the pace of this with running 
through all of our communities.’’ So that was the first shortcoming. 

The second was, despite the good intentions and the ample 
amount of work by many parties that went into it, it didn’t change 
policy. So, it shined some light on problems and it was certainly 
much better than the analysis of impediments as a research meth-
od. And as a researcher, I appreciate people working hard to under-
stand problems and documenting things really carefully, and it is 
great if HUD wants to make information available to communities 
that they don’t have the resources to study this data themselves. 
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But if you are going to do all that work, there should be some 
change. So if you look in the mirror and you walk away and don’t 
change anything, that is a fundamental flaw. And so I think that 
the rule can be improved without abandoning it or giving up any 
idea that HUD can interact with municipalities. Thank you. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. The economy is currently firing on all 
cylinders, I would say, and there are more job openings than people 
to fill them. Wage growth came in at 3.2 percent last year, which 
is the highest number in over a decade, and unemployment is at 
3.8 percent. 

So capitalism really is an amazing thing. Dr. Olsen, would you 
agree with me? Are you a capitalist? 

Ms. OLSEN. Well, I am an economist. Like many in my profes-
sion, I believe that perfect free markets are a gorgeous, beautiful 
thing. But also, as an economist I recognize that there are common 
market failures such as information asymmetries, positive and neg-
ative externalities, and concentrated market power. If these are op-
erating in a market to a strong degree then the market will either 
over- or under-produce. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Okay. Let me ask you a question. In your testi-
mony, there is a graph on homeownership between different races 
of individuals. 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. What do you believe is the biggest contributing 

factor for all of these disparities even though, as Federal Reserve 
Chairman Jay Powell stated in front of this committee in February, 
the economy is in a very healthy place? 

Ms. OLSEN. Well, that is I think one of the upsetting parts about 
this and why affirmatively was a part of the wording here is that 
it has roots in historical policies that come back to redlining. 

If you can imagine how homeownership kind of reinforces itself 
over time, the biggest barrier to homeownership is that down pay-
ment, in order to make that down payment, people often turn to 
their communities, their families and friends for a loan or a gift. 

So for example, currently, 51 percent of first-time home buyers 
need that kind of assistance from their communities. Back then, it 
was probably similar. If you didn’t get that resource over time, you 
can’t make homeownership work. So if I start from a situation 
where we had redline areas, communities of color that were barred 
from access to homeownership, that would have a chain reaction 
that flowed all the way down to today that would continue that 
barrier. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. Okay. I am a capitalist who knows that free mar-
kets work. So Dr. Furth, before I continue this question, are you 
a capitalist? 

Mr. FURTH. Sure. 
Mr. WILLIAMS. As a small business owner, I have seen the effects 

of the government policies, the current issue for example, if inter-
est rates go up, it could keep somebody from buying, $50 a month 
could change their ability to buy a car. 

So can you give us quickly some specific examples of policies that 
are preventing the free market from dealing with affordable hous-
ing? 

Mr. FURTH. A great one is parking minimums in big cities. 
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you. I yield back. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. The gentleman from Texas, 

Mr. Green, who is also the Chair of our Subcommittee on Oversight 
and Investigations, is recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. GREEN. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I especially thank 
you for the opportunity for us to move from talking points with ref-
erence to invidious discrimination to action items. 

We have several pieces of legislation that will afford us the op-
portunity to do so. I am going to call to your attention H.R. 149, 
the Housing Fairness Act. Very simply put, it seeks to codify and 
standardize two programs into one: the Fair Housing Initiative 
Program; and the Fair Housing Assistance Program. 

In so doing, it will legitimize further to a greater extent the proc-
ess of testing, a process that is utilized to acquire empirical evi-
dence to support discrimination contentions, we can now with this 
evidence have facts that we can utilize to go forward. 

So Ms. Goldberg, let me start with you, if I may. Could you kind-
ly tell me where the testing can be beneficial if we do it on a stand-
ardized nationwide basing or the testers themselves have been 
trained to do so with the greater degree of expertise? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Absolutely. Testing is a critical tool for fair hous-
ing enforcement. And I am sure Ms. Hill could speak to this as 
well. It has been used by our organization and many other organi-
zations around the country. 

It has been upheld by the Supreme Court as a valid and nec-
essary tool for fair housing enforcement because it lets you run es-
sentially a controlled experiment. You send out two people who 
look the same in all relevant characteristics but one is, for exam-
ple, African-American, one is white, one is a woman, one is a man, 
one is a family with kids, one without kids. 

And you give them comparable characteristics, a comparable pro-
file so that they appear to be equally qualified. In fact, usually the 
tester who is a member of a protected class is a little bit better 
qualified than the other. And you see what happens to them. And 
if they are treated differently because they are comparable in all 
relevant criteria, you can determine whether the difference in 
treatment is based on that protected class characteristic. No other 
tool that we have is so valuable for figuring out whether discrimi-
nation is occurring. 

Mr. GREEN. Would someone else care to give a comment? 
Ms. HILL. I would, if I may. 
Mr. GREEN. Ms. Hill, thank you. 
Ms. HILL. Thank you, I very much appreciate it. What I will 

mention is that testing is oftentimes the only way to discover 
whether discrimination is happening and whether people are being 
kept out of a certain community. 

We were able to bring litigation because we had analyzed some 
census data with regard to a community in the suburbs of New Or-
leans, and we found that the area surrounding one particular 
neighborhood was very racially mixed, but on the census data map 
this certain community was very white, and when we zeroed in, we 
found that it was a large multi-block apartment complex and there 
were no people of color living there. 
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We sent some testers out and all of the black testers were de-
nied. Now the property manager was very nice about it, she didn’t 
say they couldn’t have access to that space because they were 
black, but that is what was happening. 

When we got into litigation, the property manager who had been 
managing that space for 32 years admitted under oath that in 32 
years she had never rented to an African-American resident. And 
so we know that for decades, black people were excluded from this 
community where many of them had hoped to live. Without testing, 
we would not have been able to uncover that discrimination, be-
cause nobody came in and made a complaint to us about that par-
ticular place. 

Mr. GREEN. Moving on to some statistical information—the staff 
has done a great job, and I want to compliment the staff—the indi-
cation is that 71 percent of the reported housing discrimination 
complaints have been handled by the Fair Housing Initiative Pro-
gram, and this was in 2017. 

And that the fair Housing Assistance Program handled 23 per-
cent, that HUD handled 4.5 percent, and the DOJ 0.1 percent. 
These numbers seemed to indicate that the Fair Housing Initiative 
Program, which is an NGO-based program, and the Housing As-
sistance Program, these two entities seemed to be handling the 
lion’s share of these complaints. Ms. Goldberg, has that been your 
experience? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Yes. I think that pattern has held true over quite 
a long time. 

Mr. GREEN. And finally, let me just close with a word—I hear 
many people rail and complain about invidious discrimination, per-
haps not in the terminology that I have just utilized, but they do. 

They complain, but when given the opportunity to do something 
about it, they don’t seem to have the energy to do so. I think that 
this is a great opportunity for us to go from talking points about 
invidious discrimination to action items. Thank you Madam Chair-
woman, I yield back. 

Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. The gentleman from Arkan-
sas, Mr. Hill, is now recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. HILL OF ARKANSAS. I thank the Chair, and appreciate this 
good hearing today and I appreciate the witnesses for being here. 
I have been involved around the housing policy area for a long, 
long time. I was a young staffer back in the 1980s on the Senate 
Housing Subcommittee, so I certainly am familiar with the legacy 
of some of these challenges that we talk about today. 

And Ms. Hill, thank you for your work in South Louisiana. I was 
a volunteer with Rotary International and we rebuilt about 60 
houses in Lecompte after Katrina using Bush-Clinton Katrina 
money, and that is why I am so supportive of Al Green and Anne 
Wagner’s efforts at CDBG-DF reform. I know it is controversial in 
Congress but we saw families be given the money to raze their 
homes in Lecompte, which is on the north side of Lake Pont-
chartrain, in an unincorporated area, and the money didn’t go into 
razing their homes. So they will just be back in the same situation 
in a future high-water event along Lake Pontchartrain, and that is 
why the after-action auditing there shows almost $800 million was 
allocated through CDBG-DF but was not spent properly for home 
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razing. That is why we really need reforms in that area to make 
sure that money gets to the homeowners, and is spent by the home-
owners for the purpose that it was intended so that they have a 
much safer, dryer place in the future. So, thanks for your work. 

I was intrigued listening to the conversation back and forth 
about HUD’s discoveries at Facebook and we are in a new era of 
discrimination when we go digital and go social media. So that was 
interesting to me. The Chair and the Ranking Member have been 
talking about forming a taskforce on on financial technology, 
Fintech, and of course, Zillow is on the cutting edge of Fintech as 
well as Facebook. 

So I am very interested in not only how we can cut compliance 
costs for market participants, improve access to the unbanked and 
things of that nature through Fintech, but also sort out at a lower 
cost discrimination through the use of big data. 

So to help me learn a little bit more about this, who wants to 
answer the question, how did HUD learn about this Facebook ad 
presentation issue? Who is the best one, Ms. Goldberg, should you 
tackle that? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. I think I could answer that. I believe HUD 
learned about it the same way we did, which was through some 
amazing investigative reporting done by ProPublica. 

Mr. HILL OF ARKANSAS. Okay. Good. And once that was identi-
fied, what was the methodology then for tracking that and discov-
ering it, and is that open source type data that could be used by 
financial institutions, for example, or tell me how then HUD went 
on to the next level to build the case if you will? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. I can’t speak to what HUD has done, it has 
issued a charge which tells you what it found but I am not sure 
what its methodology was. I can tell you what we did if that would 
be of interest, which is that we created for the purposes of this test, 
what is the word that I want, a management company. 

And we said to Facebook that we had apartments we wanted to 
rent, we went on their site, to their ad portal and looked at the 
characteristics that they let us use to either include people who 
would see that ad or to exclude people who would not see that ad. 
We were able to get ads approved by Facebook that included the 
use either to exclude people and primarily included the use of pro-
tected categories under the Fair Housing Act. 

And so, it was a form of testing in a way. We were able to see 
for ourselves by posing as a potential landlord that the tools that 
Facebook made available enabled us to discriminate. 

Mr. HILL OF ARKANSAS. Dr. Olsen, do you want to add to that 
from Zillow’s point of view of looking at big data, do you have any 
thoughts on that? On how best for HUD, for example, to root out 
using social media or big data? 

Ms. OLSEN. You know, I don’t think we have. As an economist, 
I really don’t have a lot of insight into what HUD could do in order 
to explore. I can say that the purpose of the finding was to solve 
for information asymmetries by putting all available listings online 
for everyone to search and sort through. And that kind of finding 
is important to this kind of idea. 

Mr. HILL OF ARKANSAS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I yield 
back. 
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Chairwoman WATERS. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Foster, is 
recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. FOSTER. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and thank you for 
this hearing. You know, I represent the second, third, and fourth 
largest cities in Illinois: Joliet, Aurora, and Naperville. 

And rolling through here on the screens are these redlining pic-
tures, and I remember trembling with rage when I saw the red-
lining pictures of Joliet and Aurora from the 1930s, and then driv-
ing through those neighborhoods and seeing how their futures have 
been determined by these bigoted, racist policies. 

I also represent Naperville, which until well into the 20th Cen-
tury was what was called the ‘‘sundown town,’’ so they didn’t have 
any redlining issues there. But it has gotten better. It has really 
gotten better in Joliet, in Naperville, and in Aurora. And a part of 
that, a big part of that were the Federal policies that leaned heav-
ily against this. 

And I was reading through the complaint against Facebook, 
which sort of brought that same level of rage. I don’t think this was 
intentional, but it just underlines the danger in the power that has 
been given to these companies, that although Facebook themselves 
probably didn’t deliberately do this, I am convinced there are many 
landlords out there that would take advantage of the ability to do 
that. 

And it underlines the fact that Congress hasn’t been paying 
enough attention to the power of tech on this. But then on the 
other side is, what could you do to actually fix this and use the 
power of tech for a positive way? I guess, Ms. Goldberg or Ms. Hill, 
I can’t remember, was talking about doing electronic testing, essen-
tially simulating landlords. 

I mean, you could potentially have access to when someone puts 
out an ad and say, okay, it is fine that you set this criteria but this 
criteria will discriminate against X, Y, and Z, and let the person 
thinking about putting that ad out there get immediate feedback 
from Facebook that this is a discriminatory set of criteria that you 
have. 

Is Facebook, to your knowledge, talking about that sort of imme-
diate feedback so that even say an individual landlord will not in-
advertently do this? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. I can speak to that. What Facebook has done is 
committed to taking off of its platform, creating a new portal for 
people who want to advertise services related to housing, employ-
ment, and credit so that they will create ads through a different 
mechanism than other people who are creating ads for other kinds 
of goods and services, and that employment and credit portal will 
not offer the options of any categories that you can either include 
or exclude that reflect— 

Mr. FOSTER. But the number of proxies that you can generate 
is— 

Ms. GOLDBERG. It is a lot. And we will be working with them and 
monitoring what they do over the next 3 years to ensure that all 
of the categories that might have a discriminatory effect are re-
moved. 

I would say two things if I could in response to your question fur-
ther. One is that in the context of Facebook, the problem is not just 
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in the ad creation to begin with, that was clear and that is what 
some of the main provisions of our settlement agreements speak to. 
But a problem that neither we nor Facebook actually knows how 
to figure out, but will be looking at over the next 3 years, is the 
way that its algorithm delivers ads to people even when those ads 
don’t have any discriminatory targeting based on the other infor-
mation that Facebook has about people, and who it thinks will be 
most likely to respond to an ad, and other ad campaigns that may 
be running which reflect the historic discrimination in our society. 

So it is a real problem, and we are hopeful that by working to-
gether we will be able to get to the bottom of it. I would just say 
if I could that I think the Facebook problem is a big one and I hope 
that we are on a good path to tackling that, but it is not the only 
one and the way we see algorithms and big data work for example 
in the mortgage lending space is a little bit different. And so it is 
going to take a little bit different kind of tools to address that. 

Mr. FOSTER. And then on the other side, you can imagine the sit-
uation, we spend a whole lot of money trying to subsidize socio-
economic integration in our communities. I mean, it is a really good 
thing, it is a better outcome for the whole community. 

And so have people ever thought we have all this big data? So 
that for example just paying, say Facebook, if their ad results in 
a placement of a family in a neighborhood which increases socio-
economic integration, that somehow, they get rewarded for that 
monetarily. Is that sort of idea ever been talked about, to just use 
these big datasets for good? If you could answer that for the record, 
I would appreciate it. I yield back. 

Chairwoman WATERS. The gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. 
Kustoff, is recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. KUSTOFF. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and thank you 
for convening the hearing today. I also want to thank the witnesses 
for appearing this morning. 

Dr. Furth, in your testimony, especially in your written testi-
mony, you go into some discussion about Community Development 
Block Grants. We all know the Community Development Block 
Grant program is one of the oldest programs under HUD. It is also 
frankly probably one of the most popular with our local mayors and 
local elected officials. 

In your written testimony, you discussed withholding some of the 
CDBG funding to encourage, if you will, local communities to better 
incentivize fair and equal housing access. Can you explain, if you 
could, why withholding these CDBG funds from communities 
would, in fact, better incentivize better housing and land use poli-
cies? 

Mr. FURTH. Certainly, thank you. So CDBG money is not a big 
part of any community’s budget unless they are in the disaster pro-
gram. But it is a very popular part because every mayor kind of 
gets this little pool of money. It is often like a million bucks to do 
a project that they don’t have local budget for, so this isn’t usually 
used to just pay for standard things, it is used to pay for kind of 
really fun one-offs. Unfortunately, it is frequently used to directly 
give to local businesses, which seems like a really, really poor use 
of Federal money to me. 
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And so, mayors love it, right? It gives them a ribbon cutting. It 
gives something that they couldn’t have gotten through the local 
taxing authority, that their voters wouldn’t necessarily have ap-
proved. 

So, that is a great lever. It doesn’t hurt renters, right? So if we 
said, okay, if you don’t comply with some inclusion, we are going 
to withhold your home funds. Well, the home funds actually sup-
port low-income renters. So the pain there is felt by the people we 
are trying to help. 

CDBG hurts mayors if you take that away. That is the—I joke 
that it is a French abbreviation for mayor’s ribbon cutting slush 
fund. And I think that is how it gets used and that is why it is 
a good lever, although it doesn’t hit every community. 

Mr. KUSTOFF. If I could follow up on CDBG, and I didn’t state 
this to the witnesses before, but in my district, I represent West 
Tennessee, so I have part of Memphis, part of the City of Memphis, 
the City of Jackson, Dyersburg, and rural parts of West Tennessee. 

Memphis is a community that uses CDBG grants quite a bit. As 
it relates to the formula, and I know I am getting a little bit in 
the weeds, but the formula B if I could, which in part is based on— 
as I understand it, 1940s housing data or 1940s data is weighted 
at around 50 percent appropriation. 

So some older suburbs benefit from the pre-1940 or the 1940 for-
mula even though they are kind of low-need communities. So my 
bottom line question is, should HUD look at redoing the formula, 
reformulating it in order to better distribute funds? 

Mr. FURTH. Yes. Well, HUD can’t. But I would urge this com-
mittee to revisit the formulas. They were written in the 1970s 
when an old house was a bad house, right? So, the assumption in 
the formula was that if you lived in a 50-year-old house, it must 
be falling apart. 

And now we know if we go to the most exclusive addresses and 
zip codes, the houses are often very old and very, very nice. And 
that is no longer a good proxy for need. So, I think we could very 
easily rewrite the formula to much better target Congress’ original 
intent and what this Congress would also intend for using that pro-
gram. I would applaud that. 

Mr. KUSTOFF. And you think it is something that can be done 
and could be done during this Congress? 

Mr. FURTH. Well, every other Congress since then has not want-
ed to touch it because there is a fixed pot of money and if a little 
less goes to Brookline, Massachusetts, instead going to Memphis or 
Allentown, then somebody squeals and the people who squeal have 
Representatives in this body and redistributing money across cities 
is going to hurt somebody. 

But if we can put aside that parochialism or even to say within 
your district that there are communities that are really well- 
resourced and there are communities that aren’t. And right now, 
even within your district they are probably funneling that money 
poorly. 

Mr. KUSTOFF. Thank you, Dr. Furth. 
And I yield back the balance of my time. Thank you. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
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The gentleman from Washington, Mr. Heck, is recognized for 5 
minutes. 

Mr. HECK. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, indeed, thank you 
for holding a hearing on a matter is as important as this. 

Dr. Olsen, welcome to Washington, D.C., again, I think as an 
economist I have some questions I would like to ask you, specifi-
cally following up on Mr. Clay’s questions regarding gentrification, 
which I thought were fascinating and provocative. 

And Ms. Hill, thank you so much for reminding me that 
gentrification can occur for reasons other than just lack of supply, 
i.e., flight to higher ground. That was a paradigm-shifting reminder 
for me and I appreciate it very much. 

But Dr. Olsen, is it not only obvious that discrimination occurs 
everywhere, but with respect to gentrification, is it also true that 
it can often be especially propelled by supply considerations? 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. Yes, definitely, of course. When we think about 
displacement, what is happening is that demand is overwhelming 
supply and the current way that we do not up-zone. 

Mr. HECK. Do not up zone. We have had that conversation. 
Ms. OLSEN. We have had that conversation before, yes. It defi-

nitely exacerbates this problem and has barriers to kind of success-
ful or affluent communities. 

Mr. HECK. So, in a community like Seattle, for example? 
Ms. OLSEN. Yes. 
Mr. HECK. Where in particular, high-tech companies like Google 

and Facebook and Zillow and, of course, Amazon, bring in not just 
thousands but tens of thousands of people, it creates a supply prob-
lem on the housing side leading to gentrification. 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. 
Mr. HECK. And gentrification has multiple and insidious effects 

on people of color, does it not? They are pushed out of homes that 
they can no longer afford, leaving then to confront secondarily, 
where am I going to live when I am confronted with additional dis-
criminatory barriers? Is that a fair statement? 

Ms. OLSEN. Something that I often say when I am talking to 
groups around the country about housing supply and land use is 
to say in one way or another, your community is going to change. 

If the housing stock does not evolve, if you do not allow it to 
evolve or become more dense, then the people who live there, the 
makeup of them, what they look like, the kind of jobs they have 
is going to become, that is what is going to change, right? 

You are going to have people with lower incomes moving out. If 
you allow the built environment to change, then it is more likely 
that the diversity within the set of people will change. 

Mr. HECK. There are two dimensions to this that I want to quick-
ly introduce and get your reaction to. 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. 
Mr. HECK. As it relates to the gentrification or supply in general. 
Ms. OLSEN. Sure. 
Mr. HECK. It seems to me that when demand exceeds supply, you 

basically have given additional power to landlords over tenants, 
that if they have a product that is in short supply you have, in fact, 
tilted a little bit of the power equation, which then represents yet 
another way in which people who are traditionally discriminated 
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against have even less leverage as it were. Is that not just basic 
economic common sense? 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes, I think a way to make that more tangible is to 
say in an environment where demand is overwhelming supply and 
I have an open listing, say five people show up at the exact same 
time, I get to choose which one. 

Mr. HECK. So finally, and this is the one that on some level both-
ers me the most, homeownership in this country has declined and 
is at its relative lowest level in quite some time. We know that peo-
ple of color are discriminated against with respect to lending and 
with respect to purchasing. 

But given that homeownership, which still is aspired to by the 
overwhelming percent of Americans, is the single largest net worth- 
building asset to the average American, homeownership, then dis-
crimination when it occurs as a consequence of all these factors has 
an especially long-term structural debilitating economic effect. 

Does it not, Dr. Olsen? 
Ms. OLSEN. Yes. I think homeownership is one of the biggest 

ways that you have intergenerational transfers of wealth and then 
for yourself to also build wealth over time. 

Mr. HECK. And supply plays an important consideration in all 
that. Thank you. 

I yield back, Madam Chairwoman. 
Chairwoman WATERS. Thank you. 
The gentleman from Kentucky, Mr. Barr, is recognized for 5 min-

utes. 
Mr. BARR. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and thank you to 

the witnesses for your testimony today on the very important sub-
ject of fair housing. I want to talk a little bit about disparate im-
pact. 

The Supreme Court’s decision in inclusive communities held 
that, disparate impact liability must be limited so employers and 
other regulated entities are able to make the practical business 
choices and profit-related decisions that sustain a vibrant and dy-
namic free enterprise system. 

But the 2013 version of the HUD rule required defendants to 
prove that the practice at issue was necessary to achieve one or 
more substantial, legitimate, nondiscriminatory interests of the re-
spondent or defendant. 

Dr. Furth, this question is for you. Did the 2013 version of the 
HUD regulation have the effect of discouraging these employers 
and regulated entities from making practical business decisions out 
of fear that they might result in a lawsuit, notwithstanding other-
wise being perfectly legitimate and good faith decisions? 

Mr. FURTH. I apologize, Congressman, I have no expertise in that 
area. 

Mr. BARR. Dr. Olsen, do you have a view on that? 
Ms. OLSEN. I also don’t think I can comment with my expertise. 
Mr. BARR. Do any of the other witnesses have an opinion about 

that? 
Ms. HILL. I can speak to it, not in the employment context, but 

as a fair housing advocate and a civil rights attorney who has liti-
gated these cases. What I can say as someone who runs a fair 
housing advocacy group, is that we have used the disparate impact 
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theory to positively benefit the residents of South Louisiana, most 
recently in the direct aftermath of Hurricane Katrina where we 
brought litigation against a local government, a community that 
passed a law that would require that homeowners who wanted to 
rent their homes in their community could only rent to people who 
were related to them by blood. At the time since the State ap-
proved that 93 percent of the homeowners in that parish were 
white, it would directly follow then that the majority of their blood 
relatives were white. 

And so, even though that law did not on its face exclude people 
of color, it had the effect of prohibiting people of color from renting 
in that community. 

Mr. BARR. So I want to maybe ask the question a little bit dif-
ferently to get at the question that I am concerned about. The Su-
preme Court, in the Inclusive Communities case, what the Supreme 
Court held was that a disparate impact claim cannot be based sole-
ly upon a showing of statistical disparity. 

Given that the HUD rule on disparate impact does not conform— 
I am talking about the 2013 rule—with the Supreme Court decision 
in 2015, shouldn’t we agree that a revised rulemaking is appro-
priate? 

Dr. Furth? 
Mr. FURTH. I can’t speak to your premise. But clearly, if the rule 

is ruled unconstitutional, then it must be revised. 
Mr. BARR. Right. And so, HUD has released a proposed revised 

rule that conforms to the Supreme Court Inclusive Communities 
decision, does anybody have a problem with that? 

Ms. HILL. Well, I would just say that I don’t believe that the In-
clusive Communities decision spoke to the 2013 HUD rule and I 
don’t believe that there has been any court finding that the HUD 
2013 rule is— 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Well, to the contrary, courts have found that 
there is no conflict between the 2013 rule and the ICP case deci-
sion. And based on that, there is no reason to go back and revisit 
this issue which is a rule that has been in effect or excuse me a 
doctrine that has been in place, a tool that has been available to 
us almost as long as the Fair Housing Act, has been upheld all the 
Federal Circuit Courts that have— 

Mr. BARR. Reclaiming my time, and I apologize for cutting you 
off because I know you are making a point, but in my remaining 
time, what I am concerned about is that the 2013 rule may be well- 
intentioned, but the concern I have is that it would actually have 
the unintended effect of reducing access for the very classes that 
the Fair Housing Act is trying to protect, because it is going to en-
courage housing providers to just simply withdraw for fear of litiga-
tion. 

And so, I think when we talk about an inadequate supply of 
housing and the negative impacts that has on vulnerable commu-
nities, we need to be very, very careful about HUD regulations that 
would create a litigious environment that would discourage the 
provision of housing. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. So, can I just say that the 2013 rule did not 
change the landscape in any significant way compared to what it 
had been for many decades before that, and we have not seen a 
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withdrawal of landlords from the market in fear of litigation. So, 
I think that your concern is— 

Mr. BARR. My experience is different. I yield back. 
Chairwoman WATERS. The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Lawson, 

is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. LAWSON. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, and welcome to 

the committee, witnesses. 
Ms. Johnson, I was very interested in your presentation. I know 

it has been 50 years since the Fair Housing Act was implemented, 
a couple of days in 1968 after Martin Luther King’s assassination. 

And I would like for you to elaborate a little bit more on access 
for the LGBTQ community of projects that are funded by HUD, be-
cause according to this information, there was a final rule in 2016 
about access, and then it was alleviated in 2017. 

Could you express a little bit more from your presentation what 
kind of effect that this has had on the LGBTQ community? 

Ms. JOHNSON. Sure. Thank you so much for your question. I 
think what is so important to me, in the conversation about 
Facebook and the conversations that we have had is that this is 
about ending systemic discrimination. 

And what we are seeing, how LGBTQ people are impacted is that 
they are people of color. They are people living with disabilities. 
They are coming from and returning citizens from prison. 

And overwhelmingly, we are seeing this kind of discrimination 
impacting young people. Again, as I said in my presentation, 40 
percent of young people living in homelessness are LGBTQ people. 

So there was a statement about the importance of owning a 
home and the discriminatory barriers to that. But there are dis-
criminatory barriers to renting homes, and to getting into homeless 
shelters, so, there are multiple levels of discrimination before these 
young people or couples or families can even get to the point of 
owning a home. 

So, I think it is important that in addition to what has happened 
since 1968, we have seen gender added. We have seen familial sta-
tus added. But we have more work to do. 

In addition to doing the testing around current protected 
statuses, we also need to be expanding who the protected classes 
are, or reaffirming who those protected classes are, which again 
around sexual orientation, around people returning from prison, 
around people who have housing vouchers. 

We have made a lot of advances but there, again, there is just, 
I think it is important for Congress to continue its work to recog-
nize that discrimination is still present. We have to acknowledge 
it and we have to continue to do our due diligence or this affirming 
work to name it, to find it, and to prevent gaps in the law for cre-
ating, allowing for that kind of discrimination. 

Mr. LAWSON. Okay. Thank you. 
Ms. Hill, how have credit scores discriminated against people 

who are trying to enter the housing market? 
Ms. HILL. Well, I think it is clear that there is a problem. There 

are gaps in access and the National Fair Housing Alliance has ac-
tually taken the lead on bringing this conversation to the forefront 
nationally. 
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We know that people in communities of color are underbanked 
and oftentimes referred to the subprime lending market. And so, 
there are a variety of ways in which access to credit leads to dis-
criminatory outcomes, the credit scoring system and the algorithms 
that are used as we talk more about this conversation around data, 
definitely does have some discriminatory impacts on communities 
of color. 

Mr. LAWSON. Ms. Goldberg, I have a few more seconds. Can you 
comment on that too, please? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Absolutely. One of the problems that we see is 
that the credit scoring systems that are used depend on the results 
of many, many decades’ worth of segregated and discriminatory 
patterns. And so, the access that people of color in particular have 
had to mainstream credit from banks and savings and loans that 
look good on your credit record that boost your credit score has 
been limited. 

And instead, folks have been relegated to the fringe market with 
payday lenders and subprime lenders and title lenders, et cetera, 
who don’t report positive payment history to the credit bureaus but 
do report if you fail to pay. 

And so your good payment history doesn’t work for you, but your 
bad payment history, should that happen, works against you. And 
that is one of the things that has gotten baked into the system. 

Chairwoman WATERS. The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. Stivers, is 
recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. STIVERS. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, for holding this 
important hearing, and I would like to thank the witnesses for 
being here. My first question is to Dr. Furth. I represent among 
other places Franklin County, Ohio, Columbus, Ohio, where we 
have a shortage of 50,000 affordable housing units at this point. 
And that shortage seems to be getting worse. Do you think any of 
these bills would help us create a supply that would fix that back-
log? 

Mr. FURTH. In my brief reading of the bills that were introduced 
ahead of this hearing, I saw lots of valuable and well-intentioned 
things, but I don’t think any of them would help increase supply. 

Mr. STIVERS. I actually agree, and I think that is our biggest 
problem, that and affordability. 

Dr. Olsen, I want to take off on some questions that the gen-
tleman from Missouri and the gentleman from Washington asked 
about gentrification. And I am curious if maybe our passion and 
upset feelings on gentrification might be slightly misplaced. 

Let me just ask you a couple of questions. Does gentrification 
help renters or homeowners? 

Ms. OLSEN. I think one of the reasons, and if I can— 
Mr. STIVERS. No, can you just answer the question? I don’t have 

a lot of time, ma’am. Does it help renters or homeowners? Do prop-
erty values go up or down when you have gentrification. 

Ms. OLSEN. I think you first have to define what you mean by 
the word, ‘‘gentrification.’’ 

Mr. STIVERS. Other people have described gentrification, do prop-
erty values go up or down during gentrification? If you can’t an-
swer it, we can move on. 

Ms. OLSEN. We can move on. 
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Mr. STIVERS. Okay. Thank you very much. And I do have one 
more question for you, Dr. Olsen. So, you testified that minority 
homeowners have more frustrations with their home searches. Can 
you describe what those frustrations are related to? 

Ms. OLSEN. I can describe what the exact questions are that we 
ask, so such questions are full satisfaction with the home search 
process. We ask if finding the right agent is ‘‘very difficult’’ or ‘‘dif-
ficult.’’ 

We know about the number of offers they submit in order to win 
a bid on a home during a forced sale process as well as the number 
of rent applications they need to submit. We also ask about percep-
tions of discrimination, so do you feel that you have been treated 
differently due to, and we ask questions about race, sexual orienta-
tion, Section 8 voucher holding, religion, veteran status, gender 
identity, and gender itself. In all of those questions, you can see a 
consistent pattern where people of color and other protective class-
es generally more frustrations in that part of the search process. 

Mr. STIVERS. Do you think any of these bills would alleviate 
some of those frustrations and how so? 

Ms. OLSEN. As an economist who studies housing markets broad-
ly, I don’t have a lot of good insight into the specifics of policy. 

Mr. STIVERS. Okay. No problem. 
Ms. Johnson, you had brought up earlier the issue of homeless-

ness, and I know a lot of folks in the LGBTQ community face 
homelessness. And one of the things that you may be surprised to 
know is that the Housing and Urban Development Department 
does not include anyone who is under age 18 in their definition of 
homelessness. 

Do you think if they would change that definition to include folks 
under 18, it would help people in the LGBTQ community? 

Ms. JOHNSON. Can you hear me? 
Mr. STIVERS. I can now. 
Ms. JOHNSON. Can you hear me now? I think recognizing home-

lessness of all folks, in particular, again, yes, under 18, I think that 
is an important focus in the community and I also think it is im-
portant for us to really look at what is offered in these shelters, 
and again, what is offered in renting for these young people as 
well. I think it could potentially be helpful. 

Mr. STIVERS. Thank you. And one last question. Dr. Furth, under 
the policy proposal to use CDBG grants to incentivize community 
behavior, what metric would you use to evaluate whether a com-
munity is exclusively exclusionary? 

Mr. FURTH. Thank you. I don’t think one metric is going to be 
sufficient. We have to look at a bunch of things. The level of rent 
is probably primary, and then within that, if you are a high-rent 
place, is rent growing even higher and are you issuing building per-
mits? Those are key. 

Do you have a record of judgments against you in discriminatory 
legal actions is something that I would certainly include. So I think 
that to be careful—and I have run the numbers a few times on dif-
ferent things—you need to have a multiple element definition. 

Mr. STIVERS. If you want to expand on that, if you could submit 
it for the record, if you want to include any of those elements, that 
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would be very helpful to this committee, I believe. I yield back the 
balance of my time. 

Mr. LYNCH [presiding]. The gentleman yields back. 
The gentlewoman from New York, Ms. Ocasio-Cortez, is recog-

nized for 5 minutes. 
Ms. OCASIO-CORTEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have some questions, particularly when we see how redlining 

functioned. It was in many ways and as we know now a very ra-
cially targeted policy. But it was kind of coded into an economic 
language and an economic policy. 

So it was racially targeted but it was economic in its implemen-
tation. And so, in having that result as you had mentioned, Dr. 
Olsen, that it created a situation where some communities were 
more accessible to investment than others. 

And that has had intergenerational consequences. So would you 
say that the practice of redlining and making some communities 
with different racial makeups more able to easily access capital and 
lending contribute to a racial wealth gap today? 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. I think if I understand, so let me break it apart, 
into two parts. So one, when they redline, they did look at kind of 
contextual element, this has a school, this has parks, but it was 
pretty explicit too. 

There are people of color and there are immigrants here. And so, 
it got a lower rating and is hazardous for lending. I think to your, 
maybe one of the ways that I can get at kind of looking at your 
questions is could you, for example, change some of the ways that 
you access credit or maybe you measure credit scores so that you 
can make this more balanced and provide more credit to people of 
color, that could lay, kind of not resolve because we have a long 
road ahead of us in order to fix these problems. 

So, for example, one of the barriers to having a good credit score, 
access to credit is that you regularly pay your rent on time, regu-
larly pay utility bills, regularly pay the cell phone bill, those are 
not currently included and standardized, just the credit scores. Let 
us say you did, then you could balance it back. 

Ms. OCASIO-CORTEZ. Just to reclaim my time very quickly, would 
you say that government policy, particularly centered around red-
lining, has contributed to the racial wealth gap? 

Ms. OLSEN. Oh, yes. 
Ms. OCASIO-CORTEZ. I have a question. So we now kind of have 

this problem where there is an enormous racial wealth gap as a 
consequence of discriminatory public policy. I am curious to see if 
there are other policies or other practices that whether inten-
tionally or unintentionally are kind of this economically coded, yet 
discriminatory or compounding policy. 

In New York City, we have a really big issue with predatory eq-
uity. It is a practice whereby real estate speculators spend exorbi-
tant sums to buy up affordable housing all over New York. The 
buildings that are bought become at risk of default and tens of 
thousands of families stand to lose their homes in addition to tens 
of thousands of affordable apartments. 

Ms. Goldberg, I have a quick question. We are seeing in my home 
district of Queens that landlords are using harassment tactics to 
push tenants of color, immigrants, and others out of rent-stabilized 
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buildings using overcharges on keys, rewriting leases, illegally rais-
ing rents, refusing to make repairs, fraudulent major capital im-
provements, and even turning off the heat during winter. What is 
the Fair Housing Act’s role in mitigating a problem happening on 
this scale? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. The Fair Housing Act may be one tool, I suspect 
other tools are also needed, but if what is happening is affecting 
people of color, families with kids, people with disabilities, mem-
bers of protected classes disproportionately, then the disparate im-
pact rule under the Fair Housing Act can be a tool to force the 
landlords to change their practices. 

Ms. OCASIO-CORTEZ. So we can use the disparate impact rule to 
highlight some of these practices? What about what we are seeing 
here is, I represent one of the densest immigrant communities in 
the country, and what we are also seeing is that landlords are 
leveraging a tenant’s immigration status as a way to exploit money 
out of them. Sometimes, they will increase their security deposits 
and say, ‘‘You need to give me another $300 or I am going to report 
you to ICE.’’ What under the Fair Housing Act can we use to make 
sure that things like that don’t happen? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Ms. Hill might also weigh in on this, but I would 
suspect that you could show that that would be discrimination 
based on national origin, which is a protected class under the Fair 
Housing Act. 

Ms. OCASIO-CORTEZ. Thank you. Ms. Hill, do you have any— 
Ms. HILL. I would agree with that in the interest of time. 
Ms. OCASIO-CORTEZ. Thank you very much. I yield back. 
Mr. LYNCH. The gentlewoman yields back. The gentleman from 

Wisconsin, Mr. Steil, is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. STEIL. Thank you. Thank you all for being here and testi-

fying. I look at a lot of our housing and think, where are there 
areas where we can drive the cost down? In particular, we see on-
erous local restrictions becoming a major macroeconomic concern 
across the United States. 

And, Dr. Furth, in your testimony, I thought you thoughtfully 
pointed out some of the restrictions that are in place. You identi-
fied Silicon Valley, saying it has a small proportion of the United 
States population in 1990 than today, heavily based on local zoning 
and restrictions. 

And you see these impacts in areas where we have high cost of 
housing which seems to correlate with some of our other discus-
sions here on homelessness in particular. And the heavy-handed 
regulations in particular in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New 
York City have a significant impact on our overall economy. Can 
you comment and quantify some of those impacts? 

Mr. FURTH. I have seen three good macroeconomic papers that 
quantify the total impact of regulation in our kind of most regu-
lated high-wage coastal cities. And those impacts range from some-
thing like our GDP would be one or two percent larger, that is 
overall U.S. income, would be one or two percent larger if we, if 
those cities instead had average levels of regulation. And then the 
most, I don’t know if it is optimistic or pessimistic, says it would 
be more like nine or nine percent larger. 
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And I think it is also important to note, most of that GDP gain 
would be going to people who are currently excluded from those job 
markets. So we should think of cities as metro, metro areas as fun-
damentally about job access. Right? People move to places, apart 
from some retirees, primarily because they want to work there. 
And when you say, oh, if you want to work in Silicon Valley, you 
need to be able to drop $1.4, $1.5 million on a starter home, you 
are excluding most people with middle-skill levels from accessing 
those great job opportunities. 

Mr. STEIL. So you are identifying whom it would hurt. The cor-
ollary of that is who is it helping then? Who are these local restric-
tions benefiting? 

Mr. FURTH. So you really benefit if you were lucky enough to buy 
a home in one of these elite districts in 1960 or 1970. If you were 
sitting on that, especially in California where a State tax law pre-
vents taxes from growing for longstanding homeowners, the sort of 
the home voter, the person who is in their house says, ‘‘I have it 
made and I don’t want anybody else to come in and mess this up,’’ 
they are the primary beneficiaries of the exclusion. 

Mr. STEIL. Thank you. I want to jump over into your proposed 
test as we look at your proposed replacement of some of the fair 
housing. And in particular in the market test, you drive into out-
comes rather than inputs. 

Mr. FURTH. Right. 
Mr. STEIL. And in particular you are looking at how do we ana-

lyze potential rent decline, giving more people access to affordable 
housing, could comment on that test? 

Mr. FURTH. Yes. So if you are a community—say you are in a 
really expensive metro area, rent is going to be high, right? So let 
us say that Mountain View, California, decided that ‘‘We are going 
to be the NIMBY capital of Silicon Valley. We are going to build 
like crazy and have a huge diverse housing stock.’’ Rent would still 
be high because it is in a very expensive metro area, but you would 
probably see rents starting to decline in that area. 

We see this already in D.C., where I live, where in the Navy 
Yard and H Street where there has been extensive building, rent 
has fallen and vacancies have gone up and that changes, as Dr. 
Olsen said, the balance of power between landlords and tenants. 
The best tool you have in your hand when you go to talk to a land-
lord is if their unit is vacant and they don’t have somebody else to 
rent to. 

Mr. STEIL. I appreciate you taking the time to examine where 
these outputs are and how we would measure declining rents and 
bringing people in. I appreciate your testimony today. I yield back 
the balance of my time. 

Mr. LYNCH. The gentleman yields back. The gentlewoman from 
North Carolina, Ms. Adams, is recognized for 5 minutes. 

Ms. ADAMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I want 
to thank the chairwoman for putting this together. Thank you all 
for your testimony. Fair housing and housing and affordable hous-
ing is a particularly concerning issue for my district, the 12th Dis-
trict in Charlotte. We’re getting a lot of people in, we have a lot 
of buildings going up, and nobody can afford to live in them. 
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But let me ask you about the NIMBYism question, and I want 
to direct this to Ms. Hill because of your background as an attor-
ney. Everybody supports fair and affordable housing as long as it 
is not in my backyard. So wealthier, more affluent communities un-
derstand oftentimes how to manipulate the zoning laws and pre-
vent rezoning efforts in their neighborhoods. It is also why the 
2015 Affirmatively Furthered Fair Housing rule was so important. 
Could you speak to how HUD’s rollback of Fair Housing regula-
tions will allow NIMBY policies to continue to maintain segregated 
housing in many of our communities? 

Ms. HILL. Absolutely. I think without the planning process that 
requires local governments to ensure that people have equal access 
to communities, then we will continue to see exclusionary actions 
by communities that are opposed to people of color as well as 
lower-income residents moving in. 

In New Orleans, we find as we have been talking here today 
about income-based segregation, we are actually dealing—again, as 
someone on the ground doing this work every day, we are dealing 
in that community with not just income-based segregation but en-
trenched deep racial segregation. 

We know that after Hurricane Katrina, black renters in South 
Louisiana found out the same communities that provided working 
class whites with an affordable suburban housing alternative as 
well as an exit strategy to avoid school integration went to great 
lengths to ban or restrict rental housing in their neighborhoods. So 
income-based segregation is not necessarily the problem that we 
face, it is still deeply entrenched racial segregation, and NIMBYism 
does perpetuate that. 

Ms. ADAMS. Yes. Ms. Goldberg, would you like to respond? 
Ms. GOLDBERG. I think Ms. Hill said it all. 
Ms. ADAMS. Okay. Let me move to Ms. Johnson. There has been 

a lot of interest from this committee in the LGBTQ community. I 
have a very large community in my district, too. So let me ask 
about the housing protections that we already have that do apply 
to homeless shelters and services for people who are experiencing 
homelessness that receive Federal funds. So in your opinion, are 
the protections adequate to ensure that the LGBTQ people can get 
shelter and services when they are experiencing homelessness, and 
if not, why not? 

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you so much for your question, Congress-
woman. The short answer is no, unfortunately not. As we high-
lighted in the written testimony, LGBTQ people and especially 
transgender people are often turned away from shelter services al-
together. An enforcement of the protections, while the policy exists, 
the enforcement is so often inconsistent and frankly, many LGBTQ 
people are fearful to even file a complaint against a service pro-
vider, because they have a fear that they won’t get services. And 
so, again, like we were saying, it is important to have a policy, but 
the enforcement of those policies is critical. 

Ms. ADAMS. Thank you. Ms. Goldberg, redlining, we have talked 
a lot about it. Does it continue to manifest in other ways? You have 
talked about some of them in terms of the practices, but it appears 
that it has not ended. So are there other ways that it continues to 
manifest itself? 
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Ms. GOLDBERG. It does seem to continue in multiple forms, 
doesn’t it? We still see kind of your garden variety discrimination 
that keeps people of color out of other communities, out of white 
communities, or integrated communities because real estate agents 
won’t show them houses there and things like that. So, you have 
that. But some of the ways that the advertising for housing works 
as we talked about in relation to our Facebook case and others, and 
particularly some of the ways that we have touched on a little bit 
in the hearing today about the kind of economic legacy of segrega-
tion, and what that means for the kinds of financial services that 
people of color used as compared to whites continues to disadvan-
tage people in their search for a mortgage. 

Ms. ADAMS. Thank you, ma’am. I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LYNCH. The gentlelady yields back. The gentlewoman from 

New York, Mrs. Maloney, who is also the Chair of our Sub-
committee on Investor Protection, Entrepreneurship, and Capital 
Markets, is now recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mrs. MALONEY. Thank you. I thank my friend for yielding and 
I apologize to my colleagues that I was in another hearing and 
could not be here for a lot of the important discussion on this criti-
cally important topic. 

My first question is for Ms. Goldberg. As you know, one of the 
most important aspects of the Fair Housing Act is that it allows 
for so-called disparate impact claims, which prohibit practices that 
have ‘‘disproportionately adverse effects on minorities,’’ and can’t 
be justified by any other legitimate rationale. 

So this allows us to root out unconscious bias or even bias that 
is unconscious but well-hidden. I have signed multiple amicus 
briefs supporting the use of disparate impact claims. And in fact, 
the Supreme Court explicitly upheld disparate impact claims under 
the Fair Housing Act in 2015. 

But now, the Trump Administration is reportedly trying to weak-
en the disparate impact rule and we know that HUD has recently 
submitted proposed changes to this rule to OMB. Are you con-
cerned that weakening HUD’s disparate impact rule will allow 
clear housing discrimination to go unpunished? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you for that question, Congresswoman. 
We are very concerned. You know, as we have talked over the 
course of this hearing about many different ways that disparate 
impact has protected all sorts of people from policies that appear 
neutral on their face, but work to the disadvantage of members of 
protected classes. And that kind of discrimination is every bit as 
harmful to the people who suffer from it as the more blatant, kind 
of in your face I am going to rent to you because of, plug in your 
characteristic there. 

So having access to this tool is enormously important in pre-
serving the Fair Housing rights of people in this country. It is long- 
established, it has been supported by courts all across the country. 
It has had bipartisan support, and as far as we can see there is 
no good reason to go back to the drawing board and try to rewrite 
this rule altogether. In fact, there will be some real disruption I 
think and costs to industry to have to accommodate changing to 
comply with a new rule. 
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And it seems to be driven in part by some industry concerns, I 
would just say the insurance industry in particular, has been try-
ing for many, many years to get out from coverage under the Fair 
Housing Act and the disparate impact rule in particular. 

Mrs. MALONEY. Thank you. And, Ms. Goldberg, while we know 
there have been substantial technological shifts in the housing 
market, we don’t know much about how these shifts are affecting 
fair housing enforcement. Is there currently a way to know how 
many fair housing complaints related to online platforms have been 
filed with HUD or other reporting agencies, and do you think HUD 
should report this data and if it is not being collected, should we 
be collecting this data, and how would this—how would reporting 
this data to HUD help fair housing enforcement? And I think we 
know, with all the changes, this is an important goal we need to 
look at. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Right. I do not believe that HUD collects infor-
mation on fair housing complaints based on online platforms. Given 
what we learned in our Facebook case, I think that it would be un-
likely for people to know that they had not been shown an ad, be-
cause at least in the Facebook context, the way the platform oper-
ated meant that certain ads never got in front of certain people. 
And if you don’t know that you have been discriminated against, 
you are unlikely to file a complaint. And I think that is a real chal-
lenge that we face and requires a different approach to enforce-
ment. 

Mrs. MALONEY. Okay. Ms. Johnson, you mentioned in your testi-
mony the LGBTQ community experiences unusually high rates of 
homelessness. And what I found particularly troubling is the sur-
vey you cited which found that nearly one-third of transgender peo-
ple who tried to access a shelter were turned away due solely to 
their transgender status. You mentioned that HUD’s equal access 
rule which was just finalized in 2016 is intended to ensure equal 
access to shelters for transgender people. So my question is, is 
HUD’s equal access rule working? Is it actually ensuring that 
transgender people have equal access to shelters and if not, what 
can be done to strengthen this rule? 

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you. And again, enforcement around, well, 
one it is important, again, to say we have to explicitly name sexual 
orientation as a protected class. We have to do it. And that is the 
first place that we can go, and so I just wanted to be really clear 
that we need to do that before enforcement to the degree it needs 
to be can even happen. 

I think the other piece of this is that in addition to people who 
are turned away from shelters and homelessness that they are re-
ceiving is that because of homelessness, so many people are being, 
are also incarcerated and so we are also dealing with multiple 
forms of discrimination so based on gender, sexual orientation, but 
often spurs into other types of discrimination. 

Mrs. MALONEY. Thank you. 
Mr. LYNCH. The gentlelady yields back. The Chair now recog-

nizes the gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Garcia, for 5 minutes. 
Mr. GARCIA OF ILLINOIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good after-

noon to all of the panelists. We have heard how redlining and hous-
ing discrimination persists 50 years after the Fair Housing Act and 
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as an example, Latinos and African Americans are more than twice 
as likely as whites to be denied mortgage credit or fear that they 
will be denied if they applied for a loan. The Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation and the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health 
found that one out of three Latino adults reported having person-
ally experienced discrimination in trying to rent a room or apart-
ment or buy a house. 

Ms. Goldberg, I would like to ask you a question. Your organiza-
tion conducted an analysis of staffing at the Office of Fair Housing 
and in 1994, there were about 740 staff people in that office. They 
have declined since then. As of 2018, the number of employees in 
their office is about 480. What funding and resource challenges do 
HUD officials face in enforcing the Fair Housing Act, one, and 2, 
given the clear and significant challenges we face with housing dis-
crimination, how can the Fair Housing Act be enforced if there is 
no one to enforce it? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you for that question, Congressman. I 
would agree that the Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity 
at HUD needs greater resources, it needs more people. It needs 
more training for its staff. It needs the kind of technological re-
sources necessary to confront the challenges in the marketplace 
today, and all of that, I guess the bottom line comes down to 
money. And we would encourage more of that. 

I would also say that what we have seen and other members of 
the committee have alluded is that the frontlines of defense in this 
fight for fair housing really rest with organizations like Ms. Hill’s 
and many other across the country that are in their community. 
They know their community, they are doing education in their com-
munity so people are aware of their rights and know what to do 
if they think their rights have been violated, and that help people 
through that process of vindicating their rights. And so more fund-
ing for the groups on the ground is also really critical to accom-
plishing that goal. 

Mr. GARCIA OF ILLINOIS. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, at this point, 
I would ask unanimous consent to enter a 2013 report from the 
Equal Rights Center into the record. 

Mr. LYNCH. Without objection, it is so ordered. 
Mr. GARCIA OF ILLINOIS. Ms. Goldberg, continuing, can you de-

scribe the role of testing and how important it is in combatting dis-
crimination in housing? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Sure. We talked about this a little bit earlier. 
Testing is a vital tool to use to ferret out discriminatory practices, 
discriminatory behavior because it lets you determine that the, 
whether or not I should say, the protected characteristic of a per-
son is the key factor in their lack of access, their being denied for 
a unit whether that is to buy a home, to rent a place et cetera, et 
cetera. It really lets you control all of the factors in the equation 
except for their race or their national origin or the fact that they 
have kids or a disability. And without it, it would be very difficult 
in many cases to determine whether or not discrimination is hap-
pening. 

Mr. GARCIA OF ILLINOIS. Thank you. One last question. BuzzFeed 
reported on December 14, 2018, that loan officers at banks were in-
structed by HUD personnel to not approve loans for DREAMers or 
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the class of young people known as DACA, individuals whom, as 
you know, qualify for these loans. And I quote, in a—the story in 
Chicago specifically had 42 FHA bank loans approved for DACA re-
cipients in recent years, about 10 percent of this total client base. 
HUD officials advised the bank that DACA recipients are not eligi-
ble for these loans. In four separate phone calls in a recent month 
to the FHA hotline for lenders, the loan officer said he was told 
that the agency would no longer ensure that DACA recipients re-
ceived home loans. Has HUD provided any guidance on this issue? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. In our conversations with HUD, they tell us that 
they have not changed the policy, and that while DACA recipients 
were eligible for FHA loans before and as far as the folks at the 
top are concerned, they are eligible for them now. But as you re-
port, and as I have seen others reporting as well, that is not the 
message that is getting out in the field. And I think that what is 
needed is for HUD to make a very official and very firm and clear 
statement that policy has not changed and that DACA recipients 
are eligible to receive FHA loans. 

Mr. GARCIA OF ILLINOIS. Thank you. I yield back my elapsed 
time, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. LYNCH. The gentleman yields back. The gentlewoman from 
Pennsylvania, Ms. Dean, is recognized for 5 minutes. 

Ms. DEAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Like the gentlewoman 
from New York, I apologize for not being here before. I was also 
in another committee, and I find it fascinating that it was such a 
related conversation. I was in the Judiciary Committee and we 
were talking there about the Equality Act, H.R. 5. And so, Ms. 
Johnson, as you very aptly said, we must name sexual orientation 
as a protected class. 

The conversation in these two committees is going in the right 
direction, as frustrating as it is to run between the two. So please 
forgive me, but know that I also want to note, I am new here, but 
this majority and these two committees are tackling very important 
issues of equality and fairness. And boy, I am glad to be a part of 
those conversations. 

Ms. Goldberg, I was thinking about you and I read your testi-
mony and the issue of disparate impact. And I say that because I 
represent Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, Norristown specifi-
cally, and just to go back into the issue of disparate impact, I know 
you have talked about it with some others but I am worried about 
something you said in your testimony, that it is possible that that 
rule would be eviscerated. 

Let me just tell you quickly the story and I hope I am not repeat-
ing anything about what happened to the woman in Norristown. 
We know that disparate impact claims are paramount to allowing 
victims of discrimination to challenge policies that wrongly keep 
from obtaining safe housing, or worse, endanger them or their 
loved ones. Specifically, attorneys use these rules to fight unin-
tended consequences of nuisance ordinances. 

For example, in my district in Montgomery County, Pennsyl-
vania, in Norristown specifically, Latisha Briggs was a domestic vi-
olence survivor who had sustained life-threatening injuries from 
being beaten by her boyfriend and was simultaneously threatened 
with eviction after the police were called to her apartment the 
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third time under a nuisance ordinance. Her injuries were so hor-
rific that neighbors called the police and she had to be airlifted to 
the hospital and treated. 

The case provides an important example of how disparate impact 
claims are imperative to helping domestic violence survivors and 
particularly women. So, Ms. Goldberg, under the Trump Adminis-
tration and the possible threatening of evisceration of the rule, can 
you just speak to us about what the Administration seems to be 
signaling they want to do with the rule and the grave dangers of 
that? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you for that question, and thank you for 
that story. I hope that the woman you talked about survived and 
recovered. 

Ms. DEAN. She has survived. 
Ms. GOLDBERG. That is a perfect one of many, many examples of 

the way that disparate impact has protected people in their hous-
ing. So we don’t know exactly what the Trump Administration is 
going to propose, because we have yet to see the proposed rule. It 
is, as far as we know, sitting right now at OMB awaiting approval 
to be published for public comment, but what we do know is what 
HUD asked about in its advance notice of proposed rulemaking 
(ANPR) last summer. 

And I would, for more detail, refer you to the comments that we 
and a long list of other organizations filed in response to that 
ANPR. Several of the issues that HUD raised as questions that it 
was considering, which makes you think that these may be direc-
tions it wants to take in changing the regulation, are very, very 
concerning. For example, should there be a wholesale exemption for 
certain types of businesses? Our read of the language they used 
was that there is a question about whether homeowners’ insurance 
should be exempted whole hog because it is subject to regulation 
at the State level and kind of alleging, the industry for many years 
has alleged conflict between the Fair Housing Act and the 
McCarran-Ferguson Law. 

So there are several other things like that that are in the ANPR 
that just raised huge red flags for us about the direction that the 
Administration might take, that would really make this rule un-
workable and unable to protect women like your constituent. 

Ms. DEAN. Thank you very much. 
And, Ms. Johnson, I was thinking maybe you could help me, I 

am listening to testimony in the other hearing room about LGBTQ 
housing, not just shelter but sometimes in shelter, and the great 
fear that a transgender person might get into a shelter and assault 
women. Would you like to speak to that kind of phantom fear- 
mongering? Sorry, I did just speak to it, didn’t I? I just editorial-
ized my own question, that is not right. 

Would you like to speak to the reality of LGBTQ issues in shel-
ters? And then also in housing discrimination in a larger sense, not 
just in shelters? 

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you so much. We know that transgender 
people, particularly transgender people of color, are more likely to 
experience poverty and homelessness because of systemic discrimi-
nation. And access to emergency shelter is critical to ensuring the 
health and safety of everyone facing housing insecurity. 
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The reality is that we are seeing one in four transgender people 
who are homeless at some point in their lives. What is never okay 
is flat-out denying people places to live. And this is something that 
we really have to address. We have to be talking about gender 
identity. We have to be talking about sexual orientation and we 
have to acknowledge that there is real discrimination happening 
for people who are same-sex loving, who do identify as transgender. 
And many of those people are also people of color, right? So the dif-
ferent types, the overlapping amounts of discrimination are also 
very real and create even more undue burden when you are trying 
to have and keep secure housing. 

Ms. DEAN. Thank you very much. 
And I see my time has expired. I seek unanimous consent to in-

troduce an article for the record. It is an NPR report on the woman 
that I talked about in Norristown. and I offer that up for the 
record. 

Mr. LYNCH. Without objection, it is so ordered. 
Ms. DEAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LYNCH. The gentlewoman yields back. 
And the gentlewoman from Texas, Ms. Garcia, is recognized for 

5 minutes. 
Ms. GARCIA OF TEXAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And I, too, apologize to the whole panel. I, too, was sitting in Ju-

diciary this morning. And I sometimes feel like I should be an octo-
pus so that I could just have my hands in everything but that is 
not possible. 

But to add to my colleagues’ comments, help is on the way. I 
think we will successfully get the Equality Act on the committee 
and then we will face the challenge of the votes in the House, and 
then the Senate, of course. But I I wish it could be simpler, that 
we could just have one statement that said, no discrimination, pe-
riod, but it is not that way. And we all have to deal with it. 

So, for me, and especially coming from Houston and I wanted to 
start with Ms. Hill, I believe it was you who had the study, or no, 
actually, it was Dr. Olsen. 

I don’t know why anybody did a study on the inequities in terms 
of facilities that are found in metropolitan areas because I could 
have saved you all the dollars, living in Houston. And it seems to 
me that it is more than just what you are mentioning in here. You 
say that local establishments and amenities including banks and 
other institutions and recreational facilities are less prevalent in 
communities of color than in white communities. 

I think it is more than that. Did you also look at healthcare and 
educational facilities and employment centers? It seems to me that 
it is more than just that because it is, and it goes to the heart of 
a good quality of life and our own well-being and our capacity to 
get a real fair shot at the American Dream, doesn’t it? 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. And we have looked at, so financial services, 
both traditional and alternative. We looked at healthcare facilities. 
We looked at healthy food like grocery stores where you can find 
whole foods, and then also recreational amenities like playgrounds 
for kids. Not just that, there are also gyms and parks of different 
kinds, so there were great disparities. 
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And Houston actually had kind of the strongest disparity, par-
ticularly in the financial establishments, so traditional banking, 
and then also alternative finance. Houston was probably where 
there was the greatest divide between predominantly white com-
munities and predominantly black or Hispanic communities. 

Ms. GARCIA OF TEXAS. Right. So I guess I was trying to figure 
out just how something in fair housing would really help that be-
cause to me sometimes it really is about incentives that we can 
provide for economic development, incentives that we could provide 
for businesses moving into communities of color. I just wondered 
how we really connected that and that is a question for anybody 
nn the panel, so you might want to take a stab at that one? 

Ms. OLSEN. I probably would like to make this more tangible. So 
the inspiration for this research is very much in recognition of the 
fact that place matters so much to so many other economic out-
comes. 

Ms. GARCIA OF TEXAS. Because the point is, ultimately, it is who 
you are and what you are able to do. 

Ms. OLSEN. Right, exactly. Your social mobility, your ability to 
start as a low-income family, say, end up in the middle class one 
day, so all of these things, place is so very, very, very important, 
so why this study, why this amount of research? Because I think 
when you say that to someone that place matters so much, some-
times you need to take that next step and make it more tangible, 
right? 

Like what is actually, this really gets at the experiential dif-
ference that you can see and observe, but there are many other dif-
ferences and disparities between communities of color and, say, 
predominantly white. And we measure those sorts of things too in 
terms of affordability differences— 

Ms. GARCIA OF TEXAS. But what I am driving at is, what comes 
first, the affordable housing that the developer is building, or do 
the amenities that come with it and how you can get the two to-
gether? 

Ms. OLSEN. Yes. I think where it comes first goes back 100 years 
in terms of redlining and then perpetuated through land use and 
regulation zoning. 

Ms. GARCIA OF TEXAS. I wanted to ask about the redlining, but 
quickly, Ms. Hill, if you can add to that? 

Ms. HILL. Yes, I would just say that it is important to think 
about all things happening at once, rather than one thing hap-
pening first because we know that it is going to take a multitude 
of policy changes and a wide-ranging approach in order to bring 
about true equitable access to housing. 

Ms. GARCIA OF TEXAS. Because it impacts everything, the job op-
portunities, how much you earn, whether you have daycare, what 
schools you have. I was just totally confounded with your whole 
Facebook case. And what really struck me was your words when 
you said, they looked at the no-discrimination options. I mean why 
did they even have options? I find it baffling that you are actually 
talking about removing discriminatory options. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. It is an excellent question, and I wish I had an 
answer. Can I just add one thing on your last question? I know 
time is up but the Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule that 
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we have been talking about was designed to get at exactly what 
you are talking about, what kinds of investments do we need in 
communities in terms of all of that kind of economic engine compo-
nents and what do we do about housing? And where across the 
metro, where across the city do we make affordable housing avail-
able? Do we need to target it to low-income communities, do we 
need to target it elsewhere? 

The answer in each community will be different. But that is 
what the rule was intended to focus on, both of those things. 

Ms. GARCIA OF TEXAS. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. LYNCH. The gentlelady yields back. 
And the gentleman from Guam, Mr. San Nicolas, is recognized 

for 5 minutes. 
Mr. SAN NICOLAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I appreciate 

everybody being present here today. I particularly appreciate the 
committee for holding this hearing entitled, ‘‘The Fair Housing Act: 
Reviewing Efforts to Eliminate Discrimination and Promote Oppor-
tunity in Housing.’’ 

Well, there has been a lot of talk about redlining and the dev-
astating effects that it has had on communities of color. But one 
of the most unfortunate facts that we deal with today, that I think 
this country is very blind to, is the fact that our territories are 
grossly redlined. They are very grossly redlined. 

I represent the territory of Guam, and 91 percent of our popu-
lation would qualify as minorities in this country. In listening to 
the conversation of all the members of the panel, it sounds like ev-
erybody here is very much against the idea that we are going to 
be excluding anybody based on protected classes. 

And unfortunately, political jurisdiction is not a protected class. 
That being the case, as much as we have champions here on the 
panel, there are just certain things that I, in searching throughout 
the discussion uncovered, that just kind of highlight why territories 
need to be taken into very fair consideration. 

Dr. Olsen, I really appreciated your testimony. I went to 
zillow.com and I punched in Guam and there is no Guam. Guam 
has 160,000 people in its 210 square miles, compared to Fairfield, 
California, with 116,000 people in 41 square miles, and Fairfield, 
California, is on zillow.com. 

When I punched in on Zillow loans, none of the territories are 
able to access any of the Zillow loans. 

Ms. Johnson and Ms. Goldberg, you represent national organiza-
tions and I wanted to ask, do your national organizations also in-
clude research on the territories with the respect to the groups that 
you represent? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. That is an excellent question. 
Mr. SAN NICOLAS. It is one of the reasons why I am on this com-

mittee. 
Ms. GOLDBERG. And I have to confess that I am truthfully not 

a data person, and I am not clear about the data that we have for 
Guam and other territories that would help guide some of this con-
versation. 

I can say we do not have a member there. It is one of many 
places where we don’t, so that is not a function necessarily of being 
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a territory or we would say that about South Carolina, which 
doesn’t have a fair housing organization either. 

But I think you raised an excellent question. We see parallels in 
some ways I think to what has been going on in Puerto Rico, for 
example, post-hurricane there, and in other ways as well. And I 
think it is one that we need to take back and take a close look at 
it and figure out how we can help. 

Mr. SAN NICOLAS. Thank you, Ms. Goldberg. 
Ms. Johnson? 
Ms. JOHNSON. We have done some research with the trans dis-

crimination survey in Puerto Rico but for the most part we have 
done organizing work and less research, and we actually don’t do 
on-the-ground work in any of the territories. 

Mr. SAN NICOLAS. I appreciate everybody’s candor. And the rea-
son why I wanted to raise this issue was I really think that the 
time has come for this country to stop neglecting the territories. 
Everyone here on this panel, I know are good people. No one is in-
tentionally doing it. 

I wrote down a quote, I think from you, Ms. Goldberg, earlier, 
‘‘Many acts of discrimination are carried out by policies and proce-
dures that might be unintentional.’’ And I think that is definitely 
a circumstance that we are dealing with here today. 

Our territories are predominantly minorities. We can talk about 
trying to address minority disparities in various districts across the 
country, but our territories are mostly minorities, concentrations of 
minorities. And so, if we are really looking to address the dispari-
ties with respect to access to credit, access to information about 
housing, access to data about what the conditions are in our areas, 
we need to make sure that we are not forgetting our territories 
when we go about our work. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I yield back. 
Mr. LYNCH. The gentleman yields back. 
The Chair now recognizes the gentlewoman from Massachusetts, 

Ms. Pressley, for 5 minutes. 
Ms. PRESSLEY. Thank you. So when President Johnson signed 

the Fair Housing Act into law he stated, ‘‘Now with this bill, the 
voice of justice speaks again. It proclaims that fair housing for all, 
all human beings who live in this country, is now a part of the 
American way of life. 

‘‘Housing is a human right. Housing is a critical determinant of 
health, of economic opportunity, of social mobility.’’ 

In my district, the Massachusetts 7th, an urban district that 
spans from Cambridge to Roxbury housing and income disparities 
have led to a gap in median income of $50,000. As a result, the life 
expectancy rate drops from 92 years old in the Back Bay to 62 
years old in Roxbury. 

Though the housing market has recovered from the 2007 reces-
sion, low-income minority communities are still recovering from 
being the victims of rampant foreclosures and predatory subprime 
lending. They still face immense barriers to homeownership, dis-
criminatory practices, with minority homeownership rates con-
tinuing to lag and our affordable rental prices is only worsening. 

And yet in the face of this blatant deterioration of American fam-
ilies and of the housing market, we find ourselves stuck with an 
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Administration that deliberately works to reinstate the very hous-
ing discriminations that we sought to dismantle through the 1968 
Fair Housing Act. 

I am delighted to see all of you here today as witnesses, but I 
must admit I wish Secretary Carson were here. 

I know we have a chairwoman who has a gavel and is not afraid 
to use it. So I look forward to him joining us one day, soon. 

As someone who was raised by a tenants’ rights activist in a low- 
income neighborhood, I witnessed firsthand the challenges faced by 
those of us who were left out of the housing conversation. 

I am, again, grateful for each and every one of you today. And 
I want to get in the balance of my time into some questions specifi-
cally around the Housing Choice Voucher Program. 

Ms. Goldberg, the Housing Choice Voucher Program is the larg-
est source of Federal rental assistance and has a great potential to 
help families choose where they want to live. However, a recent re-
port by the Poverty and Race Research Action Council and the 
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities found that families using a 
voucher in metropolitan areas are disproportionately concentrated 
in low-opportunity and racially segregated neighborhoods. 

In the Boston area, just 14 percent of families with children 
using a Housing Choice voucher are living in high-opportunity 
neighborhoods. 

How can the Housing Choice Voucher Program be improved to 
increase access to opportunities for families and reducing poverty? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Thank you for that question. It can be a very im-
portant tool to expanding choice for families, but it needs some 
tweaking. 

HUD has taken some first steps at that although I will say this 
Administration tried to delay the rule, they have moved that 
ahead, and only reinstated it after being sued. 

But Ms. Hill started to talk about this a little bit earlier that 
housing prices vary by geographic area, and the way that the hous-
ing voucher has worked is that we set one rent limit, and then the 
voucher will pay for the amount of that rent that is above 30 per-
cent of your income, you as the tenant. And so that lets you afford 
apartments in some neighborhoods, the neighborhoods where rent 
are lower, but not in neighborhoods that are higher, which are 
often the ones with good schools and good transportation, and all 
of those things that we all look for in a neighborhood. 

There is the opportunity to adjust those rent limits to conform 
with the rents in a smaller area than the whole metropolitan area. 
And now, there is the mobility project that HUD has authorized for 
I believe it is 24, that HUD is now requiring in 24 metropolitan 
areas around the country. It can be done voluntarily in others. And 
that is the kind of change that lets Housing Choice Voucher— 

Ms. PRESSLEY. I’m sorry, reclaiming my time. 
Ms. GOLDBERG. Sorry. 
Ms. PRESSLEY. I am running out of time. Yes or no, is there an 

argument to be made that race and not income can better explain 
the disparities we see in access to opportunity? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Yes. I think that is an excellent question. And 
yes, I would say. 

Ms. PRESSLEY. Okay. 
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Ms. GOLDBERG. Because we see discrimination against people of 
color, for example, at all income levels; it is not just a question of 
income. 

Ms. PRESSLEY. Very good, okay. 
Ms. GOLDBERG. It is also a question of race. 
Ms. PRESSLEY. Thank you. Reclaiming my time, the Massachu-

setts 7th Congressional District is home to the largest public hous-
ing authority in New England. How does the FHA ensure protec-
tion from housing discrimination for vulnerable groups and what 
does this practice look like? I have 8 seconds. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. I am not sure I am the best person to answer 
that. I know that there have been a number of different kinds of 
housing— 

Ms. PRESSLEY. I am directing that to Ms. Hill. 
Ms. GOLDBERG. I’m sorry. 
Ms. PRESSLEY. Yes? 
Ms. HILL. So the question is about public housing authorities? 
Ms. PRESSLEY. Yes. And how do we protect vulnerable groups? 
Ms. HILL. I do think that working with housing authorities to en-

sure that they are administering the voucher program in a way 
that de-concentrates poverty but truly allows access to neighbor-
hoods of opportunity is a great place to start. 

We know that across the country there has been a trend toward 
getting rid of the traditional public housing developments and mov-
ing public housing residents to the voucher system. And so, with 
the majority of folks in that system rather than living in public 
housing we have to ensure that we are administering the voucher 
program in a way that does give access to these high-opportunity 
neighborhoods. 

Ms. PRESSLEY. And it seems since our population is aging, the 
Baby Boomers are booming, what are we doing specifically or what 
can we do to protect the retirees—am I out of time? 

Mr. Chairman, I’m sorry. I must have gotten the wrong clock 
here. I yield back. Thank you. 

Mr. LYNCH. The gentlelady yields back. 
The gentlewoman from Michigan, Ms. Tlaib, is recognized for 5 

minutes. 
Ms. TLAIB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I want to thank all of you so much for your continued advocacy 

to also work extremely hard to put a human face behind some of 
these legal terminologies that are I think are in place here. 

It is very odd because Secretary Ben Carson and I went to the 
same high school. I mean, I remember as a 16-year-old girl in high 
school, when he came in and he was phenomenal. He had just writ-
ten a book about his historic surgery in separating twins. It was 
phenomenal. And he actually said, ‘‘It doesn’t matter how you grew 
up, if you work hard enough, you will succeed.’’ 

So it is really troubling that in January 2018, under Secretary 
Carson’s leadership, HUD halted implementation of the agency’s 
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing rule. Under his leadership, 
he reportedly proposed removing the words, ‘‘free from discrimina-
tion,’’ from HUD’s mission statement. 

In March, 2017, under Secretary Carson’s leadership, HUD with-
draw a Federal Register notice regarding the proposal to require 
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owners and operators of HUD-funded homeless shelters to post a 
notice informing individuals of their rights under HUD’s ‘‘easy ac-
cess in accordance with an individual’s gender identity and commu-
nity planning development programs.’’ 

Even though we have seen a huge hike, I think the LGBTQ 
youth in the U.S. are 120 percent more likely to experience home-
lessness than non-LGBTQ youth, and 94 percent of the service pro-
viders report working with LGBTQ youth today. 

I come from a community in which literally every corner is a re-
minder of the civil rights movement. I remember in college signing 
up for Fair Housing in Detroit as a secret shopper, and I was very 
good at it. I took great notes and came back and talked about 
watching these slides, talking about little notes or little questions 
they would ask you, do you have children and things like that. 

They are getting savvy in how they go around this and that is 
why disparate impact is so important. Many of you know I intend 
to introduce the Justice for All Civil Rights Act. In over 50 years, 
they have whittled the courts. Everyone has watered down and 
gone around this idea around having to show intent, when they are 
like, no, they are working the system and now they are going 
around and showing—and that is why the disparate impact is so 
important, looking at the implementation of these policies and 
what they result in. 

And so, I want to know from all of you, give me some examples 
of just how creative they are in getting around that. And especially 
because many of my residents going door to door, especially my col-
league from Massachusetts, I think we talked about this before, of 
women, women with children being targeted now. 

Give me some examples of what you have actually seen them 
use, some terminologies getting around this, and why disparate im-
pact is so important? 

Ms. JOHNSON. I wasn’t planning a personal story, but I will tell 
one. I am a single mom of two and I wanted to live in D.C. I was 
looking for a neighborhood where I could feel good about where my 
kids went to public school. I went to public school, and I wanted 
them to go to public school. I was looking to rent a house. 

The landlord met my kids. I am who I am. My partner came and 
visited one of those times and the landlord said, ‘‘I am not sure this 
is going to work for you.’’ And I said, ‘‘It is four people in a three- 
bedroom house that is three levels, that is walking distance to the 
school.’’ So language like that, a landlord where it is coated lan-
guage, ‘‘I am not sure this is going to work for you.’’ It was like 
a smack in the face, like I didn’t even know what to do with that. 
And I am in a privileged place. And so, that is one example of the 
many, many ways we see coded language used. 

Ms. TLAIB. One of the things that I have also been hearing, com-
ing from Detroit, Wayne County, which still contains very seg-
regated communities to this day, you know, 51 years after the pas-
sage of the Fair Housing Act, the historic, what we call the Detroit 
Eight-Mile Wall that was erected to separate blacks and whites 
still exists. It is still the symbol. When I drive by, it is still there. 

Will addressing restrictive zoning policies alone eliminate Fair 
Housing concerns in residential re-segregation? I know it is a tough 
question but it is important. 
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Ms. HILL. I would say, absolutely not. It is one important tool, 
but it is not going to get the job done. We need to attack this on 
all fronts and just changing the zoning, there is no one magic bul-
let, if there were we would have found it already. As you have 
mentioned, it has been 51 years and we haven’t solved the problem 
yet. That one solution will not do it. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. I would just add to that if I could, changing zon-
ing does not make housing affordable. Or it depends perhaps on af-
fordable to whom? You need to be clear. So if you are talking about 
people who are low- and moderate-income, no housing that you con-
struct in this day and age, even if you can lower some of the costs 
through zoning changes is going to make the housing affordable. 

It is like putting water in a trough but you can’t make the horse 
drink. You can’t make the developer build it. 

And as Cashuana said, it only gets at one small piece of the 
problem. We have many more other parts of it that need to be ad-
dressed as well. 

Ms. TLAIB. Thank you all. 
And, Mr. Chairman, if possible, I would like to submit for the 

record a March 21, 2019, article in the Detroit Free Press talking 
about few black people getting home mortgages in Detroit, and it 
is showing the data of literally half of the home mortgages loans 
in 2017 were white residents in Detroit, and I would like to submit 
this for the record. 

Mr. LYNCH. Without objection, it is so ordered. 
The Chair now recognizes himself for 5 minutes. 
First of all, I want to thank all of the panelists for your remark-

able testimony and for helping the committee with its work. 
Ms. Johnson, I have a question. In your testimony, you men-

tioned that there are 21 States, including the District of Columbia, 
that have language that prevents discrimination against LGBTQ 
persons in housing. Do we have comparative data to strengthen the 
argument on the national level that we should adopt this nation-
ally? Are there examples where the data shows that this is a great 
thing, it is working and it will help more families if we go nation-
ally? 

Ms. JOHNSON. I am sure we could get some data to the com-
mittee that could help you with that. 

Mr. LYNCH. Yes. That would be enormously helpful, I think. And 
I am sure it exists. It is just that it hasn’t been collected or quan-
tified yet. 

My own situation, I grew up in public housing. My dad says 
there were times in our lives when we had to save up to be poor. 
And I first got involved in housing representing families in the old 
Coney housing projects. That is sort of how I got elected here, just 
cases on lead paint, asbestos, six kids and a mom living in an 
apartment with one bedroom and one bathroom, those type of 
things. 

But the world has changed, even the process of searching for and 
acquiring an apartment, everything is mobile now. 

And I know, Ms. Hill, in some of your testimony and others, you 
talked about how Facebook and others have sort of manipulated 
this in a way that furthers discrimination. 
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The democratization of the housing process through mobile 
should actually be, could be an instrument of equality rather than 
discrimination. And I am just wondering if—I know Zillow has 
really gotten into this big time in terms of offering apartments to 
rent and to buy. 

Is there any recommendation that you would, any of you would 
make with respect to sort of the digitization, the social media as-
pect of this in terms of just transforming the whole rental process, 
especially for young people, they are all on mobile, everything is on 
their phones and Smartphones. So our regulations are set up for 
the old world, they really are, and we don’t really get at this. 

And I am just wondering, in your experience, if you would offer 
some recommendations in how we might better protect people from 
discrimination in housing? 

Ms. GOLDBERG. Is that directed to any particular one of us? 
Mr. LYNCH. Okay, anyone, yes. Dr. Olsen? 
Ms. OLSEN. I think one of the ways I can respond, as someone 

who is—I mean, I study housing markets at Zillow but someone 
who has worked at Zillow now for over 6 years, that a big part of 
our overall philosophy is to try and provide that information in a 
way that is easily consumable, both for renters and buyers on our 
site in order to do as you say, to democratize the access to that in-
formation, to solve for a lot of those information asymmetries. 

But I think that as this panel has also acknowledged, there is 
still a lot of room to grow, there are a lot of things that we need 
to recognize when we put these kinds of things in place. And my 
organization is dedicated to looking at those issues. We have 
formed working groups in order to try and tackle concerns that this 
panel has had. 

I can’t, as not, looking at this issue really deeply in terms of the 
policy perspective of it but I could say this is central to our value 
system and it is an important thing for everyone to be looking at. 

Ms. GOLDBERG. I would just add to that if I could that I think 
you are completely right, that mobile gives a lot of opportunities or 
possibility for democratization. But if the systems that are utilizing 
that mobile technology are built on discriminatory data and reflect 
the biases that are inherent and historic in our society, then it is 
not going to work the way we would all hope it would work. And 
so, we need more transparency, we need better oversight, and we 
need to make sure that the laws that govern the use of that kind 
of technology like the Communications Decency Act don’t impede 
our ability to use the Fair Housing Act to make sure that discrimi-
nation is not taking place on mobile platforms or anything else. 

Mr. LYNCH. Right. Thank you very, very much. 
I see my time has expired. 
I would like to thank all of our witnesses for their testimony 

today. 
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The Chair notes that some Members may have additional ques-
tions for this panel, which they may wish to submit in writing. 
Without objection, the hearing record will remain open for 5 legis-
lative days for Members to submit written questions to these wit-
nesses and to place their responses in the record. Also, without ob-
jection, Members will have 5 legislative days to submit extraneous 
materials to the Chair for inclusion in the record. 

And this hearing is now adjourned. Thank you. 
[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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Good morning, Chairwoman Waters, Ranking Member McHenry, and members of the House Committee 
on Financial Services. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to addr<>ss the committee today. 

My name is Salim Furth and I am a senior reS<~an:h fellow at the Mercatus Center at Georgt' Mason 
University, where I am codirector of the Urbaniry projt•ct. I study land use regulations that are barriers 
to opportunity. My comments today will focus on the details of the Affirmatively Furthering Fair 
Housing (AFFH) rulemaking; but first, please allow me to frame one of the fundamental problems in 
the US housing market. 

THE EXCLUSION PROBLEM IN URBAN PLANNING 
Contemporary American land use law embodies the bad idea that private land use ought to he publicly 
planned. In practice, these plans routinely exclude low-income families by indirect means, causing 
income-based se~,>Tegation. 

Exclusion is widespread; most jurisdictions, through zoning ordinances, ban apartments and 
manufactured homes in all but a few locations. Single-family homes are usually allowed, but only in 
specified areas and often on lots larger than many buyers want. 

As a consequence, those states that 1,>ive the most power to planners and the least authmiry to property 
owners have abysmal housing growth rates. When wages rise in those states, rents and home prices soar. 

Some of the most vibrant economics in the United States have housing grmvth rates comparable to the 
Rust Belt. As I note in previous research, "The median census tract growth rate in [the] Los Angeles, San 
Diego, and San Francisco [metro areas] was about the same as in struggling Rochester and Buffalo, New 
York"' Silicon Valley has a smaller share of the US population uow than it did in 1990.2 These places are 
practicing so much small--scale exclusion that it amounts to a regional crisis of housing affordahilit:y. 

1 Sahm Furth, "Housmg Supply m the 2010s" (Mercatus Working Paper, Mercatus Center at George Mason University, Arlmgton, 
VA, 2019), 39. 
2 Sihcon Valley is defined here San Mateo and Santa Oar a Oat a dre from US Census, Decenmal Census l990 and 
Population Estimates 2017" 
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The standard defense of zoning is that it addresses spillovers from growth (that is, externalities). This is 
true. But it removes n1ore positive than net,'1ltive externalities. There arc fewer noise violations and 
fewer parking crunches thanks to zoning, hut there are alsn fewer job opportunities, fewer neighborly 
friendships, and fewer escapes from poverty. Density has many spillovers, and most of those spillovers 
are positive. 

THE ROLE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
Although restrictions on housing production do not ori!,>inate with the federal government, federal 
policymakers ought to he concerned about them. For one thing, local restrictions have become a major 
macroeconomic concern. For another, federally supported housing has to abide by these rules as welL 
When land is artificially scarce, federally funded housing construction and rent support are more 
expensive and less effective. 

In this environment, how should federal policymakc,rs respond? 

Polkymakers should resist the temptation to implement anything like nationalized or state-wide 
zoning. What they can and should do is amend the ways in which federal policy interacts with local 
government to encourage and facilitate inclusion and to stop subsidizing extremely exclusionary 
local policies. 

In this spirit, my colleagne and codirector Emily Hamilton and I submitted a pnhlic interest comment 
to the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to suggest specific revisions to the 
AFFH rule:' That comment is submitted as an attachment to this testimony. 

The 2015 AFFH rule is based in an important hut vagne admonition in the Fair Housing Act that "the 
Secretary" shall act "in a manner affirmatively to further the purposes of this suhchapter."4 In 
layman's English, I take this to mean that HUD has to abide hy the spirit of the law, not just the letter 
of the law. 

Exclusionary zoning seems like a clear example of government violating the spirit of the Fair Housing 
Act without technically discriminating against any protected class. HUD, under both the current aud 
previous adn1inistrations, see-n1s to agree. 

But when HUD makes t,rrants to localities that are actively fighting the construction of modest amonnts 
of rental housing~·Cupcrtino, California, comes to mind,-·it is not affirmatively furthering fair housing. 
The 2015 AFFH rule, however, has not led to any change whatsoever in HOD's gTant-makinghehavior. 
Cupertino is in good standing and has received a Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) to 
rebuild some sidewalks. 

In the year and a half during which the 2015 AFFH rule was nsed by HUD, a pattern 
Entitlement communities would submit a long document. HUD staff would review and 
corrections. The document would grow even longer. When it was finally done, the entitlement 
commnnity would he qualified to receive funding for the next five years. The documents typically 
contained analysis of any segregation and demographics as well as some plans to improve policy. There 
were, however, no teeth, and I am unaware of a single local policy that was changed as a consequence of 
the rule. 

~Salim Furth and Emily Hamilton. "Conditioning HUD Grants on Housing Mark-et Outcomfs Furthers Fair Housing" (Public 
Interest Comment, Mercatus Center .at George Mason Universtty, Arlmgton, VA, October 3, 2018) 
4 Fair Housing Act. 42 USC§ 3608(e)(5) (2018). 

2 
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Hamilton and I offer three principles for revision of the AFFH rule: 

L The rule should evaluate enacted policies and market outcomes, not plans. 
2. The rule should be easy to admi nistt'r. 
3. The rule should have real teeth. 

Following these principks promotes fair housing more effectively and with less wasted effort. 

The AFFH rule made lots of work for planners without taking seriously the elected decision makers. HUD 
should reverse this emphasis. To be in good standing with HUD, jurisdictions should he able to point to 
market outcomes or enacted policies that are consistent with inclusion and strong property rights. 

Second, HUD ought to strive for ease of administration. By all accounts, an extraordinary amount of 
work went into preparing and evaluating the Fair Housing Assessments reqnired by the AFFH rule. But 
do not mistake administrative burden for policy rigor. Standing in a long line at the DMV doesn't make 
somebody a better driver. 

Our final principle is that the AFFH rule ought to have real consequences, at least for egregiously 
exclusive grautecs. How can the secretary of BUD bt~ acting "affirmatively to further fair housing" 
wheu he or she approves grants to jurisdictions that have high and rising rent, issue few housing 
permits, and are unwilling to change policy to allow more housing construction? 

There are many ways to put tN~th into AFFH. The most obvious is for highly exclusionary jurisdictions 
to lose access to CDBG funds for a time. CDBG funds are the ideal carrot or stick hecause they are rarely 
used for housing. Under existing statute, however, this is difficult and would result in lawsuits. A softer 
set of teeth would be to require' that CDBG funds in highly exclusionary jurisdictions he spent directly 
on low-income housing. 

In our puhlic interest comment. Hamilton and I outline one particular approach for the AFFH rule. But 
th\ote arc many ways to implement our principles. With the help of this committee, HUD can, and 
should, revise the AFFH rule to focus on enacted polici\!S and market outcomes rather than plans. This 
would ease the cost.s of administration and to have real financial consequences. 

ATTACHMENT 
Salim Furth and Emily Hamilton, "Conditioning BUD Grants on Housing Market Outcomes Furthers 
Fair Housing" (Public Interest Comment) 

3 
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Ill MERCATUS CENTER 
~~~ George Mason University 
Bridging the gap between academic ideas and real-world problems 

PUBLIC 
INTEREST 
COMMENT 

CONDITIONING HUD GRANTS ON HOUSING MARKET OUTCOMES 
FURTHERS FAIR HOUSING 

SALIM FURTH 

EMILY HAMIL TON 

Thank you for the opporhmity to comment on the Department of Housing and Urban Development's 
(HUD's) proposed mle, Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing: Streamlining and Enhancements. The 

Mcn:atus Center at George Mason University is dedicated to bridging the gap bt>t:ween academic ideas 
and real-world problems and to advancing knowledge about the likely consequences of proposed 
regulation for private markets. Accordingly, this comment represents the views of no particular party 
or interest group. 

HlJD has an opportunity to reform the 2015 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing rule to 
encourage local land use re;,,ulations that facilitate the agency's statutory mandate. This comment 
assesses opportunities for BUD to usc its Community Development Rlock Grant (CDBG) program 
as a tool to encourage local reform that will permit more housing construction in locations where 
demand is high. 

The mission of HUD to support affordable housing in the locations where economic 
opportunities are located is among the most important issues facing policymakers today. But HlJD 
cannot achieve its mission without reform of the local land use regulations that stand in the way of 
new housing construction. The Fair Housing Act requires HUD grantees to affirmatively further 
fair housing. Today, many grantees have enacted zoning ordinances that prevent private property 
owners from providing abundant, low-cost housing to low- and moderate-income Americans. 
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Not only are BUD t,'Tantees failing to affirmatively further fair housing, but in many cases 
they enforce land use ret,rimes that specifically prevent the construction of housing affordable to 
low- and moderate--income households. The burden of land use regulation falls disproportionately 
on hlack and Hispanic residents. 

Rising home prices in cities with growing populations are not a law of nature. In Uving 
Downtown, Paul Groth descrihes how low-cost apartments, long-term hotel rentals, and single
room occupancies provided affordable housing for low-wage workers in America's fast growing 
cities in the past' Today, single-family zoning, minimum unit size requirements, and single-room 
occupancy prohibitions have largely eliminated new construction of these market-rate affordable 
housing typologies. 

In contrast, cities that have continued to allow new housing construction have avoidc•d 
skyrocketing prices. Houston has exemplified a pro-housing regulatory approach, voting down 
zoning,' shrinking minimum lot sizes;' ending parking minimums downtown,' and fast--tracking 
permitting.' During a period of high demand, while the city's population increased by half a million 
people, median Houston home prices topped ont at $235,000, less than the national median." As a 
result of pro-housing policy, Houston households across a broad range of incomes can find housing 
that tbey can afford. 

Ewnomist William Fischel hypothesizes that prior to 1970, enough municipalities in growing 
metropolitan areas were open to new greenfield development that as some suburbs began rejecting 
development, developers could simply move on to another suburb.' He posits that the emergence of 
the environmental movement in the 1970s provided a reason homeowners could organize against 
new development in their neighborhoods and cities while pretending not to benefit their narrow 
financial self-interest.• Over time, this opposition resulted in regions where very little housing 
construction has been permitted, and increases in demand have driven prices up as a result 

The federal government has a dear interest in promoting economic t,'Towth and mobility. 
Policies that prevent low-income people from moving to pursue economic opportunity strain 
federal safety net programs and limit BUD's effectiveness. Within constitutional and statutory 
limits, the federal government has an interest in promoting and rewarding promarket land use 
policy. This puhlic interest comment proceeds as follows: 

Section I provides an overview of current housing market conditions, the regulatory 
<:nvironmcnt that constrains housing construction, and the erosion of local federalism in 
strictly regulated areas. 

Groth, Living Downtown< The J·h<>tory of Resi(icntial Hotels m the UnitC!d States (Berkeley, CA: Umversity of CJhfornia 
1994). 

Houston Business Journal. 

1 W1tliam A FischeL "An Economic History of Zornng and rl Cure for Its Exclusionary Effects," Urban Studies 4i, no. 2 (2004)· 
3 "An EconomiC Htstory of Zon1ng " 
0 Dav1d Schleicher, "Stuck! The law and Economics of Rcsrd-cnthJl Stagnation," Yale Law Jourrw/127, no. 1 (2017): 78-154. 

MERCATUS CENTER AT GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY 
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Section II examines the 2015 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) rule, and the 
consequences of its focus on plans rather than concrete reforms. 

Section Ill lays out BUD's statutory authority to encourage local land usc regulation 

reform and the benefits and drawbacks of CDBGs as a reform incentive. 

In Section IV we develop a market test for jurisdictions that should he flagged for reform in 
order to receive ongoing CDBG funding and specific policy reforms that must he implemented 
in jurisdictions that fail the market test in order to receive ongoing CDBG grants. 

Fina!ly, Section V distinguishes between the "entitlement communities" that receive CDBG 
funding and the public housing authorities and state governments that the 2015 AFFH rule 

also covers. 

SECTION 1: BACKGROUND: HOUSING MARKETS IN THE 21ST CENTURY 
On the 50th anniversary of the Fair Housing Act, America's housing markets are more segregated by 

income than at any time since the act was passed and possibly in the history of the nation."' Housing 
is increasingly bundled with community amenities including schools, access to employment 

opportunities, public services, and neighborhood peer effects. This has occurred because local 
b'Dvernments, including many CDBG entitlement communities, prohibit housing construction in the 
quantity that would serve low-income families. 

The rising inequality in cost hehveen metro areas now overshadows the inequality within 
most metro areas. For instance, metro Dallas has maintained affordahility even in desirable 
suburbs, while the San Francisco Bay Area has allowed rent to skyrocket even in poor areas. Thus, 
Zillow data shows that the med.ian two-bedroom rental listing in Frisco, Texas~an affluent suburb 
of Dallas with an excellent school system~is $1,600 per month." In Oakland, California, where 
three out of four school children qualify for free or reduced price meals on account of their low 
family incomes, the median is $2,895 per month" 

The policy approach taken by HUD and most state welfare af(encies to address lack of 
housinf( access has been to subsidize housing for the lowest· income families throuf(h programs 
such as HOME Investment Partnerships, or by imposing rent control. These approaches can 
backfire~ by biddinf( up the price of a stock of apartments fixed by restrictive zoninf( and by 
inducing landlords to remove units from the rental market. 

K<.'ndra Bischoff and Scan F, Reardon, Residential Segregation by Income, 1970"2009 (Providence, RL Pro1ect US2010, 2013), 
4, Tigure 2; Ann Owens, F_ Reardon, and Jencks, "Income Segregat1on between Schools and Schoo! Distncts," 
Amencan EducatiOn Research Journal 53, no. 4 1159-97; Douglas Massey, "The Age of Extremes: Concentrated Affh.tence 
ond Poverty m the Twenty~ First Century," Demography 33, no, 4 (1996): :~95~412. 
11 ZiHow Research, Med1an Rent List Pnce ($). 2·Be-droom (dataset, July 2018 September 7, 
https://www.l!Uow.com/rescarch/data/ 
1
" Education Data Partnership, "Oakland Unif!('d," 2018, http:/ /www.ed~data.org/distnct/ Alameda 
/Oakland-Unified 
13 Scott Sus in, "Rent Vouchers and the Pnce of low+!ncome Housmg," Jovmal of Public Economics 83. no. 1 (2002): 109·-52; 
Gabne!le Fack, "Arrt BE'nefit an Effective Way to Redistribute Income? Ev1dence from a Natura! Experiment in 
Labor Economics 13, no. 747,.71; Michael D. Eriksen and Amanda Ross, "Housing Vouchers and the Pnce of Rental 
Housing:· Amf!rican Economic Joomal.' Economic Policy no. 154-76; Robert Collmson and Peter Ganong, "How Do 
Changes in Housing Voucher Design Affect Rent and Neighborhood Quahty?," Amr:ncan Economic Journal: Economic Po!icv 10, 
no. (2018): 62-89; Blair Jenkins, "Rent Contra!: Do Economists Agree?" Econ Journal Watch 6, no. J (2009): 73-112 

MERCATUS CENTER AT GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY 
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(;overnmcnt intervention may be m'cessary to provide housing- to the very poorest families, 
but the costs of affordable housing programs in terms of both money and efficiency mount if the 
intervention expands to include a larger share of the market. It is only reeently, and only in 
antigrowth coastal metropolitan areas, that market-provided housing has become unaffordable to 
working-class families. 

Any solution to America's r<•nt crisis must first recOj,'llize how localized the problem is and that it is 
fundamentally caused by constraints that erode clear property rights in a market that would 
otherwise provide far more housing to meet the demand. Furthermore, it must grasp that those 
constraints are layered, substitutable, and polyc<•ntric. 

Land use decisions in US cities and suburbs are asymmetric. Landowners or managers can 
generally decide to shrink their supply of housing or other land uses unilaterally. But 
intensifications or use-changes of land reqnire the explicit permission of several other semi
independent institutions. 

The incentives facing landowners are g-enerally alij,'lled with the goals of the Fair Housing 
Act: where demand is high, landowners have an incentive to use land more intensively, building
smallt•r, denser units that accommodate more residents. As long as the expected net present value 
of future rent exceeds the cost of construction and land, economic theory predicts that housing 
snpply will expand. Edward Glaeser, Joseph Gyourko, and Raven Saks argue that construction is a 
very competitive industry that should he expected to bring residential real estate prices down close 
to costs. They refer to the difference between constTuction costs and prices as a city's "zoning tax," 
which amounts to 57 percent of the cost of housing in Manhattan. 

Incentives facing- actors in the other institutions, which can potentially veto expanded 
housing supply, are not aligned with the goals of the Fair Housing- Act. Local government officials 
are averse to projects that will lead to net fiscal costs for local government----and they zone 
accordingly. Neighbors bear the costs of disruptive constmction and fnture traffic and may dislike 
a possible change in the "character" of a neighborhood. 

Local government land usc institutions are far from monolithie. A landowner interested in 
providing more housing may have to deal with a professional planning department, a zoning board 
made up of citizens, a historical commission, a neighborhood commission, public hearings, a state 
environmental review hoard, and a city department that licenses rental units. 

From a bundled property rights perspective,'" the institutional failure in urban land use is not 
that landowners' rights arc too narrow but that too many institutions and actors have the right of 

durable makes this rare. Edward Glaeser and Joseph Gyourko, "Urban Decl1ne and 
Pnllllr .• ,IFm>m>,vl!3. 00 (2005): 345··/5. 

Ao,oloJneraticm Economies," 
and Jacques~Francms vol. 4 (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2004). 

Edward L Glaeser, Gyourko, and Raven Suks, "Why Is Manhattan So Expens1ve? Regulation and the Rise m House 
Pnces" (NBER Working No. 10124, Nat1onal Bureau of EconomiC Resedrch, Cambridge, MA, November 2003} 
~i Robert Maddox. "The Assessor's Role 1n P!ann1ng and Zoning," Zoning Dige?st 1S. no. 4 {1963): 89-120. 
m Ede!lo Sch!.oger and f!inor Ostrom, "Prop('rty .. Rights Rt>gimE>s and Natural Resourn:>-s: A Conceptuil! An-alysis, Land 
Econom;cs 68, no. 3 (1992): 

4 MERCA TUS CENTER AT GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY 
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exclusion. Any one of these institutions can stop a project; none of them can initiate the 
construction of new housing. 

The multiplicity of semi-independent institutions means that opponents to growth use 
different processes to prevent !,>TOwth in different contexts. 

As HUD approaches this complex problem, it should be aware that institutions can and do 
respond to new mandates with policies of their own. For example, Massachusetts municipalities 
may have used new desi!-,rnations of conservation land and wetlands to evade the state's "anti-snob 
zoning act."'" Likewise, "inclusionary zoning" mandates make multifamily projects less financially 
viable, and in some places have the effect of increasing average rent or exacerbating patterns of 
segregation. State or federal inclusionary zoning mandates may induce unentbnsed 
municipalitit~s to make all development more difficult. 

More generally, top-down land use requirements can be a poison pill that causes markets or 
local policymakers to shut down development altoj.,<ether. Thus, H UD must carefully consider the 
political equilibrium as well as the market equilihrium when it considers how to affirmatively 
further fair housing. 

Charles Tiehout was the James Madison of economics, crafting a theory of federalism that has 
endured for generations. In Tiebout's model, individuals can choose among local jurisdictions to 
match their own ideal tradeoff between taxes and the provision of public goods. Competition 
among localities effectively solves the ''free rider" problem without infringing drastically on 
anyone's freedom: those who want more or less government can vote with their feet. 

In the postwar era, Tiebout's tradeoff described the world reasonably well: most Amerieans 
could choose among ever-evolving cities, established towns, and rapidly-growing new suburbs. A 
generation of urhan planners was taught that while NIMBYism prevailed in the suburbs, the 
corrupt "growth machine" of politicians and developers ran the big cities. 

But in the 21st century, Tic•bout federalism has hroken down owing to the extreme cost of 
housing. Low· and moderate-income Americans, who are disproportionately racial minorities, are 
excluded from affiuent cities and suhurbs by governmental regulations that keep prices high by 
preventing new construction . .For this reason and others, low··income Americans are very immobile. 

w Christophe ''Wiiat Rcgtona! Agenda?: Rec:ondllng Massachusetts's Affordable Housing Law and Environmental 
Protection," Harvard Environmental Law Review 28, no. 1 (2004): 215-47. 

Robert El!k:kson . .,The Irony of !nclusronary Zomng." Southern California Law Review 54 (1981): 1167-1216; Antonio Bento t't 
al., "Housing Market Efti.'Cts of lndus1onary "Cityscape H, no. 2 (2009): 7-26; Schuetz, Rachel Meltzer, und Vick1 
Been, ··s1!ver Bullet or Trojan Horse? lnc!usionary Zoning on Local Housing in the Umted States:' 
Studies 48, no. (2010): 297-329; Constanttne E- Kontokosta. "Mtxcd·lncome Housmg ond Netghborhood Integration· 
from lndusionary Zoning Programs," Journal of Urban Affairs 36, no. 4 (2014-): 716-41. 
!l Charles M. Tu::-bout, "A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures." Journal of Political Economy 64. no. 5 (1956): 416-24. 

Harvey Molotch, "The City as a Growth Machine: Toward a PohtKo! Economy of P!ace," American Journal of Sociology 82, no. 
2 309-32. NIMBY stands for "not in my back yard." 

Patnck Sharkey. Stuck in Plan1 •• Urban Nclgl1borhoods and ttuy End of' Progress Towdrd Rac1a! f.quaftty {Chicago: Umvers1ty of 
Chicago 
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The new exclusionism arises from a distaste for suburban sprawl," intent to raise prices by 
suppressinl-( supply, a desire to prevent low--income students from attending schools,"' 
environmentalism, and the rise nf regional governments." Restoring Tiebout federalism in the 
rich coastal metro areas requin~s a general decrease in rent and home prices. The rise in home 
prices is recent enough in most places that many of their residents could not afford to "buy into" 
the neighborhood now. Without reform, these places will hecome less diverse and more 
exclusive over time, as the remaining moderate--income families gradually filter out and are 
replaced hy uniformly high-income neighbors. 

Conservatives have long, and rightly, praised localism as an alternative to large, centralized 
government But the local-government advantage diminishes as the ability to choose among 

locations is limited.'" (Enthusiasts for regionalism should also uote that choice also loses its power 
if competing jurisdictions all have similar policies.) 

SOLUTIONS 
The housing crisis can and must be solved principally by local and state policy reform. Municipalities, 
counties, and states can affirmatively further fair housing by clarifying and expanding property rights. 
In practice, that means respecting "by right" projects--rapidly approving them and making clear to 
neighbors that they do not possess the right of veto. Tt means expanding the scope of"by right" 
development and legalizing the suhdivision of existing units for rent It means ending the abuse of 
environmental protection statutes. It means moving beyond the use of zoning as a tool to limit access 
to jurisdiction based on income or race. 

The federal role in local land nse policy can and should be limited. First of all, the federal 
government should continue to guarantee individual rights. As Antonin Scalia noted in1982, 
"federalism" cuts both ways, and the forbidding of excessive local rct.'lllation is a legitimate usc of 
federal power:" 

At a minimum, the federal government should not subsidize exclusionary policy. Why should 

national taxpayers foot the bill for rent subsidies where the rent is artificially high as a •·csult of 
unreasonablr limitations of private property rights? Why should HUD invest in commnnities that 
refuse to accept private housing investment? Cupertino, California, with a median family income of 
$172,000 and the headquarters of the world's most valuable company, received a Community 

Andres f.Xwny, Elizabeth PlatE>r-Zyberk, and Jdt Suburban NdtJOn' 
Dream (New North Point Press, 2000)_ 

w_ Hamilton, "Zomng and the ot Monopoly Power," Journal of Urban Economics i {1978): 
Sahm Furth, rwo-Board Knot: Zoning, Schools, and lnequahty," Amencan Affairs l, no. 4 (2017): 3-18. 
W11ham F1schc!. Zoning Rules/: The Economtcs of Land Use Rf>gafattOn (C-ambnd9e: lmco1n Institute of Land Polley, 2015), 

Rules!," 
Scalia, "The Two Faces of Federalism," Harvard Journal of Law and Public Polley 6 19; Gilbert Keith 

Chesterton, The Napoleon of Notting ffifi (london: The Bodley Head, 1904); Malcolm Ttut and Andy lnch, "Putting localism m 
Conservative of the Good Community and t-he Contradictions of Planmng Reform in England:' Planning Practice 

and Research 31, no. 2 
Ham!!! on, "The Case for Preemption in land-Usc Regu!at1on," Mcrcatus Center at Georg-e Mason University, July 

Scaha. "The Two Faces of Federalism." 
US Census Bureau, "Selected Economic Characteristics, American Community Survey Estimates, Cupertino 

Cahforn!a," accessed September 10, 2018; Seung Lee, "Apple Becomes First US to H1t Trillion Market Value," 
August 2018 
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Development Block Grant to build sidewalks. At the same time, the city maintains rigid single· 
family zoning in most of its land area and has approved building permits at a pedestrian rate 
despite rocketing demand. 

In the final sections of this comment, we will propose a framework for enforcing the Fair 
Housing Act's mandatt~ that participating communities affirmatively further fair housing by 
leveragingCDBG funding as an incentive for locally chosen policy reforms. 

SECTION II: PROGRESS UNDER THE AFFIRMATIVELY FURTHERING FAIR HOUSING RULE 
The 2015 AFFH rule required policymakers in jurisdictions receiving !IUD funding to examine 
segregation in their jurisdictions and opportunities for state and local reform. The pro&'Tam 
identified several major cities that were required to create plans for reform based on their levels of 
housing and service segregation. Identification of these segregated jurisdictions and creating these 
plans required extensive resources from both HUD and the municipalities. However, there is little 
to no evidence that these planning efforts have increased access to housing in exclusionary 
neighborhoods for low-income people or minorities. 

Kansas City, Missouri, is one jurisdiction that was identified as needing a plan to improve 
integration under the A.FFH rule, and it complied by working with the local Mid-America Regional 
Council (MARC) to submit a report. One of the plan's stated goals is to "develop model zoning 
code for smaller homes on smaller lots and small (4·12 unit) multifamily. The plan was 
published in 2016, so it may be too soon to evaluate whether or not the region will carry out its goal 
to upzone, but so far, it has not. In commenting on the report, MARC staff member Marlene Nagel 
emphasized a shortage of federal funds for affordable housing rather than focusing on the potential 
for localities to upzone themselves. She said, "Everyone says we don't have the resources to 
address the challenges [described] in the plan. I think that attitude hasn't changed, because they 
are feeling like we are all doing as much as we can do with the resources we have,''·"' Under the 
AFFH rule, the Kansas City region met the requirements to receive ongoing HUD funding by 
publishing this report whether or not it achieves any of the goals in the report, 

Rather than relying on local policymakers' vague and unenforced commitments to intq,'Tatc, 
HUD should tie the disbursement ofCDBG grants to clear requirements for already-enacted 
zoning deregulation or reforms to th(~ entitlement process that reduce the cost of building new 
housing. HUD should set dearly defined metrics at which cities must begin permitting more 
housing, if they want: to continue receiving grants. Past HUD efforts to use A.FFH to increase 
access to opportunity, while well intentioned, have failed to induce the deregulation needed to 
open up exclusionary jurisdictions. 

The 2015 A.FFH rule required cities and counties to use a software package to estimate their 
level of racial and income intef,'Tation in housing and services. However, rather than requiring 
specific reforms, such as upzoning, that would allow more lower· income people to access 
exclusionary neighborhoods and school districts, the rule required jurisdictions to create plans for 

US Department of Housing and Urban Development "Integrated Disbursement nnd Information System. Expenditure 
Funds by CUPERTINO, CA trom 07·01·2016 to 06·30·2017:· Junn 19. 2018 

for Afflrmativf!fy Furthering Farr Housing (Kamas Crty, MO: M1d-Amenca Regional Couno!, 2011)_ 
~s Plan for Affirmativelv Furthering Fair Housmg. 

Jake B!umgart Fair Housmg at 50 (ChiCago: American Plannmg Assoeiat1on, 2018). 
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integration. Because current local policies allow new housing construction to be vetoed at so many 
points, a plan for mort' inte,>ration could easily be blocked by other policies. For example, a city 
conld reform zoning to allow multifamily housing in all neighborhoods, seemingly a big step 
toward allowing income inte~-,>ration. But the city could then put so many exactions on multifiunily 
housing that none of it ever gets built. 

Thus, we concur with the sense of the Advance Notice of Potential Rulemaking that the 
AFFH rule should be revised to require less administrative burden, to focus on clear outcomes 
rather than resource-intensive planning and reporting. 

SECTION Ill: REFORMING AFFH TO REQUIRE OUTCOMES RATHER THAN PLANS 
In order to incentivize actions rather than plans, HUD should revise the 2015 rule to make CDBG 
funds contingent on clear policy requirements and market nutcomes for states and entitlement 
communities. The 2015 rule would have withheld all HUD funds from grantees that failed to make 
plans to affinuativdy further fair housing. Under this policy, residents in an exclusionary 
jurisdictinn could bt' further harmed hy the withdrawal of HUD funds through the HOM£ 
Investment Partnerships Program (HOME), Emergency Solutions Grants, and Housing 
Opportnnities for Persons with AIDS. Unlike CDBG, these other programs are used almost 
exclusively to provide direct support to house low-income people. Thus, we recommend 
withholding only CDBG funding from jurisdictions that fail BUD's test. 

We take as given the current statutnry requirements that determine BUD's authority and 
funding formulas, but this should not be taken as an endorsement of the current prot,>rams or their 
formulas. Within this framework, levera~-,>ing grants is one of the few ways BUD can encourage 
local reform, and CDBG is the funding tool most likely to encourage local policy reform. To be sure, 
CDBG is not an ideal incentive for rcfnnn, because small, highly exclusionary jurisdictions may not 
receive CDBG funding. Furthermore, because exclusionary zoning correlates with high incomes 
and large tax bases, exclusionary jurisdictions may prefer to opt out ofHUD funding rather than 
affirmatively further fair housing. 

Although CDBG funding is not proportionate to the need for upzoning, it is nonetheless a 
good tool for encouraging local government reform. The stated purpose of CDBG is to support 
housing, economic development, and infrastructure:" The funds come with few restrictions on 
how they can be nsed. Potential nses for CDBG funds include public services, acquisitinn of real 
property, and public facilities and improvement:" 

In part bccanse the funds can he used so flexibly, CDBG enjoys broad popularity with local 
government officials who can use the funds to support their priorities. CDBG funds have hc<m 
nsed to support brew pubs. historic sites, and marinas!" In most cases, cutting CDBG funding to 
entitlement communities that use land usc regulation to obstmct BUD's objectives will not 
directly harm residents who are struggling to afford housing. However, according to a Politico poll, 

51 US Department of 
September 11. 2018. https:,l/w·wv¢.htJd ctov/progt·am offire•;/c •:Jml1'1 pfan:nln•g(commutnitydc:vel:opt1'1CIOt/rPrograms. 

US Department of Housmg and Urban Development, 
Communities, chapter 

CDBG Works: How Mayors Put CDBG to Work (Washmgton, DC Un1ted Stah?s Conference of Mayors, 2017). 

Shack ford. Communrty Development Block Grant Program Is Awful and Should Be Cut." Reason. Morch 16. 2017 
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63 percent of mayors said that losing CDBG funding would he "devastating" for their communities. 
a higher percentage than said the same for federal funding for housing, education, transportation 
and infrastructure, public safety, or legal aid for low-income rcsidents41 

A municipality's eligibility for CDBG funding under current formulas is not a t,'Uarantee that 
they will rE•ceive these funds. The Fair Housing Act gives HUD the mandate to enforce the goal of 
affirmatively furthering fair housing, so the agency has the statutory ground to withhold funds 
from jurisdictions that stand in the way of the goal. Jurisdictions that use land usc regulations to 
shut out low-income residents should not receive subsidies from a program with the objective of 
"providing decent housing and a suitable living environment, and by expanding economic 
opportunities, principally for low- and moderate-inmme persons."" If jurisdictions with 
exclusionary zoning put CDBG funds to use in a way that increases the amenity value of their 
ret,rion, CDBG-funded projects may lead to an increase in house priccs, furthcr restricting access 
for low-income households and actively working at,'llinst the program's goal. 

Conditioning CDBG grants on reform would not preempt local regulations. CDBG grants can 
serve as an incentive for municipalities to reform exdusionary zoning without requiring them to 
do so. UsingCDBG funding as an incentive for land use reform furthers BUD's mission without 

violating the freedom for policy experimentation at the state or local level. 
Preemption of local land use ret,'l.llations is, however, a legal recourse of state governments 

because municipalities arc "creatures of their states." Economist Michael Farren has art,'Ued that, 
while federalism serves citizens best when rnlemaking is devolved as far as possible, higher level 
governments maintain a role to protect property owners' rights from over-regulation at the local 
level43 This principled case for preemption rests on the state's duty to protect property owners' 
rights to dt•termine the best use of their land. 

Rather than providing a check against exclusionary zoning, the states where low- and 
moderate-income people have the least access to housing have largely upheld complete local 
control, or even added further potential vetoes to projects on environmental grounds.44 Local 
policymakers have proved to be highly responsive toloeal nuisance concerns--to the detriment of 
the property rights of landowners and the concerns of rent-burdened residt'nts.15 In keeping with 
its mission to advance housing affordahility, HUD should also consider withholding CDBG grants 
to states that have used their preemptive power to erode rather than protect individual rights as 
they pertain to honsing supply. 

vVhile local government restrictions on housing construction are the primary policy cause of 
housing supply restriction and high and rising prices, past federal government policies have 
exan>rbated housing shortages. Under the Housing Act ofl937, federal transfers to localities 

41 A1-dan Quigley, "Why 1 rump's Budget America's Mayors," Pol!ltco Magazine, Apnl 2017 
US OepJrtment of Housmg and Urban Development, "Community Development Block Gmnt Entitlement Program," 

https://www.hudpxchange.mfo/programs/cdbg-entitlement/ 
·15 MKhael "Nirvana's N1ght Watchman: A Response to Adam Thierer."' Men:atus Center dt George Mason University, July 

2017. 
54·~'?: Jenmfer Hernandez, David f"'nedman, and Stephanie DeHerrera, In the Name of the Environment 

How Utigation Abuse vnder the CalifOrnia Em,ironmenta! 
Economic Priorittcs -and Propos('d Reforms to Protect 

"Why There No 
4 (2007J: 419-n 

Competition City Elections?: Role of Election Law.'' Journal of Law 
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provided the funds for slum clearance and urban renewal projects that eliminated hundreds of 
thousands of urban housing units, primarily units occupied by low-income tenants."' While these 
programs may have improved the average quality of the remaining housing stock, they left low
and moderate-income pt·ople to compete for a reduced stock of housing that they could afford. The 
effects of these programs arc still felt today in high-cost dties.'7 

Given the history of federal prot,,>rams making housing conditions worse for the country's 
most vulnerable populations, the first principle for reforming AFFH should bt· "do no harm." 
Re~orulators should proceed with caution and a hyper-awareness of potential unintended 
consequences based on the past outcomes of federal intervention in land nsc policy. 

SECTION IV: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REFORM: ENTITLEMENT COMMUNITIES 
HUD should replace the Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH) tool with an evaluation that is simple, 
transparent, and qualifies communities based on their outcomes and policies rather than their 
good intentions. 

vVe recommend a two· part test, holding communities to account for market outcomes and 
requiring that expensive, slow-growing conununities move policy in a direction that affirmatively 
furthers fair housing. ln order to receive CDBG, HOME, or other fnnding as an entitlement 
community, each jurisdiction would need to pass one of the two tests. 

The market test would verify that if a community faces high housing demand, it is meeting at least 
some of that demand through increased housing in some form. Formally, a community must be 
able to answer "yes" to at least one of the following four questions: 

1. Is rent helow the US median? 

2. r s rent below the av<,rage in its metropolitan area? 

3. Did real rent decline, on net, over the past five years? 

4. Did the jurisdiction or its constituent parts issue net building permits for new housing units 
equal to at least 5 percent of its housing stock over the past five years? 

For the purposes of questions l and 3, "rent" is Small Area Fair Market Rent fnr a three·hedroom 
unit as calculated by HUD, averaged across the ZIP codes that constitute the jurisdiction in 
question. For question 2, H UD publishes a ZIP /CBSA ratio that indicates whether local Fair 
Market Rent is above or below the metropolitan average; this should be averaged across ZIP codes 
in a jurisdiction. "Net building permits" denotes the number of residential units permitted for 
construction minus the number of residential units permitted for demolition. 

The first three questions allow municipalities with low or falling rent to qualify: they may 
face low demand or a recession. Such communities arc likely to have high rates of poverty and 
fewer local resources to address challenges. 

Living Downtown 

'"Slum Clearance and Urban Renewal in the Uri1tcri 
Research, Cambndgc. MA, November 2012). 
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The fourth question gets to the ht'art of the housing crisis: where rent is high and rising, are 
governments allowing the private sector to do its part in alleviating rent burdens? 

\Ve expect that in high-cost coastal markets a substantial fraction of entitlement 
commnnities will fail the market test. In less-costly and fast-growing areas, a few particularly 

exclusive jurisdictions would fail the test, many of which arc not CDBG entitlement communities 
in any case. 

Policy Test 

Jurisdictions that fail the market test can maintain their entitlement community status hy passing 
the policy test, which would require each community to document at least one step it has taken in 
the past five years to affirmatively further fair housing hy reforming public institutions in ways that 
clarify and strengthen property rights and promote market affordability. HUD would provide a list 
of qualifying policy reforms, such as the following: 

Expand by-right housing development 

Expand multifamily zoned areas by at least l percent of the land area of the jurisdiction 

• Allow duplexes, triplexes, or fourplexcs in at least one·· fourth of areas zoned primarily 

for single-family residential 

Allow manufactured homes in at least one-fourth of areas zoned primarily for single
family residential 

Allow multifamily development in retail and office znncs 

Allow single-room occupancy development wherever multifamily housing is allowed 

Reduce minimum lot sizes by at least 50 percent in at least 25 percent of residential 
zoned areas 

Reduce the number ofbuildin;,'S prott•ctcd by historic preservation by at lea<t 25 
percent 

Increase allowable floor area ratio (FAR) by at least 25 percent in multifamily areas that 

must cover at least 5 percent of the land in the jurisdiction 

Create transit··oricnted development zones that account for at least 5 percent of the 

city's residential zones and allow for a FAR oflO or greater 

Hcduce costs of development 

Eliminate parking minimums 

Adopt parallel-process permitting 

Establish one-stop permitting-

Allow prefabricated construction 

Eliminate minimum unit size requirements 

Eliminate architectural standards other than those required for safety 

Expand use rights in existing building stock 

Allow conversion of office units to apartments 

MERCATUS CENTER AT GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY 11 
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Allow subdivision of single--family homes into duplexes 

Allow accessory dwelling units (including detached accessory dwelling units) on all 
lots with single-family homes 

Allow detached (attached) accessory dwelling units at single-family homes that 
already have an attached (detached) accessory dwelling unit 

Legalize short-tt•rm home rentals 

• Legalize home- based businesses 

Legalize single-room-occupancy boarding houses 

Revolutionize local land use institutions 

Adopt land value taxation 

• Adopt additive zoning 

Adopt form-based zoning 

• Adopt non-zone-based regulatory fi·amework 

Adopt pre-approved plans for accessory dwdling units, single-family homes, 
duplexes, triplexes, and fourplexes 

Reform subdivision ret,'ttlations to allow for traditional mixed-density and mixed
use neighborhoods in new development 

In addition, where a locally originated idea achieves similar goals, the applicant can submit 
the policy with a brief justification. HUD should put a tight limit on length-perhaps 2,000 words~ 
and take a good-faith view of submissions. The primary requirement is that the policy must be in 
effcct~not merely introduced, proposed, or planned-at the time of suhmission. 

In application, HUD will have to attach some limits to these reforms: a reform is not a n•form 
if it only applies to a small site, requires onerous fees or permitting time, or if it is offset by 
countervailing policy in another area. Reforms that reverse a restriction instated in 201!! or latt'r 
should not qualify. However, some amount of system-gaming will have to be tolerated to keep the 
reporting requirements from becoming a burden in themselves. 

Since this test is conceived as a five-year retrospective evaluatioo, it should be phaS<'d in. 
Communities that fail to pass either part of their test in the first fivt' years after the final rule is 
promulgated should forfeit CDBG funding on a prorated basis until their next authorization. That 
is, a community that fails the test four years after the final rule is promulgated should lose llO 
percent of its CDBG funding until it reauthorizes itself as an entitlement community. 

SECTION V: HUD FUNDING OUTSIDE OF ENTITLEMENT COMMUNITIES 
While the 2015 rule required HUD grantees, including public housing authorities (PHAs) and 
states, to conduct an Assessment of Fair I lousing to submit to HUD, the a hove test for CDBG 
entitlement cities and counties receiving CDBG funding cannot and should not be applied directly 
to other grantees. 

PHAs should be exempted from the assessment process entirely. We know of no allegation 
that public housing authorities are systematically engaged in exclusionary practices. These 

12 MERCATUS CENTER AT GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY 
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ag-encies exist to serve low-income tenants. Nationally, 84 percent of public housing residents earn 
less than 50 percent of the median income, and their average annual income is $14,922.4s Forty-two 
percent of public housing residents arc black and 19 percent are Hispanic, compared to about 12 
percent each for the country as a wholc.4

" 

Because PH As typically have little or no influence over the rules that stand in the way of 
access to housing that serves low- and moderate-income people, B LID docs not need to implement 

a time-consuming assessment process aimed at PBAs. Of course, PH As remain obligated to comply 

with the Fair Housing Act and all other civil rights statutes. 
With respect to the CDBG State Pro1,'Tam, howt•ver, HUD should withhold funds from 

gnmtee states that stand in the way of affirmatively furthering fair housing. Real estate market 
outcomes will naturally vary widely across states, so the market and policy tests developed above 
cannot reasonahly be applied at the state leveL Rather than using a quantifiable metric to establish 
state eligibility for CDBG funding, BUD should consistently monitor state policy for violations of 
affirmatively furthering fair housing. If state policies arc found to stand in the way ofHLID's 

mandates, their CDBG fnnds should be withheld. 
State policies that prevent housing construction that serves low- and moderate-income 

people may include rules that create additional veto points for new development, n.Ilt•s that 
prevent development directly (such as statewide growth management), or discriminatory tax 
policy that discourages new housing construction. 

For example, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA.) introduces a state-level veto 

point for new development. The law allows residents to sue to block development hased on any 
environmental concern, such as carhon emissions or loss of animal habitat. \'Vhile CEQA provides a 
tool for any state resident to delay or prevent new development,"' it may actually harm 
environmental quality if it is used to displace development from dense parts of the state to 
California areas or other states where housing construction faces fewer obstacles but per capita 
carbon emissions are higher:;;1 

State tax laws may also discourage development For example, property tax caps shield 
homeowners from heing taxed proportionate to their home value. As a result, these caps lower the 
cost of holding on to a property rather than selling it to someone who may redevelop the site to 

provide housing for more people. 
Proposition B. another California example, has particularly pernicious consequences for 

housing construction. The law limits annual property taxes to 1 percent of a property's value, and it 
limits assessments to increasing at a rate of 2 percent per year from 1975 as long as the property's 
ownership doesn't change. Under the rapid property appreciation that many California 
homeowners have enjoyed, Proposition 1:1 privileges taxpayers who happened to purchase their 
homes before others who now have to pay higher rates. Proposition 13 benefits are even inheritable 

May 17. 

Energy Information Admmistrat!Of\ Energy-Related Carbon DiOXIde Emtssions by State, 2000-2015, September 13, 2018, 
s,l Mac Taylor, Common Claims about Proposition 13 (Sacramento, CA: Lrgis!at!Ve Ana!ysrs Ofhc<\ September 2016), 34, 
https:/ /lao.ca.gov /rcports/2016/349 7/ common·claHns·propl3 ·091916.pdf. 
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for children and !,>Tandchildren of homeowners, so the antidevdopment conscqnences can carry on 
even beyond the death of a beneficiary. 

The mandate to affirmatively fnrthcr fair housing gives ll UD reason to withhold CDBG 
funds from states that discourage housing construction through property tax caps. In cases where 
states fund public works projects with CDBG because they refuse to rely on their own tax hase, the 
nexus for withholding support is even clearer. 

CONCLUSION 
HUD has an opportunity to use CDBG t,>Tants to entitlement communities and states as a tool to 

encourage land use policy that advances its mandate to affirmatively further fair housing. CDBG 

funds are highly popular with those policymakers who are in a position to reform land use policy to 
allow for more construction. Setting market and policy tests that limit this funding source to the 
jurisdictions that make it possihlc to affirmatively further fair housing for low- and moderate
income residents who are disproportionately racial minorities is statutorily appropriate and has 
the potential to improve outcomes. 

Homeowners Get to Low Property Highly 
ProhtatJifl to an Elite Group.'" Los AngpJes August 17, 2018 
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Introduction 

Good morning, Chairwoman Waters, Ranking Member Mel !cnry, and members of the Committee. My 
name is Debby Goldberg, and I am Vice President for !lousing Policy and Special Projects at the 
National Fair !lousing Alliance. 

The National Fair I lousing Alliance is the nation's only national civil rights organization dedicated to 
eliminating all forms of housing discrimination and ensuring equal housing opportunity through 
leadership, education. outreach, memhership services. puhlic policy initiatives. community 
development advocacy. and enf(>rccmcnt. NFHA is a trade association comprised of over 200 members 
located throughout the United States. 

l want to thank you f(lr the opportunity to testify today, and ! commend the Committee f(Jr holding this 
hearing to review our efforts to eliminate housing discrimination and promote opportunity in housing. 
April is Fair Housing Month. and it is hoth timely and appropriate to hegin the month by reviewing our 
efforts to protect the rights afforded to each of us under the Fair Housing Act and to promote 
opportunity. It is also a good time to assess how well positioned we are as a nation to tackle some of the 
threats to !l1ir housing that arise from the usc of technology. big data and artificial intelligence. which 
are shaping the housing market in ways that none of us could have anticipated in 1968. when the Fair 
Housing Act was passed. 

The topic before the Committee today has many facets. My testimony will focus primarily on three of 
them: the status of our fair housing infrastructure. the importance of preserving key tools to ensure fi1ir 
housing, including two important regulations that are currently under attack by HUD, and the fair 
housing issues associated with the growing use of technology and big data in the housing market. 

Background 

"It is the policy of the United States to provide, within constitutional limits. fhr fair housing throughout 
the United States."' 

Achieving this goal that Congress set out in the Fair Housing Act requires ns to do three things. First. 
we need to take stock of our history and understand how problems of the past affect our current 
landscape. Second. we must bolster the infrastructure we have created to provide fair housing and 
ensure that all of its components have the tools and resources needed for success. Third, we must 
consider the changes underway in the housing market and the new or revised tools we may need to 
ensure that those changes do not enable new forms of housing discrimination. 
NFI! A's 2017 report. "'The Case i(Jr Fair Housing: 2017 Fair Housing Trends Rcport;"2 describes the 
role played by the federal government in creating the segregated communities that we sec today in all of 

l 42 u.s. c. §3601 
7 National Fair Housing Alliance, "The Case for Fair Housing: 2017 Fair Housing Trends Report," Washington, DC. 2017. 
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our cities. and in making it possible for White families to climb the path to the middle class. achieving 
economic prosperity and stability. while preventing families of color from following that same path. As 
that report notes. the federal government was not the only playc·r in this saga. but the importance of its 
role and the negative impact of its policies cannot be overemphasized. It begins in the early days of our 
country and our policies and practices with respect to granting land ownership to White ti1milies but not 
families of color. 3 It continues with some of the policies of the New Deal era. when the I lome Owners 
Loan Corporation institutionalized a methodology for rating the level of risk associated with investing in 
particular neighborhoods that was based on the racial composition and homogeneity. or lack thereof of 
those neighborhoods. That methodology ranked as the most risky ncighhorhoods in which African 
Americans. other people of color. people of certain faiths. and immigrants from certain countries. Also 
at the hcttom of the ranking were neighborhoods that were integrated. or at risk of'"inJiltration"" by 
racial. ethnic and religious groups deemed undesirable. This methodology. and the so-called ··residential 
risk"" maps upon which it was encoded. guided the policies of other federal agencies involved in the 
mortgage market. including the federal Housing Administration and the Veterans" Administration, and 
were a major determinant of which neighborhoods and which horrowers would have access to affordable 
mortgage credit and which would not. 

Over many decades. these policies and practices. in concet1 with others adopted by state and local 
governments. shaped the residential patterns of our cities. creating neighhorhoods that were segregated 
hy race and other national origin. In many places, those pattern persist to this day. NFHA ·s 2017 
Trends report goes on to descrihc in detail the impact of those segregated living patterns on individuals 
their educational attainment. health and well-being. access to transportation. involvement with the 
criminal justice system. employment opportunities. access to homcownership and ability to build wealth 

and on the communities in which they live. The disparities are stark. and they work to the detriment of 
our nation's stahility. vitality and prosperity. 

The prologue to NFilA ·s 2018 report on trends in fair housing illustrates how important effective 
enforcement of the Fair Housing Act is. and why. as a nation. we must not only care about fair housing 
but be vigorous in defending and enforcing it. 

'"Imagine the house you grew up in, the local pool you swam in. shopping in a grocery store full 
of fresh fruits and vegetables. the great school you attended with your friends. and the doctor 
nearby who took care of you when you were sick. ll1at"s how all of us would like to remember 
our childhoods and think of our communities. But l\1r many people. the experience of their 
neighborhood is nothing like that. Where you live dctem1incs your access to good schools. parks 
and recreation. quality health care. lrcsh fbod. clean air. an<mlable credit. and even how long 
you are likely tn live. 

Not all neighborhoods were created the same. The long history of housing discrimination and 
segregation in the U.S. has created neighborhoods that are unequal in their access to opportunities. They 
arc not unequal because of the people who live there. They are unequal because of a series of public and 
private institutionalized practices that orchestrated a system of American apartheid in our neighhcrhoods 
and communities, placing us in separate and unequal spaces. These practices and systems resulted in the 

"Long Before Redlining,' Racial Disparities in Homeownership Need Intentional Policies," ShelterForce, february 

4 
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development of neighborhoods of color that have bt·cn starved of investment. amlrdahlc credit, good 
schools, quality health care, fresh food, and much more. It also rcsul!cd in the creation of thriving, 
predominantly White communities with abundant resources. federal support, and quality amenities and 
services. While many low-income communities, no matter their racial composition. suffer from 
disinvestment and lack of resources. even wealthier. high-earning communities of color have fewer bank 
branches, grocery stores, healthy envimnmcnts, and affordable credit than poorer White areas. 

Imagine now that every neighborhood was a place of opportunity, no matter the race or ethnicity of the 
people who lived there and that people were not illegally barred from moving to a community hecausc 
of a protected characteristic. lf everyone had access to affordable housing. fair credit, a good schooL 
healthy !tlOd, a decent job, green space, and quality health care, how would our nation and economy 
look then? Better. by every meaningfhl measure. Better fix all of us, because this is not a zero-sum 
game in which providing opportunity to one person or in one neighborhood means taking it away from 
another. Rather, ensuring that every community has the resources and amenities its residents need to 
thrive results in a win-win outcome, exponentially increasing our chances t(1r a stronger, more rohust 
economy. 

If we make quality credit available to people of color and in neighborhoods of color, the prospects of 
those people and those neighborhoods improve. They accumulate more wealth. they pay more taxes, 
and they invest more in the community. If people arc given the opportunity to live near their jobs, 
regardless of their race or income. we reduce carhon emissions, costly transportation infrastructure. and 
lime spent away fi·om helping kids with their homework and preparing healthy meals. If we send kids to 
a quality schooL they are more likdy to graduate from high school and go to college or trade schooL 
equipping them with the knowledge and skills they need to fully participate in a global economy. lf 
people hreathc clean air, eat healthy food, and have a place to exercise and relax, we reduce health care 
costs f(lr all. It is not just individuals who pay the price when people and communities arc unfairly 
deprived of these <1pportunities, but our nation as a whole suffers as well. 

!low do we ensure that future generations of all backgrounds live in neighborhoods rich with 
opportunity? Fair housing. Fair housing can ultimately dismantle the housing discrimination and 
segregation that caused these inequities in the first placc.''"1 

This is what Congress set <lUI to accomplish in enacting the Fair !lousing Act, adopting it as the policy 
<lfthe United States to provide for fair housing and employing a two-pronged approach to implementing 
this policy. First, it laid out a set of specific requirements and prohibitions designed to ensure that 
providers of housing and housing-related services do not discriminate against people seeking housing 
based on a set of protected characteristics. Those include race, color. religion, sex, national origin, 
familial status and disahility, These protections recognized the discriminatory policies and practices, 
with which our communities have been rife, that can impede people's ability to gain access to the 
housing they seek and for which they qualify. Fully enforced, these provisions should ensure that 
protected characteristics do not disadvantage individuals and families in their efl(lrts to obtain housing. 
They would eliminate the harriers that discrimination has created for mcmhers of protected classes. 

4 National Fair Housing Alliance, "'Making Every Neighborhood a Place of Opportunity; 2016 Fair Housing Trends Report." 
Washington, DC. 2018. llliJI~~lli'ilhlllil!fuiJ:lliluJill1&<2n>'l~ll0IlO::!~:arc]l 
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But Congress re~ognized that eliminating discrimination alone would not be sufficient to create truly 
open housing markets. Eliminating those barriers would not level the playing field. because the field 
itself is distorted. Over many decades, through a series of policies and practices carried out by the 
private sector and by govcmment at all levels~ with the federal government playing a prominent role
\\C have deeply entrenched segregated living patterns in our communities. Fliminating those, and 
overcoming the lasting harms they have produced. requires additionaL deliberate efTorts. Therefore, in 
the f'air Housing Act Congress also mandated that HUD and other federal agencies involved in housing 
and urban development activities undertake those etr<nts. This mandate is embodied in the 
"al1irmativcly furthering fair housing" (AFFII) provisions of the Act.' 

Below we discuss in more detail the infrastructure created to ensure the goals of the Fair Housing Act 
are achieved and how it can be bolstered. the critical tools needed to protect all of us from 
discrimination and the need to preserve them, and some of the fair housing challenges ahead that arise 
from technological developments that are changing the way the housing market operates. 

Strengthening Our Fair Housing Infrastructure 

The infrastructure t(Jr fair housing cnli:>rcemcnt in the U.S. has three key components, one at the federal 
level. which consists ofHUD and DOJ. The second two components operate at the state and local level. 
One consists of state and local government civil and human rights agencies with fair housing 
enforcement responsibilities. The nthcr consists of local, private, non-profit tair housing centers that 
provide a variety of fair housing services in their communities. 

At the federal level. !IUD has several roles. One is to receive, investigate and adjudicate complaints 
submitted by those who believe they may have encountered illegal discrimination. HUD also has the 
responsibility to ensure that its own programs comply with the Fair Housing Act, as well as the 
programs of the cities. counties, states and other entities to which it provides funding for housing and 
community development activities. !IUD also administers the Fair Housing Initiatives Program (FHIP). 
which is the only federal source of funds for private enforcement of the Act. and the Fair Housing 
Assistance Program (FIIAP), which reimburses state and local civil and human rights agencies that 
investigate fair housing complaints. DOJ's principal role is to bring suit on behalf of individuals whose 
cases have been referred to it hy !IUD. !IUD makes such referrals after it has czmcluded that there is 
reasonable cause to believe that discrimination has occurred in a particular case. it has issued a "charge" 
of discrimination. the case has hecn heard hcl(Jrc an administrative law judge, and one or the other party 
elects to have the case referred to DOJ. DOJ also has sole authority in cases involving a pattern or 
practice of discrimination. or when HUD receives a complaint that concerns zoning issues. 

The other two components of the fair housing infrastructure operate at the state and local level. Of 
these. state and local government civil and human rights agencies enf(xce laws that are substantially 
equivalent to the federal Fair !lousing Act. and are responsible for resolving housing discrimination 
complaints. With agencies that it deems substantially equivalent, !IUD enters into a memorandum of 
understanding under which those state and local agencies process complaints of housing discrimination 

5 42 U.S.C. §3608 (d) and (e). 

6 
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within their jurisdictions. This partnership allows federal and state agencies to coordinate investigations 
and avoid duplication of effort. These agencies receive complaints from the public. initiate 
investigations. conciliate agreements and litigate fair housing allegations in their respective jurisdictions. 
They are allowed to take these actions for complaints received within 180 days of the alleged incident. 
All complaints that arc received outside of the 180-day time limit are referred to HUD for processing. 
I IUD may also refer complaints filed through its own administrative complaint system to FHA!' 
agencies which serve the area from which a complaint is made. HUD reimburses these agencies for 
expenses associated with processing housing discrimination complaints through the FIIAP program. 

The third component of our fair housing enforcement infrastructure consists of local private. non-profit 
fair housing organizations in many cities and states across the country. Most of them receive their 
primary funding from !IUD through the FHIP program". which was created in 1987 with broad 
bipartisan support and the endorsement of Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H. W. Bush. With 
FHIP. Congress recognized the need to support the development of experienced, private. nonprofit fair 
housing organizations to foster compliance with the Fair Housing Act: complement the work of local 
and state govcmment agencies and the federal govemment: and assist the public in better understanding 
its rights and local housing providers in complying with civil rights laws. 

FiliP provides unique and vital services to the public and the housing industry by supporting a network 
of private-public partnerships with local nonprofit fair housing organizations working in their 
communities to carry out fair housing enf(Jrccment and education. These are the only private 
organizations in the country that educate communities and the housing industry and enforce the laws 
intended to protect us all fi·mn housing discrimination. They li.>rm an essential component of the nation's 
lair housing education and cnfc>rcemcnt infrastructure. The FiliP program saves the federal govemment 
taxpayer dollars through the unique services in which its grantees specialize and it ensures a high 
standard of relief to victims of discrimination and the communities that it harms. 

FiliP agencies arc uniquely suited to provide a first line of de tense against housing discrimination: they 
are the mostly likely to receive a complaint of housing discrimination !rom the public given their local 
presence and dTcctivc public education strategies. and they advocate on behalf of victims of 
discrimination throughout the administrative complaint processes. For every individual conciliation or 
settlement stemming from an action initiated by a FIIIP-grantec, many more housing units that would 
have otherwise been kept otT the market tor persons in protected classes are made available through 
improvements in policies and practices that increase housing choice. Families with children and people 
with disabilities are among the most likely persons to file complaints of discrimination. and the FHIP 
program is absolutely vital to protecting their freedom of housing choice. The primary reason these 
groups tile the most complaints is that discrimination against these persons is often ohvious or stated by 
housing providers. such as statements that a housing complex limits occupancy to one person per 
bedroom or that a request fi.1r a reasonable accommodation f(>r a service animal is denied. 

FIIIP-tundcd organizations work at the nationaL regionaL and local levels to expand fair housing 
opportunities I(Jr all Americans at all income levels. These organizations: 

6 for more information about the FH!P program. see the testimony of Keeny a Robertson, President & CEO of the Housing 
Opportunities Project for Excellence (HOPE) Fair Housing Center, Inc before the House Appropriations Committee 
Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development and Related Agencies, February 27, 2019. 
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Train local housing providers on how to avoid running afoul of the Fair !lousing Act; 
Educate consumers about their rights and how to recognize and report situations that fs}~lappcar to 
violate the law; 
Provide direct assistance to victims of discrimination; 
Work with leaders and public otlicials at the local level to create and expand the availability of 
sate. affordable. and decent housing; 
Work with stakeholders at the local level to ensure that every community has access to important 
oppmtunitics like quality schools. hcalthcarc,jobs, transportation. food. credit. etc.; and 
Engage in efforts to stabilize neighborhoods and strengthen communities. 

While this fair housing infrastrncture has proven very effective, it is significantly under-resourccd. This 
Jack of resources undermines its ability to fully meet our country's fair housing needs. These include 
ensuring that both the public and housing providers are aware of their rights and responsibilities under 
the Fair Housing Act. monitoring practices in the housing market to identify those that may be 
discriminatory and taking appropriate steps to eliminate them, and responding to the complaints of 
discrimination that are reported by individuals searching for housing. 

At the state and local leveL the FiliP progmm needs additional funding to enable lirir housing groups to 
meet the needs in their communities and to enable new fair housing groups to be established in 
communities where they do not currently exist. The program is currently funded at $39.2 million fhr 
FY 19. NFHA recommends that funding be increased to $52 million, and we arc grateful to 
Congressman AI Green and Congresswoman Barham Lee for their leadership and support in requesting 
this levd of funding for FHIP for FY 20. In addition. the program needs better management by HUD to 
ensure that the funding stream is consistent, timely and reliable. 

Federal Fair Housing Funding Levels FY12-FY20 

At the federal leveL HUD's Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity lacks the stall~ funding. 
technology and other resources it needs to carry out its responsibilities. including smooth and c!Tcctivc 
management of the Filii' program. 

8 
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These resource constmints at !IUD have serious implications for the effective operation of the FHlP 
program and other I IUD fair housing-related functions. Over the past several years. FHIP-grantees have 
observed a deterioration in the management and implementation of the Fair Housing Initiatives Program. 
Constant delays in Notices of Funding Availability. award decisions. and timing of payments to grantees 
have resulted in serious damage to long-established fair housing organizations that often are the only 
agent~y serving their housing market or even state. Additionally. FHIP-grantL>es have ohscrved 
challenges in the use of excess funds that remain unspent after the completion of stated grant goals. and 
wide variation in grant payment protocols among !IUD regions. 

With each new llscal year. lliJD pushes back the Fl UP grant process. leaving private nonprofit fair 
housing organizations that deliver critical direct services at risk of closure. For example. in 2016. many 
three-year PEl grants were scheduled to begin their second or third year on November l. However. grant 
recipients were not infixmcd until October 31 that the second or third years of their three-year grants 
would not commence on November I but instead would commence later. FY17 awards were not 
officially announced until March 2018, well over five months after the end of the fiscal year for which 
the awards were intended. For FYI R. HUD opened the FHIP NOFA on October 29. 2018 with an 
application deadline of December 19. 2018. I IUD has yet to award new grants for FY 18, leaving several 
private fair housing organizations with funding gaps that again will affect their ability to provide direct 
fair housing services in their housing markets. In each of these instances, similarly-situated 
organizations had different start dates for grants that hegan or were to continue during the same fiscal 
year. and each FllfP agency has had to spend considerable time and energy to secure reasonable grant 
start dates. This has been especially ham1ful to the work of agencies that experienced delays while in the 
middle of existing three-year grants. which have work planned for each year. 

9 
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fhc result of these delays has been devastating for many organizations. IV!any private fair housing 
organizations have been f(Jrced to take out lines of credit f(Jr which they must pay interest to 
complete existing work, continue paying employees, and maintain basic operations. Some have been 
forced to shut their doors t<.Jr a period of time, impacting existing investigations upon which potential 
victims of discrimination were relying. Without consistent and timely release of the FHIP NOFA and 
awards. organizations are f()rccd to usc reserve funding that is intended serve as a last resort to weather 
the gap, jeopardizing the long-term health of their organization. 

Fl!lP-funded agencies arc the first line of defense !(Jr victims of discrimination tiJr entire housing 
markets, states, and sometimes regions. Each time the FHIP NOF/\ and awards are delayed I!UD runs 
the risk of jeopardizing the key services that private fair housing organizations provide to victims: the 
localized expertise they can employ to examine or address persistent housing discrimination or the 
impacts of residential segregation; and the testing and vetting of complaints that FIIAP agencies and 
IHJD receive as cases. Additionally, local housing providers, real estate agents. lenders, and insurers 
rely on training and education from private nonprofit fair housing organizations which is interrupted hy 
lapses in Fl liP funding. As of today, !JUD has yet to make new FY 18 awards or issue an FY 19 FH IP 
NOFA. 

In addition to these damaging delays in funding its fair housing programs, HUD has taken a number of 
other actions that arc cause !(lr concern. For example, in 2017 HUD announced a 2-year delay in 
implementation of the Small Area Fair Market Rent (SAFMR) regulation, an important tool for enabling 
low- and moderate-income tenants with Housing Choice Vouchers to afl(,rd housing units in lower
poverty, higher-rcsourccd communities. Advocates successfully sued HUD to reverse this decision, 
which would have dealt a major scthack to c!Torts to expand access to opportunity. 

In January 2018, I IUD effectively suspended its Afilnnatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFil) 
regulation alkr only a year and half of implementation. 7 Discussed in more detail he low. the AFFfl rule 
was adopted in 2015, nearly half a century after the Fair Housing Act itself. and represented HUD's first 
mcanin!'ful effort to implement the AFFH provisions contained in the 1968 statute. The rule was the 
result of a lengthy and deliberative process that included extensive stakeholder consultation. multiple 
opportunities f(lr public input and substantial field testing. In suspending the rule, f!UD has instructed 
its grantees to return to a fair housing planning process that has been found ineffective by the 
Government Accountahility Ollice, HUD itself. and its grantees. In May 2018. NFHA and other 
advocates sued !IUD over the suspension. The case was initially dismissed tor lack of standing, hut it 
has been rcfiled and remains pending. 

Last summer. in June 2018. !IUD issued an Advance Notice of Proposed Rule Making on disparate 
impact, signaling its intent to rewrite its disparate impact (or discriminatory effect) regulation. Also 
discussed in more detail below. that regulation rcllects long-standing HUD policy and well-cstahlished 
jurisprudence, including decisions in II district courts and the Supreme Court. Disparate impact is a 
critical tool tor protecting all of us from forms of illegal discrimination that may he diftlcult to detect. 

1 83 FR No.4, p. 683 et. seq. 

lO 
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The notion that !IUD would dismantle this tool is extremely troubling and bodes ill hlr our continuing 
ability to identify and eliminate discrimination in housing. 

Beginning in 2012, !IUD issued a series of rules that I(Jcuscd on ensuring equal access tll IHJD-assistcd 
housing. regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity, nonconfon11ancc with gender stereotypes. or 
marital status. In doing so, In !D extended fair housing protections to people who identity as LGBTQ 
and who live in flUD-assisted and FHA-insurcd housing. ~as well as in HlJD's Native American and 
Native Hawaiian programs! It also required that individuals have equal access to HUD-assistcd shelter 
programs in accordance with their self-identified gender identity.'" We arc concerned about IIUfYs 
implementation of the aforementioned rules and encourage this Committee to fully examine the 
Department's overall enforcement of its Equal Access Rule and shelter guidance. 

Each of these actions is cause for concern. Together, they paint an alanning picture ofiiUIYs d1(1rts to 
ensure that we have the tools necessary to secure fair housing throughout the United States. We 
encourage the Committee to examine them closely and take any corrective actions that may be needed. 

!'reserving Critical Fair Housing Tools: AFF'H and Dispamte Impact 

Two of the most important tools we have for eliminating discrimination from our housing market and 
fix promoting access to opportunity currently appear to be at risk of being weakened or even dismantled 
by HUD. One of these is its 2015 Antnnatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFI I) regulation. which 
established a new process f()f fair housing planning. It established a rohust community engagement 
process. and provided grantees with a format f(lr their fair housing plan, known as an Assessment of Fair 
!lousing {AFI I). along with an analytical framework. a substantial set of relevant data and the capacity 
to create maps that display that data geographically. The regulation required that the AF!l contain goals 
and priorities. with metrics and timetables for measuring progress, and that these be rctlccted in the 
grantees' subsequent spending plans. known as Consolidated Plans. A Fils were to be conducted every 
3-5 years, in advance of the Consolidated Plan. and submitted to !IUD for review and acceptance. This 
process allowed !IUD to provide feedback and highlight any specific changes that might be needed to 
make a plan acceptable. !IUD also created a detailed guide to help grantees through the planning 
process. with illustrative examples for each step along the way. 

24 CFR Parts 5, 200. 20.1, 236. 400, 570 574, 882. 891. and 982, "Equal Access to Housing in J IUD Programs Rcg_ardk·ss 
of Sexual Orientation or Gender Identity," February 2012. 
9 24 CFR 5, 1000, 1003, !005. 1006, and 1007, "Equal Access to lfousing in HUD's Native American and Nativt: Hawaiian 
Programs R~gantless ofSt.•xua! Orientation or Gender ldentity,'-1'\ovembcr 2016. 
10 24 CFR Part 5, HEqual Access in Accordance with an Individual's Gender Identity in Community Planning and 
Development Programs." September 2016. 

11 
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The 2015 regulation replaced an earlier regulation that required II U D grantees to conduct a periodic 
Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, also known as anAL While !IUD published a fair 
housing planning guide to assist grantees in conducting anAL it never provided regulatory guidance or 
parameters. Thus. there was no required format. content or community input f(>r the document. nor was 
there any requirement f(1r it to contain priorities, goals. mctrics or timetables. There was no schedule by 
which the AI was to he completed. it was not submitled to !IUD t<1r review. and it was not connected to 
any other planning the grantee might conduct. including its Consolidated Plan f(Jr spending HUD !lmds 
over the subsequent three to live year period. 

As NFflA commented in its response to llUD's 201 S ANPR on the 2015 AFFil rule, this rule 
"rcprt'Sents an extremely important and long overdue ctTort by I IUD to take meaningful steps to 
impil'ment the aflinnativcly furthering fair housing provisions oft he 1968 Fair !lousing Act. lt was the 
result of several years of consultation with many ditl'crcnt stakeholders. including program participants 
of various types. sizes and geographic locations. tilir housing organizations and others. It went through 
the required public comment process. during which !IUD received over l ,000 C(>mmcnts. 11 These 
included comments from housing providers. trade associations. government jurisdictions and agencies. 
and fair housing and civil rights advocates. Through this long and deliberate process. HUD was able to 
strike a fine balance between the real concerns of govcmment entities that would be subject to the rule. 
as well as their constituencies who are directly impacted by decisions concerning the use of housing and 
community development dollars in their communities. That rule was extensively vetted internally at 
llUD, and field tested in 74 jurisdictions through the Sustainable Communities Initiative. It was a 
careful, inclusive and deliberative rulemaking process that produced a regulation that is tlexible enough 
to accommodate a wide variety of local circumstances. clear and structured enough to provide program 
participants with the direction and guidance they sought. and rigorous enough to ensure that jurisdictions 
make meaningful progress in addressing some of the most pressing problems problems that 
govcmn1ent had a role in lTl.~ating and perpetuating- that plague our society:· 12 

One of the very important aspects of the 2015 tule is its dclinition of"atlirmatively flirthering fair 
housing." As our comments on the AFFH ANPR explained. "Previously. lll.JD's delinition of AFF!I 
was tied to the i\ I. which itself lacked dcllnition. sttucturc and standards. This left program participants 
with tremendous uncertainty about how to ensure that they were fulfilling their AFFH obligations and in 
compliance with the law. The definition in the 2015 rule eliminates that uncertainty. replacing it with 
the clarity that program participants sought. stating: 

Affirmatively furthering fair housing means taking meaningful actions, in addition to combating 
discrimination. that overcome patterns of segregation and foster inclusive communities free from 
harriers that restrict access to opportunity based on protected characteristics. Specifically, 
affinnativcly furthering fair housing means taking meaningful actions that, taken together, 
address significant disparities in housing needs and in access to opportunity, replacing 
segregated living pattcms with truly integrated and balanced living pattems, transforn1ing 
racially and ethnically concentrated areas of poverty into areas of opportunity. and fostering and 

11 See Regu!ations.gov at hJlP.~li~YL,@@J.£tion:utQ.vi.Q9cumgnl1"D~HtJD··2013~QOU6·000L. 
uSee comments of the National Fair Housing Alliance on FR-6123-·A-01, "Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing. Streamfining 

and Enhancements," October 15, 2018. 

12 
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maintaining compliance with civil rights and fair housing laws. The duty to affirmatively further 
fair housing extends to all of a program participant's activities and programs relating tn housing 
and urban development.'' 

This definition dearly states thut AFFH requires program participants to go beyond just making plans: 
they must take meaningfill steps to implement those plans. It lays out the necessary halance between the 
need to take action to dismantle the barriers of segregation by expanding access to housing in high 
opportunity areas and also by uplifting disinvestcd neighborhoods to ensure that their residents have 
equitable access to opportunity. The definition also clarifies the scope of the AFFH obligation. noting 
that it is not limited to the expenditure of tcderal funds, a point that is underscored in the section of the 
regulations that addresses certification requirements. Additionally. the definition requires program 
participants to engage in activities that promote compliance with fair housing and civil rights laws. 
including working with stakeholders to combat illegal discrimination. 

Further. the sections of regulation that deal with certification requirements note the comprehensive 
nature oflhc AFFH obligation. A program pat1icipant cannot fulfill that obligation if it takes 
appropriate actions in some of its programs or policies while taking other actions that are inconsistent 
with its obligations under the Fair I lousing Act. In other words. it cannot give with one hand and take 
away with the other. Those sections state. "Each jurisdiction is required to submit a certification that it 
will a!Tirmative!y further fair housing, which means that it will take meaningful actions to filrther the 
goals identified in the AFII conducted in accordance with the requirements of24 CFR §5.150 through 
5.180. and that it will take no action that is materially inconsistent with its obligation to af!irmatively 
further fair housing."'" This definition. in combination with other provisions of the rule and the 
Assessment TooL provides program participants the clarity they need to understand their AFFII 
obligations and take meaningtill steps to filllill them. Such clarity was lacking in the AI process, which 
created confusion about what program participants should do to fultill their AFFH obligations. As the 
result of that confusion. and their subsequent failure to take effective steps to affirmatively further fair 
housing. some jurisdictions hlllnd themselves suhject to various sorts of enforcement actions under the 
Fair Housing Act and other laws. The clarity provided in the 2015 rule is reinforced hy the requirement 
that AFHs be submitted to HUD for review and acceptance. and the provision for HUD to reject initial 
submissions that it deems unacc.eptahle while also offering specific guidance about revisions 
jurisdictions can make to correct those shortcomings. These arc critical components of the rule and 
must he preserved. 

While the rule provides clarity and direction. it docs not take a "one size tits all'' approach. It 
establishes a robust process through which community input must he solicited and considered, so that 
the AFH retlects local eoncems. Based on that input, jurisdictions then identify their most pressing fair 
housing problems. set their own goals and priorities. and design their own strategies for achieving those 
goals. Nowhere docs the rule state that progran1 participants must address any particular fair housing 
issue, set any particular goal or number of goals, or take any patticular action to overcome harriers to 
fair housing choice. The rule combines the structure that program pa1ticipants need to analyze lair 
housing issues c!Tectivcly, with the tlcxihility that is also needed to accommodate a diversity of local 
conditions. 

13 See 24 CFR §5.152. 
"See 24 CFR §91.225; also §91.324 and §91.425 
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I IUD Has Mischaractcrized the Farlv Results oftll£_~_QliJZulc, WJ:u_~h Were Promising 

In suspending the t\FFH rule. HUD asserted that the rule was essentially unworkable. It pointed to the 
number ofjurisdictions that were unable to produce an AFH that was accepted upon initial submission 
to HUD. What HUD failed to acknowledge was that this was a new regulation. establishing a process 
with which grantees were not yet familiar, and that HUD itself had anticipated that not all AFHs would 
be acceptable on the first go around. In fact, the regulation itself accounted t<x this. providing for back 
and forth between I IUD and grantees to identify and rectify any shortcomings in their AFHs while still 
allowing for timely submission. And, while 63% of the initial 49 submissions were deemed 
unacceptable by I HID, by IIUD's own accounting, 65% were deemed acccptahle after the grantees 
made the changes that I IUD indicated were needed. and some additional numhcr ·~ l'hich likely l'ould 
have achieved the same success were never modified because HUD suspended the rule. Rather than 
taking the prudent course of continuing to implement the 2015 regulation while providing additional 
feedback and support to its grantees, JlllD instead instructed them to revctt to the old AI process. 

In 20 l 0, the Govcmmcnt Accountability Ollicc fbund the AI process was not an effective means for 
I IUD to fultill its own statutory obligation to a!linnativcly li1rthcr fair housing or f(lr HUD to ensure 
that its program participants were fulfilling their AFF!! obligations.'" 

Too often. A Is were done without input from fair housing organizations, members of protected classes, 
or other stakeholders. They lacked a consistent f(mnat and often lacked a !<tir housing 1(1cus. Many 
failed to consider the barriers facing members of key protected classes under the Fair Housing Act. 
including people of particular races and ethnicities. families with children, and p<.'oplc with disabilities. 
Most did not contain concrete goals for addressing local barriers to fair housing, nor did they include 
specific steps to he taken. timelines for taking those steps, or mctrics fi:1r assessing progress. Without a 
clear timcframe for conducting A Is. many were out of date. Without a requirement that they be updated 
when there is a material change in local conditions. such as the two hurricanes that have devastated large 
parts of the Southeast United States within the last few months. some were irrelevanL Without a direct 
link to the jurisdiction's Consolidated Plan. they had little, if any. impact on decisions about how to use 
housing and community development resources. Because they were not required to be submitted to 
lllJD f(>r review, I IUD had no way to ensure their timeliness, monitor their content, or assess their 
impact In sum. the AI process was a failure that the AFFll rule had intentionally set out to correct with 
extensive input from stakeholders and program participants. 

The early results under the 2015 rule were extremely promising. contrary to HUIYs erroneous and 
unf(mnded characterization of them as. "highly prescriptive regulations I that! give participants 
inadequate autonomy in developing fair housing goals as suggested by the principles offcderalism.'' 17 

In fact, there were a number of extremely positive aspects of the AFII process conducted by the initial 
cohorts. For example, they undcttook more rohust community engagement efforts. offering more 
opportunities f()r public input and involving a larger number and wider range of stakeholders than was 

15 See FR~5173-N~l7, "'Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing: Withdrawal of the Assessment Tool for Local Governments," 

GAO~l0-905, Housing and Community Grants: HUD Needs to Enhdnce Its Requirements and Oversight of 
Jurisdictions' fair Housing Plans," Octob-er 14, 2010. 
11 See HUD's ANPR on the AFFH rule at 83 FR 40713, 

14 
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typical under the AI process." Jurisdictions analyzed residential patterns and trends through a focused. 
fair housing lens, assessing the extent to which members of protected classes have equitable access to 
imp<lrtant community assets. resources and opportunities. They set priorities f(>r addressing their 
particular local (and in some cases, regional) fair housing problems, and adopted concrete goals. with 
mctrics and milestones to measure their progress toward achieving those goals. 1" The Committee will 
hear more about this from Cashauna Hilt Executive Director of the Greater New Orleans Fair Housing 
Action Center, who is also testifying today. Ms. llill was deeply engaged in the development of the 
/\Fil in New Orleans. which was one of the first jurisdictions to go through the process under the 2015 
rule. 

These initial A Fils were a substantial improvement over the Analyses of Impediments to Fair Housing 
Choice Als) which preceded them. and to which HUD has now retumcd. 

For all of these reasons and more.IHJI)'s suspension of the 2015 AFFll rule is cause f()f great concem. 
Just as HUD was beginning to take the first meaningful steps to fulfill the mandate that Congress gave it 
more than 50 years ago to dismantle the structures of segregation and use its programs to ensure 
equitable access to opportunity, !IUD has stopped that effort in its tracks. This year and next. according 
to inl<>rmation provided by !IUD. some 1,061 jurisdictions that receive funding under the Community 
Development Rlock Grant and other I IUD programs are scheduled to suhmit to !IUD their Consolidated 
Plans, which detail how they intend to spend those funds. Had I IUD not suspended the rule. each of 
these jurisdictions would be conducting fair housing planning first. They would be engaging local 
residents in analyzing the barriers to fair housing that exist in their communities. identifying the f()fces 
that created and perpetuate those barriers. setting priorities for the most pressing issues to address. 
developing goals with associated tirnelines and metrics fbr addressing those priorities, and incorporating 
those goals into their Consolidated Plans. Over the subsequent five years. each of those jurisdictions 
would implement those strategies and report, to both I IUD and the public. on their progress in doing so. 
This would represent concrete progress toward increasing access to opportunity in communities across 
the country. But because HUD has suspended the AFFII rule. it does not know and we cannot say 
which. if any. of those jurisdictions are undertaking meaningful ef!brts to affirmatively further fair 
housing in compliance with their statutory obligation to do so. 

!'his reversal on 11\Jf)'s part represents the enom1ous loss of an opportunity to make real progress 
toward achieving the Fair llousing Act·~ goal of eliminating segregation and overcoming the harms it 
has caused to hoth individuals whose lives it has constrained and our society as a whole. 

" 1 See Been, Vicki and Katherine O'Regan, "The Potential Costs to Public Engagement of HUD's Assessment of Fair Housing 
Delay." NYU Furman Center, March 9, 2018. 
19 See, for example, the research of Justin Steil and Nicholas Kelly, "The fairest of Them All: Analyzing Affirmatively 
Furthering Fair Housing Compliance;' Working Paper for the Future of Housing Policy in the U.S. Conference, University of 
Pennsylvania, September 15, 2017, 

15 
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In J 968. Congress envisioned the Fair !lousing Act as a treaty with the American people which 
essentially stated that housing discrimination. whether overt or seemingly unintentional. would not be 
tolerated in this country."' Not only does the Act prohibit blatant acts of discrimination hut it also 
allows individuals to challenge unjustilied policies or practices that appear facially neutral hut have a 
discriminatory etlect on protected classes by using the disparate impact doctrine. Transcending party 
lines. this doctrine has hcen used by both Democratic and Republican Administmtions. Upheld in every 
federal circuit court and by the Supreme Court. it has been a longstanding enforcement tool used to 
challenge some of the most impactful discriminatory practices affecting everyday people. This is 
because disparate impact is a tool that gets at the heart of a multitude of discriminatory outcomes that 
people experience. 

Examples of policies or practices that the disparate impact doctrine is used include instances in which: 

• A hank could charge a costly deposit fcc to those who seck home mortgage loans. With this high 
barrier. older Americans. veterans or persons of color with limited means would be forced to 
take on more risky and costly loans or not have access to financing at a1!. 21 

An apartment building could restrict occupancy to one person per bedroom. Families with 
children would he barred from renting or would he forced to rent more costly multi-bedroom 
apartments. 

An insurance company could refuse to insure homes under a certain dollar value. In many 
communities. this would exclude homes in neighborhoods of color. and would prevent 
homeowners in those neighborhoods from fully protecting their homes !rom damage due to fire. 
hurricanes or other hazards.'' 

A landlord could evict a tenant if police were called to that tenant's unit numerous times. even if 
that tenant was the victim of abuse seeking protection from their abuser. This would place 
women·-· the primary victims of domestic abuse---and their children at risk of homelessness and 
further violence. 

<o Amicus Brief of current and former Members of Congress, Texas Dept. of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive 
Communities, available at 

record). 

;t See e.g. United States v. Countrywide Corporation Countrywide Home Loans and Countrywide Bank, 2011, available at 

e.g. National Fair Housing Alliance, Inc. v. Prudential Ins. Co. of America, 208 F. Supp. 2d 46, 58·60 (D. D.C. 2002). 

available at ill.!:J12d"L'dl.'ili'll?.~l.&l1'!;~@2f!LnJLiiQ!:0Lf.<lli :D.c>ll.sLn.K:iJ.lii.Jt.:Qf~JQci'!lillJn_scc9-
24 See e.g. Hope Fair Housing Center v. City of Peoria~ Illinois, available at 

16 
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Since the early days nfthc Act, disparate impact claims have hccn used to challenge policies with 
dist~riminatory ciTccts~ beginning in the early years under the /\ct with a case against the City' of Black 
Jack, Missouri. brought by the Department of Justice under President Richard Nixon. The case 
challenged an exclusionary zoning ordinance that had the effect of excluding African-American 
residents in the newly-created community in St. Louis County, MO. Since that time. subsequent 
Republican and Democratic administrations have used the doctrine. 

Over the next several decades, every Circuit Court that considered the question of whether or not 
disparate impact claims arc cognizable under the Fair Housing Act af1im1cd its validity. llowcvcr. they 
applied tliftcrent pleading standards. hurdens of proo!~ and other procedural requirements to hring and 
dctcnd against a disparate impact claim. To address the lack of standardization across Circuit Courts in 
2013 HUD issued an important rule that created a unified standard t(w bringing and dctcnding against a 
disparate impact claim. And in 2015, the Supreme Court heard arguments in Inclusive ( 'ommunities 
l'rujecl r Texas Departmenl of'J lousing and ( 'ommunity Atli1irs ahout the usc of disparate impact in fair 
housing eases. The Court's decision in that ease. written hy Justice Kennedy, hdd that the disparate 
impact doctrine is a necessary and viable means to challenge policies or practices with a discriminatory 
clkct under the Fair !lousing Act 

Despite the well-established validity of the disparate impact doctrine. the insurance industry has made 
attempts at every pnssihlc tum to challenge its applicability to its business. Recently, and troublingly, it 
appears the kderal govemmcnt may adopt to the insurance industry's spurious arguments. In October 
2017, the Treasury Department issued a report that recommended flU[) reconsider its use of the 
disparate impact rule as applied to the insurance industry and to consider whether the rule is consistent 
\\ith the McCan-an-Ferguson Act26 and state law. Yet_ in the thirty years since the Fair Housing Act 
was amcntled and llUD issued interpretive regulations. the many courts that have considered that 
specific issue have all held that the Fair !lousing Act prohibits acts of discrimination by homeowners 
insurers" and that this prohibition is not in conflict with the McCarran-Ferguson Act or state law. In its 
201J rulcmaking !IUD took an appropriately nuanced position on this matter that is consistent with the 
McCarran-Fcrguson /\ct itself: 

1~ United States v. City of Black Jack? Mi.ssouri, 508 F, 2d 1179, See Myron Orfleld, "Symposium: Romney was right about 

disparate-impact," SCOTUSblog, January 8, 2015, accessible 

McCarran··Ferguson Act at a basic level states th~~t regulation of the insurance industry is retained at the state leveL 
See 15 US Code§ 6701. 

U.S Dept. of Treasury Report, "A Financial System That Creates Economic Opportunities: Asset Management and 
Insurance," available at: 

e.g., Ojo v. Farmers Group Inc., 600 F3d 1205, 1208 (9th Cir. 2010); Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co. v. Cisneros. 22 !'.3d 
1351, 1360 (6th Cir. 1995); United Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. v. Metropolitan Human Relations Comm'n, 24 f.3d 1008, 1016 
(7th Cir. 1994); NAACP v. American Family Mut. Ins. Co., 978 f.2d 287, 301 (7th Cir. 1992); Nevels v. Western World Ins. Co" 
Inc., 359 F. Supp. 2d 1110. 1117-1122 (W,O. Wash. 2004); National Fair Hous. Alliance v. Prudential/as. Co. of America, 208 
F. Supp. 2d 46, 55·9 (D.D.C 2002); Lindsey v. A//state Ins. Co., 34 f. Supp. 2d 636,641-43 (W.O. Tenn. 1999); Strange v. 
Nationwide Mut Ins. Co .• 867 F. Supp. 1209, 1212, 1114-15 (E. D. Pa. 1994). 

17 
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"Th~ case-by-case approach appropriately balances (insurance industry] concerns against 1-lUIYs 
obligation to give maximum force to the Act by taking into account the diversity of potential 
discriminatory effects claims, as well as the variety of insurer business practices and diflcring 
insurance laws of the states. as they currently exist or may exist in the future. 

Despite the insurance industry's repeated protestations otherwise. H\J!)'s current disparate impact rule 
is consistent with long-standing jurisprudence. 

In response to the Treasury Department's request f(>r reconsideration of its disparate impact rule, llUD 
issued an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulcmaking (ANPR) in the summer of201 8 suggesting that 
possible changes may be considered to the rule. The types of questions that !IUD posed in the ANPR. 
the Department of the Treasury's stance. and the repeated challenges to the rule all suggest that the rule 
may be in grave danger of evisceration. Among the questions the ANPR asked was whether there 
should he any blanket sa!C harbors or defenses to disparate impact claims. suggesting possible carve
outs tOr the insurance or lending industries. 30 

Some have erroneously characterized llU!Ys disparate impact rule as being in conflict with the Supreme 
Court's dcdsion in the lnc/usil·e ( 'ummunilics Projccl case. In November 2017. a small group of 
Republican congressional representatives wrote to I IUD and incorrectly asserted that the Disparate 
Impact Rule is inconsistent with recent Supreme Court precedent. In actuality. the disparate impact rule 
was implicitly adopted in the Inclusive Communities decision. Recently. the 2nd Circuit held in Mhany 
A"(!!;mt.. Inc. v. Cn·. that in Inclusive Communities ''[tjhc Suprt'tnc Court! implicitly adopted 
IIUI)'s approach. Following that decision. in June 2017. the Northem District oflllinois issued a 
decision that analyzed the relationship between the Rule and the Supreme Court decision and concluded 
that. "[i]n short, the Supreme Court in Inclusive Communilies expressly approved of disparate-impact 
liability under the FHA and did not identify any aspect oflllllYs burden-shifting approach that requires 
correction."J2 In short. as federal courts have recognized. nothing in the Inclusive Communities 
decision--- in its holding or dicta- ---necessitates any reconsideration of the current Disparate Impact Rule. 

When defending the Disparate Impact Rule in a challenge by an insurance trade group subsequent to 
inclusive Communities in August 2016. HUD itself argued that the Supreme Court's decision is "fully 
consistent with the standard that !IUD promulgated" relying on existing jurisprudence_ 33 Again in 
March 2017. in response to the insurance trade group's motion to file an amended complaint against the 
Rule, I IUD stated that the Rule is wholly in line with the Inclusive ( 'ommunities decision: 

"[T]he Supreme Court's holding in Inclusive Communities is entirely consistent with the 
Rule's reaf11nnation of I-ll I D's longstanding interpretation that the FHA authorizes disparate 
impact claims. 135 S. Ct. at 2516-22. And the portions of the Court's opinion cited by 

Implementation of the Fair Housing Act's Discriminatory Effect:. Standard; Final Rule {Feb. 8, 2013) [78 fed. Reg. 11459, 
11475 (Feb. 15, 2013)). 
:m See Reconsideration of HUO's Implementation of the Fair Housing Act's Disparate Impact Standard, Docket No. FR~6111-
A-01. 

MHANY Mgmt., Inc v. Cty. of Nassau, 819 F.3d 581, 618 {2d Cir. 2016). 
'

1 Prop. Cas. Insurers Ass'n of Am. v. Carson, 2017 Wl 2653069 at *8 (N.D. lii.June 20, 2017). 
Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Their Motion for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for 

Summary Judgment, ECF No. 65, at 33, AlA v. Oep't of 1-/ous. & Urb. Oev., No. 1:13-cv-00966-RJL (D. D.C.). 

18 
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[PClAJ which discuss limitations on the application of disparate impact liability that have 
long been part of the standard"- do not give rise to nc\-v causes of action. nor do they conflict 
with the Rule. See id at 2522-25 ('"(D]isparatc-impact liability has always been properly 
limited in key respects ... "). Indeed, nothing in Inclusive Communities casts any doubt on 
the validity of the Rule. To the contrary, the Court cited the Rule twice in support of its 
analysis. ,\~et' 135 S. Ct. at 2522-23." H 

The proposition raised hy the insurance industry that Inclusive Communities requires !IUD to reconsider 
the Disparate Impact Rule is simply erroneous. Leading fair housing scholars echo the consensus that 
Inclusive ( 'ommunities is consistent with the current Disparate Impact Rule. Tulane University Law 
School Professor Stacy Scicshnaydre. whose scholarship on the suhjcct was cited by Justice Kennedy in 
the Inc/us ire Communities decision," looking to hoth the language of the opinion and its overarching 
message about the integration imperative of the Fair !lousing Act. writes that the decision is in concert 
with the !IUD rule'" Additionally. University of Kentucky School of Law Professor Robert Schwcmm 
summarized. "the ftlCt that HUD described [the Disparate Impact Rule] as analogous to the Title Vll
(irig[!,s standard suggests that it is consistent with the Court's views in Inclusive Communities. 

llowever well-established the disparate impact doctrine is. I!UfYs rule is in danger of being stripped of 
its teeth by insurance industry-driven advocacy and Congress should be conccmed about the openness of 
this Administration to ignore the Judicial Branch's repeated affirmations of the doctrine. Relying on 
inaccurate representations of landmark Supreme Court rulings would directly contradict IIUD's mission 
to fully and effectively enf(1rcc the Fair !lousing i\ct and would compromise consistent adherence to a 
long-accepted legal standard. 

Ensuring Robust Fair Housing Enforcement in a Changing Housing Market 

Big Data and Fair llou;;ing 

50 years ago, when the Fair !lousing Act was passed. there was no way of knowing how the housing 
market would develop. especially with respect to technological advances and the extent to which the 
market has begun to leverage powerful online platforms. It was unimaginable that advertisements could 
target specific affinity groups on social media platfonns or that pricing rates could he calibrated 
regionally on the basis of inputs that fluctuate daily. Similarly. it is ditTicult to predict what changes in 
the housing market may result over the next half century: however. as one looks at the horizon, it is clear 
that big data will reshape how housing. lending. and insurance products arc advertised, priced, and 
managed in a number of \vays. 

Defendants' Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for teave to Amend Complaint, ECF. No. 122, at 9, PCIA v. Corson, No. 1:13-
cv-08564 (N.D. Ill.). 
3

"' Stacy Seicshnaydre, Disparate Impact and the Limits of Local Discretion after Inclusive Communities, 24 Geo. Mason L 
Rev. 663 (2017). 

Robert Schwemm, Fair Housing Litigation After Inclusive Communities: What's New and What's Not, 115 Co!um. L Rev. 
Sidebar 106(now: CLR Online] (2015). 
30 /d. 
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There is growing attention among advocates regarding the role that big data and related algorithms play 
in marketing and pricing services in the housing, employment. and credit access markets." 
Untortunatcly, the tools used to hamess these data to make predictive decisions. from review of users· 
web hrowsing practices or lrom other third-party data sources such as credit repositories, may result in 
discriminatory outcomes. 

In short. artilicial intelligence systems mimic societal biases. Analyzing data !rom an inl(mnation 
lands<:apc that derives frnm the long history of housing discrimination and bias against all protected 
classes. absent specific fair housing controls, creates an automated system of bias. These outcomes can 
r~sult from the data sources entered into the predictive tools that reint(wcc historic pattems of 
segregation, the generalization used in processing the data that can be laden with discriminatory 
assumptions, and additional inputs Jhnn users that may be imbued with both overt and implicit bias. 

For example, the lending industry has identified that the usc of big data and artiticial intelligence can be 
powerful tools for quickly detecting and reacting to schemes hatched by wrongdoers."' However. "fraud 
screening" models may result in biased outcomes if one of the strong indicators of fraud is a proxy for a 
protected class. such as language preference, applications emanating from a particular zip code, or even 
particular ethnic groups. Regulators should be more active in evaluating the variables that lenders, 
insumnce providers. and other housing-service providers use in mining big data to target their services. 

The civil rights community is committed to researching and investigating these practices. In June 2016, 
academic researchers. computer scientists. and journalists filed a lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for 
the District of Columbia against DOJ, to challenge the constitutional reach of the Computer Fraud and 
Abuse Act which makes it a crime to exceed the authorized access of private websitcs. ''' The suit 
alleges that the statute prohibits researchers and others trmn engaging websitcs to analyze discrimination 
on the internet In March 2018. the court denied in part and granted in part the govemmcnt's motion to 
dismiss, allowing the case to proceed for the researchers to address the merits of one of the First 
Amendment claims. 

Big data cannot be allowed to undem1ine the application of fair housing principles in housing and 
related transactions. Both industry leaders and advocates must be mindful of the intentional and implicit 
bias big data may contain. This will clearly be an issue to address in the next 50 years under the Fair 
llousing Act 

3S See e.g., Brookland Manor litigation Fact Sheet. Washington lawyers Committee for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs, 26 
Aug. 2016, www.wash!aw.org/news-a-media/506-brookland-manor-!ltigation·fact-she-et#_ftn12. 
"See Biz Tech, Phil Goldstein, "How Will AI Affect the Mortgage Lending Process?," Nov. 30, 2018, 
ht!ps://biztechmagazine .com/article/2018/11/how-will-ai-affect -mortgage-lending-process. 
'
0 Sandvig v. Lynch. No. 16·1368 (D.D.C 2016), available at: https:f/www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/cfaa_ 

complaint_O.pdf. 
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The concentration of consumer data at the credit repositories and other hig data companies is of concern. 
Our current credit-scoring systems have a disparate impact on people and cotnmunitics of colt)r.4 1 ivhmy 
credit-scoring mechanisms include factors that do not just assess the risk characteristics of the hon·owcr: 
they also reflect the riskiness of the environment in which a consumer is utilizing credit. as well as the 
riskiness of the types of products a consumer uses. 

The usc of credit scoring and its disparate impact go f11r hcyond the lending sector. atlecting access to 
many other financial products and services. Employers usc credit and other scoring mechanisms to 
evaluate joh applicants, insurers use them to determine auto. life. and homeowners insurance. and 
landlords usc them to screen tenants. Credit-scoring modelers and companies are finding even more 
creative ways to hroaden the usc nf these systems. such as using credit scores to dctennine utility ratcs:'2 

Credit scores are even hcing used to dctennine which patients arc more likely to take their medication as 
prescrihed. 

The information used to build credit-scoring models comes from a variety of sources: however, 
modelers tend to rely heavily on credit-reporting data from credit bureaus. The quality or accuracy of 
the scoring model is intrinsically tied to the quality of data upon which the model is hased: the better the 
data yuality. the hettcr the scoring system. If modelers rely on limited or inaccurate data, they will 
develop scoring models that arc less effective and have limited predictive power and market 
aprlicability. The less predictive a scoring modeL the greater the likelihood for miscalculating risk. 

Expanding access to quality, sustainable credit comprises much of NFHA 's work since this issue has 
prof(mnd implications for communities of color and other classes protected by our nation·s anti
discrimination laws and because the use of consumer credit data has spread precipitously. Businesses 
use credit data ti.1r decision-making in employment, housing, lending, insurance, medicaL utility and 
other areas. The infonnation captured by the credit repositories is being used tor more than detcnnining 
whether a person can ohtain a loan or how much a consumer will be charged f(lr a credit card. This 
information is also being used to determine whether a consumer can receive insurance, obtain a job, rent 
an apartment, or secure utility services. 

While credit repositories capture all types of data from myriad sources. they do not capture infmmation 
that explains the impact of discrimination and racial ineyuitics that arc replete throughout our markets 
and society. Moreover, repositories adopt policies that tavor the provider of the credit data over the 
consumer, even when the entity has engaged in discriminatory or fraudulent conduct. This makes it 

Usa Rice and Deidra Swesnik, Discriminatory Effects of Credit Scoring on Communities of Color, Suffolk University law 
Review, http://suffolklawreview .org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Rice· Swesnik _l.ead .pdf. 

See Jim Stillman, Your Credit Score Determines the Availability of Credit .. and the Cost, YAHOO! VOICES (June 20, 
2007), http:/ /voices. yahoo.com/your-credit -score -determines-availabli!ity~creditand-392590 .htm!, 

"See Tara Parker-Pope, Keeping Score on How You Take Your Medicine, N.Y. TIMES WELl BLOG (June 20, 2011, 5:23 PM), 
http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/06/20/keeping-score -on-how-you·take·yourmedicine. Insurers and medical -care 
facilities use the FICO Medication Adherence Score to identify patients who need follow-up services to ensure they take 

their medication. 
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diftkult f(lr people to illustrate why a negative entry on their credit report may be erroneous. Flu1hcr. 
repositories do not collect altemativc or non-traditional credit int<>m1ation that can result in expanded 
access to quality. sustainable credit for under-served groups. 

Discrimination in the marketplace taints the data collected by credit repositories: thus. data can be 
extremely hannful. Discrimination in the employment. housing. credit. health and other sectors impacts 
the type and quality of data rcllected in our credit repository system. How that data is ultimately used 
by credit modelling agencies can exacerbate disparities and negatively affect the racial wealth gap. 
which is getting worse. 44 Credit scores. which are fundamentally built upon the data housed in the 
credit repositories. arc to a large degree a function of wealth as opposed to willingness or ability to pay a 
dcht. But credit scoring systems behave as though wealth is a function of personal or individual 
perf(mnancc when it is. rather. determined by policies that have systemic manifestations policies that 
help some and inhibit others. Although discrimination is a common occurrence. it is not accounted for 
in the way credit data is collected or utilized. 

When credit repositories gather data, they do not simultaneously ascertain if a consumer has obtained 
credit from a predatory, discriminatory or abusive debtor for the purposes of ameliorating any negative 
fallout. Data is captured as if it is innocuous and benign when the opposite is the case. Data is infused 
with the discrimination replete throughout our society. When credit repositories collect data. without 
any assessment of the quality or legitimacy of that data. they help perpetuate the inequities that harm 
under-served consumers. 

Some have attempted to mitigate bias in our markets by moving toward automated systems lulled by the 
myth that data is blind. Data is not blind, nor is it harmless. It can be dangerous and toxic particularly 
when it manifests the discrimination inherent in our systems. Researchers at the University ofCalitr>mia 
at Berkeley have fi.JUnd that FinTcch lenders that rely on algorithms to generate decisions on loan 
pricing discriminate against horrowers of color because their systems ·~have not removed discrimination. 
but may have shifted the mode."" It is estimated that borrowers of color are being overcharged by $250 
million to $500 million per year just in the FinTech space alone. The data gleaned from credit reporting 
agencies that go into the credit scoring algorithms do not exist in isolation. Eacb piece of information 
has appended to it other bits of data that is inherently connecting risk to race. In essence. these data 
systems manifest systemic and institutional racism. 

Credit repositories should adjust their systems and practices to account for how discrimination impacts 
consumers. For example. there is clear evidence that subprimc loans were targeted toward borrowers of 
color who qualified for prime credit and that these borrowers faced higher instances of delinquency and 
delimit because they received unstainablc subprimc loans. There is also clear evidence of a pattern of 
discriminatory pricing behavior toward hnrnnvers of color . .tt- llowcvcr. settlements fbr consumers 

44 Anzilotti, Ellie, "The racial wealth gap is worse than it was 35 years ago," Fast Company, January 15, 2019, Available at: 
https://www. fastcompany .com/90292185/the-racial-wea!th-gap-is-worse-than-it -was-35 ·years-ago. 

Bartlett, Robert P. and Morse, Adair and Stanton, Richard H. and Wallace, Nancy E. 2017. Consumer Lending 

Discrimination in the Fin Tech Era. UC Berkeley Public law Research Paper. Available at 
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstracto3063448 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3063448. 
46 See Unlted States v. Countrywide, United States, et al. v. Wells Fargo, United States v. Suntrust Bank, United States v. 
PrimeLending, United States v. National City Bank, United States v. Sage Bank, and more at 
https :/ /www .justice .gov /crt/recent- fair*lending«cases-0 and https ://www _ju<;.tice .gov/crt /housing~and-civil ~enforcement
section. 
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experiencing discrimination or predatory lending typically did not include having their credit 
infonnation corrected. When settlements did call for this co!Tcction. many victims of discrimination 
could not he found to take advantage nfthc correctinn. This glaring oversight calls for the development 
of a mechanism tn mitigate discrimination in the marketplace within our credit reporting system. 

One asymmetry in the credit reporting world occurs when certain creditors do not report favorable 
consumer data to the credit repositories but do report unfavorable data. Another area where this happens 
is with rental housing payment inti.mnation most of which is not captured by repositories. This is 
unfcH1unatc since rental payment information can be highly predictive of future perf<xmance particularly 
in the mortgage lending context The l lrban Institute completed an analysis47 which found that credit 
risk assessments for renters arc being conducted improperly, and that by capturing this inlonnation. 
renters could get a boost when they apply for mortgage credit. This could be a tremendous bcnetit li.lr 
borrowers who are credit invisible or unscore-able. Less than I 'Yo of credit files contain rental payment 
infonnation. Trans Union. EyuiftiX and Expcrian will include rental payment entries if they receive the 
data. Given the positive bene tit many consumers can receive from the reporting of rental payment 
inf(lnnation. it is imperative to develop a system for easily tracking and reporting this data. 
Simultaneously, we must create increased protections f\1r tenants so they are not taken advantage of by 
unscrupulous actors. 

Currently, our credit reporting system rates consumers. placing the onus for pcrfonnancc on them. The 
system docs not rate creditors. leaving them off of the hook for discriminatory. fraudulent. and other 
poor behavior. The discriminatory. fraudulent or harmful behavior of the creditor is reflected, 
incorrectly and unfairly, in the consumer's credit data. 

Credit-scoring mechanisms are negatively affecting the largest growing segments of our population and 
economy. America cannot be successful if increasing numbers of our residents are isolated from the 
!lnancial mainstream and subjected to abusive and hannfullending practices. Credit scores have an 
increasing impact on our daily activities and determine everything !rom whether we can get a job, to 
whether we will be able to successfully own a home. The current credit-scoring systems work against 
the goal of moving yualitied consumers into the !lnancial mainstream because they are too much a 
retlection of our hrokcn dual credit market. This paradigm must change. 

In aJditinn to pnsing accurac.Y and access challenges, credit-scoring mechanisms lack transparency. The 
t(mnulas arc proprietary and not disclosed to the public. While there arc a number of individual factors 
that help detem1inc the score. only some of them arc public. There are potentially thousands of variables 
that can be included. These variables can be comprised of individual and combined components, 
including such elements as the number of late payments, inquiries, inquiries by subprime lenders. open 
trade lim'S. late mortgage loan payments. or installment loans. Making the scoring systems more 
transparent will help consumers better manage their tinancial affairs. It will also help advocates. 
financial institutions, federal regulators. and legislators. 

41 Goodman, Laurie, Jun Zhu, Rental pay history 'ihould be used to assess the creditworthiness of mortgage borrowers, 
Urban lnstltutP, April 17, 2018. Available at: https://www.urban.org/urban~wtre/rental-pay-history-should-be-used-assess
creditworthlness-mortgage·borrowers. 
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Another arena in which the usc of big data may be harnessed to discriminate against housing consumers 
in online advertising. Online advertising is a fonn of marketing and advertising which uses the Internet 
to deliver promotional marketing messages to consumers. Online advertising platforms. like Facehnok. 
compile large troves of data on individual users and allow advet1iscrs to target their advertisements to 
specific users on the basis of interest, specific location, lntemet usage practices. and a variety of other 
criteria derived from user data. including: race. familial status. sex. religion. and other protected classes. 
These platforms make the ability to target advertisements with this data "the produce sold to 
advertisers. 

The Fair Housing Act prohibits discrimination in the advertisement of housing and housing-related 
opportunities. Under the Act. it is illegal to specify a preference or limitation or to change the terms and 
conditions of housing based on somconc's protected characteristics. It is similarly illegal to target or 
distribute ads on the basis of protected class. These can include expressing a restriction against renting 
to families with children or advertising a housing oppottunity using phrases like "English speaker only," 
for example. 

Online advertising plallom1s have been the subject of much concem among fair housing advocates. In 
the rental space. enforcement actions against Craigslist48 and Romnmatcs.com49 for allowing the posting 
of discriminatory advertisements have put online platl(.lrms on the radar as the public increasingly turns 
to the Internet to begin the search for a new home. Notably, in Fair Housing Council <~(San Fernando 
Va/h~' v. Roommates. com. LLC. the Ninth Circuit held that immunity under the Communications 
Decency Act did not apply to Roommatcs.com 's online housing ad platform as an interactive online 
operator·-· whose questionnaire asked whether housing pmviders accepted tenants by gender. sexual 
orientation. and whether they arc families with children violated the Fair !lousing Act. Despite 
Cmmnunications Decency Act defenses, online publishers may be subject to fair housing liability where 
they exert some editorial control ovc·r the markding and content of the advertisement 

In October 2016, ProPublica published an article reporting that Faccbook's online platl(mn enabled 
advertisers to exclude Facebook users assigned Black, Hispanic, and other "ethnic affinities" from 
seeing advertisements in the housing category published through its advertising portaL 50 NFHA and 
other civil rights partners engaged Facebook to indicate that its advertising features appeared to violate 
the Fair I lousing Act and state laws. In February 2017. Faccbook issued a statement committing to end 
the use of"cthnie aHinity marketing" t<Jr ads that it idtmtitlcd as otTcring housing, employment, or 
credit Facchook also said it would require housing, employment and credit advertisers to "scll~certify" 
that their ads complied with antidiscrimination laws." 

48 See Julie Bosman, "Craigslist is Accused of Bias in Housing Ads," The- New York T~mes, Feb, 23, 2006, available at 
https:/ /www. nytimes.com/2006/02/23/business/ media/craigslist ·is· accused-of ·bias-in-housing,ads. html, 
41 For information on Fair Housing Council of San Fernando Valley eta! v. Roommates.com, LLC, see 

and Terry Parris JL, Facebook lets Advertisers Exclude Users by Race, Propub!lca.org (Oct. 28, 2016), https:// 
www .propub/ica.org/ artide/facebook ·lets~advertisers-exdude-usprs-by-race. 

"'Improving Enforcement and Promoting Diversity: Updates to Ads Policies and Tools, newsroom.fb.com, (Feb, 8, 2017), 

https:/ /newsr oorn. fb.com/news/2017/02/improving~en forcement-and- promoting-diversity-updates-to-adspolldes~and
tools/. 
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In November 2017, more than a year after its original report ProPublica published a second story 
revealing that Faccbook continued to create content enabling housing advertisers to exclude users by 
prohibited categories, such as race and nationalc>rigin. ProPublica rcpc>rted that it had bought dozc,ns 
of rental housing ads on Faccbook and asked that they not he shown to ccttain categories of users, such 
as Ati·ican Americans, mothers of high school kids, people interested in wheelchair ramps, Jews, ex pats 
from Argentina. and Spanish speakers. Face book had approved all of these ads. 

In light of Facebook's broken promises, NF!IA and three of its partners the Fair Housing Justice 
Center in New York. Housing OpJX>~1unities Project for Excellence, Inc. in Florida. and the Fair 
!lousing Council of Greater San Antonio conducted an investigation of Faccbook. Based on the 
results of the investigation, the organizations filed a lawsuit against Facebook. Inc. in federal cmnt in 
New York City in March 2018. alleging that Facebook's advertising platf(>nn enables landlords and real 
estate brokers to exclude linnilics with children. women, and other protected classes of people from 
receiving housing ads. As the complaint explains, while Facebook had previously removed some of the 
discriminatory options identified by ProPuhlica, it continues to violate lltir housing laws that prohibit 
discrimination in other ways. With almost 2 billion users. Facebook customizes the audience for its 
millions of advertisers hascd on its vast trove of personalized user data. 

NFIIA and its pattners created a non-existent realty finn and then prepared dozens of housing 
advertisements that they submitted to Facebook for review. Faccbook ·s advcttising platform indicated 
specific audience groups that could he excluded from receiving the ads, including lhmilies with children, 
moms with children of ccttain ages. women or men, and other categories based on sex or family status. 
The lawsuit alleges that Faccbook created pre-populated lists that make it possible for its housing 
advet1iscrs to exclude home seekers from viewing or receiving rental or sales ads because of protected 
characteristics. including family status and sex. The investigations also revealed that Facebook allows 
housing advertisers to exclude users of cettain interest categories from receiving ads. For example, if 
Facehook users demonstrate an interest in disability-based pages and topics, such as disabled veterans or 
accessible parking permits, an advertiser can exclude them from viewing a housing ad. Similarly, if 
Facchook users demonstrate an interest in pages and topics that relate to national origin, such as English 
as a second language. advertisers are able to exclude these users as well. Both disability and national 
origin arc protected classes under the Fair Housing Act. 

Making housing options un.availablc to members of these protected classes "\Vouid violate the Fair 
I lousing Act. NFI lA and its pattncrs alleged in their lawsuit that Faccbook's pmctices violate fedeml 
and local fair housing laws that bar discrimination in housing adve11ising, and they ask the coutt to: 
declare that the practice of excluding Face book users from receiving housing ads on the basis of sex. 
family status. and any other legally protected categories violates the Fair Housing Act and the New York 
City Human Rights Law: issue an injunction barring Facebook from continuing to engage in 
discriminatory housing advertising; and require Facebook to change its advertising platform and its 
practices to comply with t;lir housing laws, including by eliminating chcckboxes, selection categories. 
and other content that enahle advertisers to restrict access to housing advertisements. 

5
; Julia Angwin, Ariana Tobtn and Madeleine Varner, Facebook {Still) letting Housing Advertisers Exclude Users by Race, 

propub!lca.org (Nov. 21, 2017), https://www,propublica.org/artide/facebook-advertising-dlscriminationhousing race-sex
nationaloriglrL 
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Last month, in March 2019, NFlli\ and its local fair housing center partners settled a historic lawsuit 
with Facebook that will drive unprecedented and sweeping changes across its advet1ising platform. The 
settlement will set new standards across the Tech industry concerning company policies that intersect 
with civil rights laws. 

Under the terms of the lair housing centers· settlement: 

Facebook has now agreed to establish a separate advertising portal for advertisers seeking to 
~:reate housing, employment and credit ads on Facebook. lnstagram. and Messenger. The portal 
will limit advertisers targeting abilities to prevent them from illegally discriminating. Housing 
advct1isers will no longer he allowed to target consumers based on protected classes. Housing 
advcttisers will also be prevented from advertising based on zip code, Instead. they will be 
permitted to advertise based on a 15-milc radius fi·mn a city center or address. 

Faccbook will restructure its "Lookalike Audience" feature, which formerly allowed advertisers 
to target ads to Faccbook users who were similar to an advertiser's existing customers. Moving 
forward. Facebook will restructure and rename this tool so that it will not consider users' age, 
relationship status. religious or political views, school. interests. zip code or membership in 
"Facebook Groups." 

• Facebook will also create a page for consumers to view all housing ads placed on its plattonn. 
post a self-certification agreement that advertisers must agree to regarding all anti-discrimination 
laws, provide anti-discrimination and civil rights educational materials to advcttisers, and work 
with scholars. organizations. experts. and researchers to examine algorithmic modeling and its 
potential for discriminatory impact and bias. 

NFI lA will work with Faccbook to develop an in-house fair housing tmining program fix 
Facehook leadership and sta!T in a number of departments. NFI I;\ and the co-plainti!Ts will 
monitor Facchook 's advertising platf(mn on a continual basis f(>r the next three years. NFHA 
will meet with Facebook and others every six months over the next three years to study the 
platform and consider li.trthcr changes. 

This settlement positively impacts all ofFaccbook~s 210 million users in the U.S. since everyone is 
protected hy our nation's lair housing laws. As the largest digitally-based advertising platf(mn and a 
leader in Tech, Facebook has an obligation to ensure that the data it collects on millions of people is not 
used against those same users in a ham1ful manner. Facebook took in $8.246 billion in advertising 
revenue in the U.S. and Canada alone. in the fi:ll!t1h quarter of2018. 

Our settlement agreement with Faccbook sets a significant and historic precedent for Big Data and Tech 
companies throughout the country. As more consumers rely on Big Tech in their daily lives. it is 
important that companies abide by and enforce civil rights laws across their platt()rrns. Big Tech and Big 
Data companies must not allow their platf(mns to become tools for unlawful behavior. including 
segregation and discrimination in housing and beyond. 
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Beyond the scope of changes agreed to under the settlement Jtuihcr analysis will need to he undertaken 
to assess whether demographic rcllcclion can happen regardless of whether details about protected class 
features like race arc overtly specified by users anywhere on Facehook. Facchonk's extensive data 
about its users may include proxies for protected class membership, and these proxies can lead to a 
Lookalikc Audience whose protected status traits match those of the source audience. One study found 
that that racially-homogeneous source audiences tended to result in racially-homogeneous Lookalike 
audiences. 53 The researchers concluded that there is a strong inference that "the [Lookalikc[ audience 
feature in Face hook is able to both capture the biases in a source audience and propagate the biases to 
the larger audiences it helps construct" 

The National Fair l lousing Alliance and our partners look k>rward to continuing our work with 
Facehook to ensure that housing discrimination comes to an end and civil rights are upheld for all. 
Under the settlement. Facebook is removing the directly discriminatory categories for creating a 
customer base or delivery group and minimizes the indirect efTects, but once Faccbook changes the 
customized audience tooL as it has agreed to do. then it will he imp01tant to evaluate what impact that is 
having on the delivery outcomes. 

Moving t<,rward. Faccbook agreed in the settlement to engage academics, researchers. civil society 
experts. and privacy and civil rights/liberties advocates to study the potential for unintended biases in 
algorithmic modeling. Specilically. Face book will study how the "Lookalike Audience" tool impacts 
delivery of advertisements in its separate housing, employment. and credit "ad !low" and to study the 
potential for unintended bias with respect to the tool generally. Faccbook has agreed to meet with the 
National Fair Housing Alliance and others on a regular basis over the next three years to discuss the 
findings of their studies and any potential modifications to the tool as part of its ongoing commitment to 
nondiscrimination in advertising on its platform. 

Last week. on March 28. HUD announced that it is charging Facebook with violating the Fair !lousing 
Act by encouraging, enabling. and causing housing discrimination through the company's advertising 
platlorm. According to l!UD's Charge. Facebonk enabled advertisers to exclude people based on 
interests that closely align with the Fair f-lnusing Act's protected classes and based upon their 
neighborhood hy drawing a red line around those neighborhoods on a map. The Charge further asserts 
that Face hook also uses the protected characteristics of people to determine who will view ads 
regardless of whether an advertiser wants to reach a broad or narrow audience. Through its Charge, 
! IUD seeks to address unresolved fitir housing issues regarding Faccbook 's advertising practices and to 
obtain appropriate relief f(>r the ham' Facebook caused and continues to cause. 

Constant innovations arc being made to the ways in which housing providers selL rent, and advertise. 
The digital age has brought with it changes in every corner of the housing market, reshaping how 
providers market opportunities and select potential tenants and purchasers. 

:a Til! Speicher, et aL, Potentia! for Discrimination in Online Targeted Advertising, 

http:/ /proceedings. mlr.press/v81/speicher18a/ speicherl8a. pdf. 
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Airl3nB is an online community marketplace that connects people looking to rent their homes with 
people v.:ho arc looking for accommodations, all<nving users to lease and rent short~term housing in 
more than 65.000 cities and 191 countries. Following a 2015 study by I !arvard Business School 
researchers. however. Airbnb came under scrutiny because the plalf(mn allows its hosts to potentially 
reject renters based on race. gender. and other factors that arc protected under the Fair Housing Act. 
The study examined a sample of properties in the United States, found that Airbnb users with distinctly 
Afi·ican American names were 16 percent less likely to be accepted relative to users with distinctly 
White names. Users also shared their stories of discrimination on social media using the tag 
IIAirbnbWhiteBiack. generating attention to the prevalence of the discriminatory practices of many 
Airbnb hosts. 

As a result of these findings and related advocacy, Airbnb has adopted a number of changes and rules to 
combat discrimination by its hosts. These measures include requiring all rental hosts to agree to a 
"community commitment" and nondiscrimination policy as ofNovember 2016. Airbnb also released a 
report outlining its plans to address discrimination. 55 Accompanying the release of the report. llirhnb's 
CI'O Brian Chcsky stated: "Bias and discrimination have no place on Airbnb. and we have zero 
tolerance f(lr them ... 

ln April 2017. AirBnB entered into a settlement agreement with the Calitornia Dcpattment of Fair 
Employment and Housing to resolve a Department-initiated complaint alleging that AirBnB engaged in 
acts of housing discrimination and failed to prevent discrimination against Black guests in violation of 
California civil rights laws-'0 Under its tcnns, AirBnB bosts and guests in California arc required to 
accept a recently implemented nondiscrimination policy as a condition lbr participating in AirBnB. The 
Department will conduct fair housing testing of Airl3nB hosts in the state, and AirBnB Calili:m1ia 
employees will receive fair housing and discrimination training. AirBnB has designated a unit to 
investigate all discrimination complaints. and this unit will submit periodic reports to the Department. 
AirBnB has also agreed to develop a progressive system of counseling, warning. and discipline fi1r hosts 
and guests w-hen unlawful discrimination occurs. 

Seventy-two percent of those searching lor an apartment utilize the Internet as the srarting point of their 
search. and 90 percent of home buyers search online at some point in the home buying process. This 
rnakcs it increasingly important to ensure that adequate safeguards exist to ensure online ad platf(lrnls 
arc subject to fair housing and fair lending laws. 

Benjamin Edelman, Racial Discrimination in the Sharing Economy: Evidence from a Field Experiment, 
http://www.benedelman.org/publications/airbnb-guest,discrimination-2016,09·16.pdf. 

https://blog.atairbnb .com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/RE PORT _Airbnbs-Work -to, fight -Discrimination-and-Build·· 
lnc!usion.pdf. 
" https:/ /www .dfeh .ca.gov /wp·content/uploads/sites/32/20 17 /06/Press-release-4-27 -17. pdf. 
"'OnlinE" Search Behavior and Trends of Apartment Renters, by Apartments.com and Google, 
http://costarmultifamily.com/google,whitepaper/Apartment_GoogleWhitePaper.pdf. 
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It is essential that Congress update existing law that has shielded online entities from the requirements of 
the Fair Housing Act, especially as it relates to advertising content. Congress must amend the 
Ctlmmunications Decency Act (CDA)" by expressly stating that the CDA itself: and specifically§ 230, 
docs not give immunity from the Fair Housing Act to any platfimn that allows for the publishing of 
discriminatory third-party content In doing so. Congress will ctfcctively ensure that the protections of 
the Fair !lousing Act and other civil rights laws apply to current and f\iturc popular fonm1s for housing 
advertisements. online or otherwise. 

I IUD. DO .I. tht! Federal Trade Commission, and the CFPR must also build a strong regulatory 
framework to better protect consumers against steering and other discriminatory online advertising 
behaviors hy online advertising platf(mns. mobile app companies, and all other online entities. These 
agendcs should form a joint task force with the advisement of fair housing and civil rights advocates. as 
well as advertising, privacy. Artificial Intelligence. and machine learning experts. to investigate areas in 
which online entities may allow discriminatory advertisements and other illegal behavior. This task 
f(m;c must conduct this analysis and otTer policy and legislative recommendations to address 
discrlminatory advertisements in housing and other civil rights abuses. 

Online advertising platforms. mobile app companies, and all other online entities must also begin to 
better explain to consumers. in plain language. what their data is used for and how their systems allow 
f(>r the targeting of ads. They must also expend the necessary resources to closely monitor the language 
in advertisements and audience targeting or exclusion hy third parties that use their services. We arc 
hopeful that the Facchook settlement agreement will serve as an example to others in the industry fix 
proactive steps that can he taken with civil rights partners like the National Fair Housing Alliance to 
address these issues as they pertain to housing and housing-related services. 

Only by initiating these e!Torts can we as a nation hegin to meet the pressing fair housing challenges of 
the digital age. These efforts include the monitoring of amorphous and multi-service online entities. 
many of which provide housing or housing-related advertisements. This will require dedication and 
commitment to transparency. equity. and civil rights from lawmakers and public servants, and strong 
multi-issue collahoratinn among fair housing. dvil rights. and other advocates. 

Publications or online pmtals must refrain from publishing discriminatnry advertisements. and housing 
and housing-service providers also bear responsibility to refrain fi·mn posting discriminatory 
advertisements. I lousing providers themselves must understand that including or excluding certain 
audiences or neighborhoods in the settings of advertisements may he discriminatory. Micro-targeting on 
"ch-based platforms may 1\Jcilitate discrimination in advertising placements. 

Here arc guidelines tor housing providers to consider when posting online housing advertisements; 

Ensure advertising is compliant with lair housing laws by focusing on the property and the 
amenitie-s in rental listing description. rather than on who an ideal renter would he. 

"Communications Decency Act of 1966,47 U.S. C.§§ 230,560, 561 (2006). 
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Do not make statements that exclude persons in protected classes or express a prclcrcncc fl1r one 
personal characteristic over others. 
Always include the fair housing logo and/or the "Equal ! lousing Opportunity" slogan in 
advertising. 
Do not exclude from marketing campaigns persons in protected classes, such as families with 
children. people of certain racial or ethnic backgrounds, persons with disabilities, etc. 
Do not exclude interest groups that may be affiliated with persons in protected classes. 
Do not target ads geographically to exclude areas populated predominantly by persons in certain 
protected classes. 
If human models arc featured in advertisements, ensure that the images are inclusive and 
representative of all communities that need access to housing. 
Always give truthful information about the availability. price. amenities. and features of a 
housing unit. 

The best practice in housing advertisements is to develop ad campaigns that are based on a goal of 
broadening-- not restricting market outreach, to gain critical exposure to consumers. 

Recommendations 

NFHA offers the following recommendations to Congress for steps it can take to address the concerns 
we have identified in this testimony. 

Recommendations for strengthening our lair housing infrastructure 

Congress has an important role to play in ensuring that our fair housing infrastructure is stable, has 
sufficient resources and is well-managed. Today's hearing is an important first step in providing the 
oversight needed to secure our ability to eliminate discrimination in housing and provide access to 
opportunity for all residents of this country. We encourage Congress to consider the following 
recommendations to address the various concerns l have laid out: 

I. Increase the level of funding for fi1ir housing. NFHA recommends the following specific 
funding levels: 

a. F! liP must be increased to $52 million; 
h. FHAP should be increased to $35.2 million: and 
c. IIU!Ys Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity be funded at $102 million to hire a 

total of 750 FTE staff. 
7 Continue its oversight of 1-!UIYs management of its programs to ensure that funds are llowing on 

a timely and reliable scheuule and that program guidelines arc administered consistently across 
!IUD regions. 

3. Use its authorit v to ensure that fiUD does not weaken or eliminate critical regulatorv tools. 
including the c~rrcnt disparate impact and affirmatively furthering fair housi~g regu-lations. and 
further that !IUD vigorously enforces those and all of its fair housing regulations. 
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I. Announce the FYI9 FiliP NOFA as soon as possible: 
2. Announce the FY20 FiliP NOFA at least six months before the end of the FY f(lf which funds 

arc appropriated; 
3. Establish a permanent calendar for the release of each subsequent FiliP NOFA and awards; 
4. Form and convene Technical Evaluation Panels prior to the FiliP NOFA application is due to 

ensure the panel is fitmiliar with the FiliP program and NOFA requirements and can conduct an 
in!()nncd selection process immediately after the application deadline; 

5. Announce awards within 30 days of the NOFA application due date; 
6. Create a grant management timetable to ensure grant payments arc timely made after a grant 

work cycle begins and report on its compliance with said grant management timetable: 
7. Maintain a list ofFHIP agencies that are at risk of experiencing funding gaps due to previous or 

expected FiliP delays; 
8. Reallocate any Hill' FY 17-19 funds that have been retumed to provide gap funding !(>r high 

pcrfonning and qualified nonprofit fair housing organizations that arc at severe risk of closure; 
and 

9. Ensure sutllcient staff and subcontmctor staff are prepared to adequately administer the NOFA 
process in a timely manner. 

R~.f.Q!l1111cndation§JQ adgres§_£Q!1f.f.rt1S al2out..thflair ho!J.§\ngj.l1ll2!t£L0f.lh.f.W.!Ying use of Big Data alli.! 
Ani1ifi!iLlllt..f.!Jig~n££BJ.b0l! sing-r.<; lg!£<J...as!iYi!i~~, 

I. Congress must authorize the creation of a bicamernl task force charged with exploring and 
rcpm1ing on the policy challenges to civil rights, consumer, and privacy rights hy the 
pro I iteration of big data mining. brokering; the usc of AI in automated housing transactions and 
background reporting services: and specifically the role that social media platfonns play in this 
space. The goal of this hicameral task force is to commit to providing legislative 
recommendations to address the various challenges addressed in this testimony and in other areas 
idcntilicd by the task force. 
It is essential that Congress update existing law that has shielded online entities from the 
requirements of the Fair Housing Act. especially as it relates to advertising content. Congress 
must amend the Communications Decency Act (CDA) hy expressly stating that the CDA itsciL 
and specifically§ 230. does not give immunity !rom the Fair Housing Act to any platfonn that 
allows for the publishing of discriminatory third-party content. 

.>. Congress should conduct further hearings gain a deeper level of understanding and effectively 
assess the nature and operations of artificial intelligence and big data and their impact on our 
ability to provide for fair housing throughout the nation. Congress should also assess the 
implications of these new technologies f()r the level and type of resources needed by !·IUD. DOJ. 

"q for more information about the FH!P program, see the testimony of Keenya Robertson, President & CEO of the Housing 
Opportunities Project for Excellence {HOPE) Fair Housing Center, Inc. before- the House Appropriations Committee 

Subcommittee on Transportation, Housing and Urban Development and Related Agencies, February 27, 2019. 
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other federal agencies and the f[tir housing organizations that arc the front lines of defense 
against housing discrimination to do their jobs effectively. and provide additional resources as 
necessary. 

4. Federal regulators should he more active in evaluating the variables that lenders. insurance 
providcrs .• and other housing-service providers use in ~mining big data to target their services. to 
determine if they operate to result in biased outcomes. 

5. Credit repositories should take a number of steps to adjust their systems and practices to account 
f(lr how discrimination impacts consumers. including: 

Discrimination, fraud. abuse and other harmful acts must be mitigated in consumer credit 
data. Credit repository agencies should change their contracts to require information 
providers to immediately correct consumer information if those entities have been f(,und 
liable for civil rights, abuse, fraud or other violatitll1S or have entered into agreements to 
correct issues related to these practices. Credit repository agencies should also ''turn off" 
negative entries that might he the result of discrimination, fraud. abuse. etc. 
Rental housing payments should he reflected in the credit repository system. This must be 
coupled with tenant protection laws to curtail fraud and ahuse. Credit repositories can work 
with technology firms to provide a low-cost scalable solution to facilitate the reporting of 
this data which can benefit millions of consumers. At the same time. lawmakers must step 
up tenant protections to curtail abuse in the rental market. 
If a creditor is not reporting positive payment history data, negative data emanating from that 
creditor must not be captured. Credit repositories should reject any negative data that is 
sourced from a creditor that docs not report positive payment information. 

6. !IUD. DOJ. the rcdentl Trade Commission, and the CFPB must also build a strong regulatory 
framework to better protect consumers against steering and other discriminatory online 
advertising behaviors by online advertising platl(mns. mobile app companies. and all other 
online entities. These agencies should f(mn a joint task force with the advisement of fair housing 
and civil rights advocates. as well as advettising. privacy, Artificial Intelligence. and machine 
lcaming experts. to investigate areas in which online entities may allow discriminatory 
advertisements and other illegal behavior. This task force must conduct this analysis and otTer 
policy anJ legislative recommendations to address discriminatory advertisements in housing and 
nther civil rights abuses. 

7. Online advertising platforn1s should take note of the Facebook settlement agreement as an 
example of proactive steps that can he taken with civil rights partners like the National Fair 
!lousing Alliance to address these issues as they pertain to housing and housing-related services. 

I~S£Qtl111!Cn<!<lti9D§.J:l~!~tcLLill..£111S!f£<0!11Cn(.Q[lUJ.D_) Equal Ac£~"s Rl!)C an<:lRrole£.ti9l!§J9.LLQlHQ 
A!l!£!J£!11)2 

Congress must demand that I HJD make available all resources related to its Equal Access Rule. 
and require that in its annual report to Congress that it describe in detail how it is currently 
handling complaints of discrimination on the oasis of sex due to discrimination against gender 
non-contimning individuals or those who don't adhere to traditional sex stereotypes. 
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Recommendations related to enforcement ofliUD's Disparate Impact Rule 

Congress must stop reconsideration of its existing Disparate Impact Rule. and Congress must 
vigorously review and question the process by which the Depattmcnt has initiated proposed 
changes to the rule. Congress should pay close attention to whether I IUD: 

Appropriately engaged the public. including industry and consumer and civil rights 
advocates. in the drafting of the proposed rule; and 
Designated changes to the Dispamte Impact Rule as an "economically significant rulcmaking 
.. by appropriately considering the true cost of proposed changes to the Disparate Impact 
Rule. especially as it relates to the cost of housing discrimination on protected classes and the 
impact of reducing their ahility to successfully hring a disparate impact claim. 

Congress must scrutinize IIUD's decision to rescind its AFFH rule. and take stock ofthc 
rationale hchind its decision. Specifically. the Committee must question HUD officials ahout: 

!low the Department is monitoring compliance with the AFFH requirement; and 
• What instructions. if any. the Department has provided jurisdictions ahout successfully 

completing an Analysis of Impediments and how to incorporate into the A I the data and 
mapping systems HUD has stated it will continue to make available. and what connection 
should exist between the jurisdiction's lair housing plan and its decisions about how to spend 
housing and community development resources it receives from !IUD and other sources. 

/{eCQJ!l!I!£Il>i~tions Conc~rning Legislation Expansfu!g_ Fair I lousing Resources or Protections 

NFHA recommends Congress support the fl1llowing legislation: 

"Veterans. Women. Families with Children. Race. and Persons with Disabilities Housing 
Fairness Act of 20 19" This legislation supports the need to conduct widespread audit testing to 
uncover patterns of housing discrimination across all protected classes in the major areas of 
housing transactions; ensures that only mission-driven not-for-profit qualified fair housing 
enforcement agencies have access to Ffllf' program funding; and establishes grant-rnakhing 
programs to explore solutions to alleviate housing discrimination and segregation. 
"Sexual Hamssment Awareness and Prevention Act of2018" This legislation supports hetter 
dt'cumentation of sexual harassment in housing by HUD; requires the Government 
Accountability Office to study the readiness and efficacy of mechanisms at relevant federal 
departments that operate or support housing programs to challenge sexual hardssmcnt; and 
establishes an interagency task force to implement recommendations developed by Congress. 

• "Equality Act of2019"- This legislation adds sexual orientation and gender identity protections 
to the Fair !lousing Act and Equal Credit Opportunity Act. However. NFHA warns that this 
legislation must not move forward should any existing protections in the Fair Housing Act or 
Equal Credit Opportunity Act he undermined via amendment at any point throughout its 
consideration of the legislation. 
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"Restoring Fair Housing Protections Eliminated hy I IUD Act of 20 18"' This legislation restore 
IIU!Ys Equal Access Rule and Al1irmativcly Furthering Fair !lousing Rule; reinstate H!ID's 
Localliovcrnmcnt Assessment Tool in relation to its Aflinnativcly l'urthering Fair I lousing 
Rule: and requires I IUD to better report on its cnf(>rccmcnt actions and maintain a public 
database of lair housing complaints. 

Conclusion 

The National Fair !lousing Alliance appreciates the opportunity to address the Committee on the 
importance of ensuring the Fair I lousing Act is ctlcctively enft1rced and implemented. This nation has 
powcrlul protections in place for victims of housing discrimination, but these protections only go as H1r 
as the federal government is willing to enforce them or this Congress is willing to provide the necessary 
ftmding and support ti:n· it to do so. The National Fair Housing Alliance looks t(>rward to working with 
the Committee to discuss the fair housing issues bef(lre it and further develop our recommended 
solutions to address them. 
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Statement by 

Casbauna Hill, Executive Director 

Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center 

Before the House Financial Services Committee 

The Fair Housing Act: Reviewing Efforts to Eliminate Discrimination and 
Promote Opportunity in Housing 

April2, 2019 

Good morning, my name is Cashauna Hill and I am the executive director of the 
Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center. I first want to thank Chairwoman 
Maxine Waters for the opportunity to address the Committee and review GNO Fair 
Housing's efforts to live up to the mandate of the Fair Housing Act. I am immensely 
grateful for your consistent support and advocacy on behalf of those most impacted 
by housing segregation and discrimination. We have particularly appreciated your 
commitment to south Louisiana's recovery following Hurricane Katrina. I would also 
like to thank Ranking Member McHenry and the members of the Committee for 
welcoming all us here today to discuss full and effective enforcement of the Fair 
Housing Act. 

The Fair Housing Action Center is a non-profit, civil rights organization established in 
1995 to eradicate housing discrimination and segregation. We are based in New 
Orleans and serve the entire state of Louisiana as the only full-service fair housing 
advocacy group in the jurisdiction. GNO Fair Housing's work includes education, 
investigation, enforcement, and policy advocacy activities. We are dedicated to 
fighting housing discrimination because it is an illegal and divisive force that 
perpetuates poverty and segregation, and limit.~ access to opportunity. 

l want to begin with a story of one of our clients to emphasize the real-life impacts of 
the protections afforded by the Fair Housing Act. in 2014, a nursing student named 
Marilyn1 lived in New Orleans and was celebrating Christmas with her three-year-old 
son. Marilyn invited her ex- the father of her son -over to help decorate the tree 
and to visit their child; however, he became violent when she refused his advances. 
He choked Marilyn and threw her into a mirror. A neighbor heard the commotion and 
called the police. When she returned the next day after being treated for her injuries 
at a local hospital, the property manager told Marilyn she had to move out because of 
the complex's "zero tolerance" policy on domestic violence. Because Louisiana's 
landlord-tenant laws allow evictions with only f1ve days' notice, Marilyn had only a 
few days to find a new apartment, and when she did, it was more expensive and much 

' Marilyn's name has heen changed tn protect her contldentiality. 
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further from her job and her son's school. She was forced to move to a neighborhood 
in which she felt less safe, and one night after working a shift at her second job, she 
was robbed at gunpoint in the parking lot of the new apartment complex. 

Marilyn eventually made her way to the Fair !lousing Action Center, where our 
attorneys- partially funded through HUD's Fair Housing Initiatives Program (FHIP) 

were able to take her case at no cost. Under the Federal Violence Against Women 
Act, Marilyn would have been protected had she lived in HUD-subsidized housing. But 
because she did not have a Housing Choice Voucher or other subsidy, there were no 
federal or state protections explicitly ensuring that she was not punished for the 
actions of her abuser. Instead, the Fair Housing Action Center made use of a 2013 HUD 
rule and legal theory upheld by Supreme Court known as Disparate Impact. That 
theory holds that some policies that seem neutral like the complex's "zero 
tolerance" policy can unfairly exclude certain groups of people. In this case, the 
policy had a disparate impact on women, who are most likely to be victims in 
domestic violence cases. 

Marilyn's case eventually settled, but not before she hecame an advocate for changes 
to protect other women in similar situations. Due to her effort.~. together with GNO 
Fair Housing's policy stafC the Louisiana Legislature passed new protections for 
survivors of domestic violence in 2015. Months after its passage, that law prevented 
the eviction of a recently assaulted pregnant woman and continues to assist survivors 
across our state. 

I share this story because chronic underfunding and delays in administration are 
jeopardizing our ability to enforce the Fair Housing Act None of our work to support 
Marilyn would have been possible without the FHIP program. It was first authorized 
under President Reagan and supports local efforts to educate the public about fair 
housing rights and conduct enforcement of the Fair Housing Act. Not only does FHIP 
provide vital services to the public and the housing industry, hut it also saves money 
hy vetting complaints through fair housing organizations, before they reach HUD and 
state agencies. According to the National Fair Housing Alliance, over 70% of 
complaints that are vetted by FHIP agencies result in conciliation or a cause finding, 
compared to just 3l% of non-FHIP referred complaints. 

The Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center has been highly successful in 
leveraging FHIP funding to support our clients, but lnsuft1clent federal appropriations 
have eroded fair housing organizations' ability to retain experienced staff and have 
left over a dozen states without a non-governmental full-service fair housing group. 
We know the lack of funding significantly impact.~ our geographic reach because 
when we have conducted testing in underserved areas or those that are not covered 
hy a fair housing center, we have found alarming rates of discrimination. Testing is a 
type of undercover investigation in which equally qualified trained investigators, or 
"testers," mystery shop for housing. The testers' experiences are then compared to 
understand if some testers are treated differently based on a trait protected by the 
Fair Housing Act. 

2 
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As an example, we received a grant to support testing in Jackson, Mississippi in 2016, 
where no other fair housing group was providing that service. It took significant staff 
time and resources to recruit and train local testers and to travel between Jackson 
and New Orleans. When the investigation was complete, we found that black testers 
faced discriminatory treatment 52% of the time in the jackson rental market. There 
are instances of discrimination like this that regularly go unchallenged because FHIP 
does not currently support enough fair housing centers across the country. 

Flat funding of FH!P, along with dramatic decreases in staffing at HUD's Office of Fair 
Housing and Equal Opportunity, have significantly increased delays in processing 
cases and impeded enforcement of the Fair Housing Act. FIIEO is responsible for 
administering FiliP; an administrative complaint process through which victims of 
housing discrimination can access justice without having to seek expensive legal 
counsel; and it oversees the compliance of BUD's own programs with the Fair 
Housing Act itself. Regrettably, FHEO has long experienced a shortage in its staff. 
Chronic understaffing at FHEO has consequences for the quality of services and 
justice that victims of housing discrimination can achieve. 

According to HUD regulations, tiled complaints must be investigated within 100 days. 
When a case investigation goes past 100 days it is considered an "aged" case. In 2017, 
HUD had 895 cases that became aged during that same year, and it had 941 cases that 
were already considered aged at the beginning of the fiscal year. During the same time 
periods, Fair Housing Assistance Program (FHAP) agencies had 3,994 cases that 
became aged and 1,393 cases that were already considered aged at the beginning of 
the tlscal year. Practically, what this means for groups like the Fair Housing Action 
Center is a delay in making victims of discrimination whole, and a delay in correction 
of housing providers' discriminatory behavior. 

As FHEO's staffing has decreased, IIUD has become increasingly reliant on FIIAP 
agencies to process flled cases, placing the burden of its understaffing on state and 
local at the same time that funding for the FIIAP program has decreased. 
Understaft1ng at FHEO has also contributed to serious delays in publication of the 
FHIP Notice of Funding Availability, causing serious funding gaps and delays in the 
continuation of existing 3-year enforcement grant.<; that FHIP recipients have already 
planned for. Funding delays make it very difficult for local fair housing centers to 
retain highly trained staff and continue to offer the services necessary to serve the 
public. The Housing Fairness Act's goals of authorizing additional FHlP funds and 
increasing testing eff()rts nationwide, as well as the Restoring Fair Housing 
Protections Act's provisions to ensure accurate and accessible tracking of complaints 
moving through the HUD process, would go a long way toward filling gaps in fair 
housing enforcement. Increased enforcement by the federal government would send 
a powerful message about this country's commitment to fulfilling the promise of the 
Fair Housing Act and ensuring that everyone has equal access to the American Dream. 
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As the Committee is aware, the Fair Housing Act was not implemented solely to 
prevent individual acts of discrimination, but also to address historic patterns of 
segregation. These residential patters are deep, entrenched, and were initiated by 
government actions that explicitly supported segregation, such as redlining, 
exclusionary zoning, and restrictive covenants. For many years, scores of research 
and data have noted the connection between government-sponsored segregation and 
lack of access to opportunity. In 1968, for example, the Kerner Commission report 
diagnosed federal housing policy as a driver of the hopelessness and desperation in 
neighborhoods of color at the time. 

The Fair Housing Act, passed shortly after the Kerner report's release, was birthed 
out of this context and includes an explicit call to undo the harm caused by 
segregationist policies. The Act mandates that governments must administer their 
programs and activities in a manner that affirmatively furthers fair housing (AFFH). 
With the exception ofHUD Secretary George Romney's Open Communities campaign 
in 1970, the AFFH mandate remained largely unenforced until HUD's 2015 AFFH rule. 

The 2015 AFFH rule made the law's text real by ensuring that local recipients of 
federal housing and community development dollars engage in a thorough 
assessment of existing residential living patterns and set measurable goals f(>r 
moving toward equitable and integrated communities. This practice is essential, 
because segregation remains an enormous challenge in most communities and 
because an overwhelming number of studies show that where you live determines 
how you live. As an example from New Orleans, in two census tracts a few miles apart, 
life expectancies in the two neighborhoods differ by more than 25 years. The census 
tract where the average resident lives to be 88, is more than 90% white. The census 
tract where the average resident only lives to be 62, is more than 90% black. 

New Orleans had the distinction of being in the first cohort of jurisdictions required 
to submit a new fair housing plan under the AFFH rule. Local leaders relished the 
opportunity and implemented a collaborative, community-driven process unlike 
anything New Orleans had ever done before. New Orleans' Assessment of Fair 
Housing (AFH) was a partnership with the local housing authority, involved the 
pat·ticipation of community groups often left out of previous processes, and collected 
preferences and ideas from hundreds of residents. New Orleans' AFH was the tlrst 
submitted under the new rule and has since been lifted up as a model for the nation. 

GNO Fair Housing, with support from philanthropic partners, led the community 
engagement process for New Orleans' AFH. The transparent, collaborative planning 
process resulted in unprecedented community engagement that produced 
comprehensive policy recommendations that provide a dear path forward. Among 
the recommendations included in the report are data-driven solutions addressing 
transit funding and access; fair housing education and outreach efforts; the placement 
of affordable housing; gentrification and displacement; support for fair housing 
enforcement; and limiting and addressing exposure to environmental toxins. 

4 
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GNO Fair Housing has supported and participated in successful AFH plans not only in 
New Orleans, but in various suburban communities across south Louisiana, including 
a consortium of )e!Terson Parish, the City of Kenner, and StCharles Parish, as well as 
in St. Tammany Parish. In these jurisdictions, HUD's interactive data and mapping 
tool provided invaluable data to local leaders and spurred new conversations about 
policies and practices. 

Unfortunately, the rest of the jurisdictions in Louisiana and those around the country 
will not have the benefit of this process, due to suspension of the AFFH rule. Local 
jurisdictions are again left with little information or guidance about how to fulfill their 
obligation to affirmatively further fair housing. HUD has instead directed jurisdictions 
to undertake the previous Analysis of Impediments (AI) process, despite the fact that 
a 2010 Government Accountability Oftke (GAO) report found the process vague and 
ineffective.Z Previous New Orleans Als are an excellent example of fair housing plans 
that fall far short of the standard put forth in the Fair Housing Act. The most recent 
2010 AI completely fails to assess local government's role in perpetuating segregation 
and does not include discussion of any goals to overcome these barriers. The 2016 
AFH specifically acknowledges this failure, stating, "The goals in the 2010 Analysis of 
Impediments were not specitk enough to guide targeted action to further fair 
housing. As a consequence, segregation and concentrated poverty areas appear to 
have become more concentrated, and some neighborhoods have remained the same." 
Without the tools of the AFFH rule, jurisdictions may face a similar fate, repeating past 
mistakes and failing to address and overcome legacies of generational poverty. We 
strongly encourage the reinstatement of the AFFH rule and the passage of the 
Restoring Fair Housing Protections Act to ensure all local jurisdictions have access to 
the Assessment of Fair Housing process. 

Nowhere is the focus on affirmatively furthering fair housing more important than 
after life-altering disasters that change the face of entire cities and regions. Before 
passage of the Fair Housing Act, many communities across the country were planned 
and built with the same set of segregationist real estate and development practices. 
We've since outlawed many of those practices, but in very few places have we gone 
hack and examined how to undo their harm and reimagine our communities as places 
where all children grow up with the same opportunities regardless of their r·ace or 
zip code. 

In the New Orleans area, the development patterns of the region before Hurricane 
Katrina were the product of redlining maps, highway projects built through black 
neighborhoods, and later, the white flight that followed the integration of schools. 
The levee failures and flood that followed Hurricane Katrina was one of the worst 

2 HUD Needs to Enhance Its RequiremenL~ and Oversight of jurisdictions' Fair Housing Plans, GAO, 
published September 14, 2010. Retrieved !rom: www.gao.gov /products/GAO· I 0·905. 
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tragedies in modern history, but it also offered New Orleans an unusual chance to 
reimagine how to redesign a city and region to be open to all, and to use federal 
recovery dollars in a way that ensured equitable recovery and housing choice. 
Unfortunately, the opposite occurred. As we near 15 years of recovery, New Orleans 
is still missing nearly 100,000 African American residents who have not returned and 
the City is now more racially segregated than before the storm. Instead of 
affirmatively furthering fair housing. policymakers made decisions that further 
entrenched segregation and poverty. 

After Hurricane Katrina, the Housing Authority of New Orleans (I!ANO)-with 
permission from HUD and the New Orleans City Council-demolished over 5,000 
units of public housing, including many units that were not badly damaged. Another 
800 units of smaller scattered-site housing owned by HANO were also taken offline. 
Under the auspices of deconcentrating poverty, former public housing residents were 
offered portable Housing Choice Vouchers. But with no citywide comprehensive plan 
to rebuild or rehab rental housing, 50% of which had been damaged or destroyed, 
voucher holders were left to compete for the limited remaining supply of rental units 
and, as low-income individuals, were pushed to the geographic margins of the market. 

Public housing before the storm suffered from chronic funding shortfalls, fueling 
maintenance and repair issues, but the vast majority ofpuhlic housing residents lived 
in the urban core of the city, close to jobs and public transit. Today, 90% of HAND's 
clients receive vouchers because only a fraction of the public housing units has been 
rebuilt. Of New Orleans' nearly 18,000 voucher households, half have been pushed 
out of the urban core, across the Mississippi River or canals, to neighborhoods where 
buses only show up every hour and travel time to hospitality jobs in the French 
Quarter can be at least as long. Children wait outside in pre-dawn darkness to 
commute up to three hours round trip to schools across town. On the margins of the 
city, some individual census tracts contain as many as 800 voucher households, all 
within a couple dozen square blocks. The data makes it clear that post-Katrina public 
housing policy did not deconcentrate poverty. Instead, it displaced thousands, 
fractured suppot·t networks, and then reconcentrated low-income households in 
areas further from jobs, transit. high-performing schools, and other resources. 

After the storm, African American renters without vouchers encountered other 
problems. As they sought to return to the metro area, they also had to contend with 
neighboring local governments taking actions designed to remind them they were not 
welcome. These communities, which had previously provided working-class whites 
with an affordable suburban housing alternative, as well as an exit strategy to avoid 
school integration, took great lengths to ban or restrict rental housing in the years 
following Hurricane Katrina. In Jefferson Parish, the Council passed a resolution in 
2006 objecting to any developments funded by low-income housing tax credits and 
then specifically changed the zoning on a property to kill the replacement of 200 
apartments. In 2007, the City of Kenner passed a moratorium on all multi-family 
construction. Perhaps the best-known example of exclusionary housing practices 
following Hurricane Katrina is St. Bernard Parish's 2006 "blood relative" ordinance, 

6 
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which prohibited the rental of residences unless to a blood relative.3 At the time the 
parish enacted the law, 93 percent of parish homeowners were white4, which meant 
the ordinance, in effect, prohibited the rental of housing to non-whites. The Greater 
New Orleans Fair !lousing Action Center brought a suit against the parish to stop 
implementation of the ordinance, and after a federal judge ruled the ordinance a 
violation of the Fair !lousing Act, the parish was forced to repeal the law. The Parish 
Council then adopted a ban on the building of all multi-family housing, which, after 
litigation, was also struck down as an unlawful violation of the Fair Housing Act. 
However, the Parish consistently det1ed the federal court's order and conciliation 
agreements until 2014, when a final settlement was reached. 

An additional high-profile example of recovery gone wrong was the federally funded, 
state-administered Road Home rebuilding program. Homeowners were offered 
rebuilding grants determined by the lesser of either pre-storm value of their damaged 
home, or the cost to rebuild. As a result, homeowners in segregated white 
neighborhoods, which had higher pre-storm values, received higher grant awards 
than homeowners in predominantly African American neighborhoods. This was true 
even when the homes were of similar size and age, and the repair costs were similar. 
In 2008, the Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center led a lawsuit against 
HUD and the State of Louisiana alleging that the rebuilding grant formula was 
discriminatory, and had the effect of reinforcing historic patterns of segregation and 
disinvestment.5 HUD agreed to a $62 million settlement in 2011, but by that time 
many African American homeowners had already made their decisions not to return 
based on the lower award amounts offered." 

It's worth noting that neither the St. Bernard Parish, nor the Road Home case, would 
have been possible without application of the Disparate Impact theory. Both cases 
are textbook examples of facially neutral laws that dramatically discriminated against 
a protected class of people. Pmving intentional discrimination in either of these cases 
may have been nearly impossible and the result would have been disastrous for the 
region's recovery. 

In February of2019, HUD sent the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) proposed 
rule making changes to the existing 2013 Disparate Impact Rule. These changes are 
likely to make bringing and successfully proving a disparate impact case nearly 

0

' Scicshnaydre, S. (20ll).llow government housing perpetuates racial segregation: Lessons from 
post-Katrina New Orleans. Catholic University l.aw Review, 60(3), 678-81. 
4 US Decennial Census, 2000. 
s Fletcher, M. (2011, july 6). HUD to pay $62 million to l.a. homeowners to settle Road !lome lawsuit 
The Washfngton Post. Retrieved from www. washingtonpostcnm/businessjeconomy/hud-to-pay-62· 
million-to-la-homeowners·to-settle-road-home-lawsuit/2011/07 /06/giQAtsFNl II_ 
story.htmPutmoJcrm=.e44 75e8a9717; (;reater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center v. U.S. Dept of 
/lousing and Urban Development. Civil Action No. 08-1938 (I). D.C. Nov. 12, 2008). Retrieved from 
https:/ jwwwoclearinghouse.nf't/detail.php'!id"ll242 
"Ibid. 
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impossible. If this rule moves forward, it could severely weaken the Fair Housing Act 
and test our nation's commitment to equal treatment under the law. 

There's one last lesson from New Orleans inequitable recovery that must not be 
overlooked: local governments, working hand-in-hand with federal agencies, must be 
prepared to administer disaster relief dollars with an eye toward preventing the 
displacement that follows disaster. In New Orleans, this has specifically manifested 
as climate gentrification, fueled by a tight for higher ground. 

After Katrina, disaster and flooding risk were clearly at the foreti·ont of many 
residents' minds; however, white residents were far more likely to have the resources 
to secure high-ground real estate. Before the storm, many of the high-ground 
neighborhoods bordering tbe Mississippi River had been majority or significantly 
black the areas in darkest red on the 2000-2016 African American Displacement 
map below). That changed dramatically after Katrina. Most African American renters 
were easily displaced by rents that doubled and tripled. Even long-time homeowners 
who managed to navigate the Road Home program faced climbing flood insurance 
rates and property tax assessments. 10 years after the storm, the City of New Orleans 
began to publicly discuss policies to address the gentrification that had already and 
continues to displace many long-time neighborhood residents.7 As of 2017, only one 
East Bank neighborhood along the high ground near the Mississippi River retains a 
black majority, largely due to a mixed-income public housing development.B New 
Orleans has made significant public investments in many of these neighborhoods as 
well, including a new streetcar line, waterfront park, and a number of fresh food 
retailers. In most cases, those public investments did not include a complimentary 
investment in affordable housing, and the lack of investment in affordable housing 
ensured that long-time lower-income residents will not be able to stay in the area and 
enjoy the new amenities. As whites have returned to the city, African Americans are 
again being relegated to higher risk neighborhoods further from job centers, whet-e 
health and life outcomes are worse. 

Resilient New Orleans. Retrieved from 

"American Community Survey. 2017. 
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In the last few years, New Orleans has begun to rethink our housing policy. City 
officials now take displacement and segregation seriously and are actively crafting 
multiple local ordinances to address these issues. Still, it has been a slow shift, m:1de 
possible only by the tools afforded by the Fair Housing Act. Without disparate impact, 
the city's current positive efforts would be no match for the deep segregation that 
would have resulted from an unchecked discriminatory Road Home rebuilding 
formula and the St. Bernard Parish "blood relative" ordinance. Similarly, the AFFH 
rule and AFl-1 process brought diverse stakeholders together, provided invaluable 
data, and charted a clear path forward for equitable development. 

For cities that are in the midst of recovery or will be from future disasters, we can't 
afford to wait 10 years before beginning to consider the mandate of the Fair Housing 
Act. It must he a foundational part of disaster recovery. 

At the federal level, and in all communities, we hope to see a recommitment to, and 
strengthening of, the Fair Housing Act. This commitment and strengthening begins 
with fully funding enforcement efforts, a well as passage of the legislation before you 
to restore and add tools to the Fair Housing Act that ensure everyone has a fair chance 
at finding a place to call home. 

9 
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On behalf of the Greater New Orleans Fair Housing Action Center, I appreciate the 
opportunity to offer this testimony and will gladly be a resource on any issues 
discussed today. 

10 
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Written Testimony: NationallGBTQ Task Force Kierra Johnson 

House Financial Services Committee 

The Fair Housing Act: Reviewing Efforts to Eliminate Discrimination and Promote Opportunity in 

Housing 

lGBTQ People and the Fair Housing Act: Current State of the law 

Although the Fair Housing Act does not explicitly protect LGBTQ people from discrimination, 

the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) released the Equal Access Rule in 

2012, which requires HUD-funded providers to make housing available to people regardless of 

perceived or actual gender identity or sexual orientation. 1 Several courts across the country 

nationwide have agreed with HUD's determination, laid out in the Equal Access Rule, that the 

Fair Housing Act's protections against discrimination based on sex include a bar against 

discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. 

Despite the existence of the Equal Access Rule and positive rulings in the courts, housing 

discrimination against LGBTQ people is pervasive. In 2015, approximately one in four 

transgender people in the U.S. experienced some form of housing discrimination because of 

their gender identity.ii Research conducted by the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development itself indicates that same-sex couple are treated less favorably than heterosexual 

couples in the online rental housing market. '1' Year after year, in study after study, findings 

indicate that discrimination against LGBTQ people in housing is a consistent and ubiquitous 

issue. Recent studies have shown: 

• In states that prohibit discrimination against lGBTQ people in housing, discrimination 
complaints are filed by lGBTQ people at a rate similar to race discrimination complaints 
filed by people of color'v 
In a recent paired testing study conducted by the Urban Institute, gay men and 
transgender people experienced discrimination in the early stages of the rental processv 
48% of older lGB testers experienced adverse, differential treatment in recent matched
pair testing conducted by the Equal Rights Center" 

• 40% of young people experiencing homeless ness identify as LGBTQ 

Of course, people living at the intersections of multiple marginalized identities, like LGBTQ people 
of color and LGBTQ people with disabilities, are even more likely to face discrimination in access 
to housing, and to have an increased need to access public housing supports: 

49% of Black transgender and gender non-binary respondents to a recent survey 
experienced housing discrimination in the preceding year; 13% of Black transgender 
women were denied access to a homeless shelter. vii 
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• 17.6% of LGBTQ survey respondents with disabilities reported receipt of public housing 
benefits, compared to 2.5% of non·disabled, non·LGBTQ respondents.v"' 

In the context of pervasive housing discrimination, it is particularly important to examine the 

treatment of LGBTQ people in programs designed to support people experiencing homelessness 

and housing instability. Unfortunately, research indicates that transgender people experiencing 

homelessness frequently face barriers to accessing safe shelter. In the 2011 National Transgender 

Discrimination Survey, nearly one in three (29 percent) transgender people who attempted to 

access a shelter reported being turned away due to their transgender status, and 22 percent of 

those who stayed at a shelter reported experiencing sexual assault by staff or other residents.'' 

Forty-two percent of transgender shelter·seekers report having been forced to live as the wrong 

gender as a condition of access to a shelter! Overall, nearly half of transgender shelter·seekers 

said they ultimately left a shelter due to mistreatment." 

A more recent study by the Center for American Progress and the Equal Rights Center found that 

only 30 percent of shelters were willing to house transgender women with non·transgender 

women!" The study, which used test callers to inquire into the practices of 100 shelters across 

four states (Connecticut, Washington, Tennessee and Virginia), found that shelters: 

• Refused services outright; 

• Misgendered callers; 

• Cited genitalia or surgery requirements as prerequisites to placement consistent with 

gender identity; and 

Cited the discomfort of other shelter residents as a basis for refusing placements 

consistent with gender identity. 

The willingness of a shelter to house transgender women in accordance with their gender identity 

varied depending on state laws and shelter type. Shelters in states with lGBT protections were 

twice as likely to be willing to provide appropriate shelter to test callers. Since many states lack 
explicit gender identity protections in housing, HUD's Equal Access Rule and subsequent 

guidance is meant to help ensure equal access to shelters for transgender and gender 

nonconforming individuals. As HUD recognizes in the preamble to the proposed rule and as it has 
found through its own consultations with service providers, these discriminatory practices are 

pervasive and deny not only the dignity of transgender shelter-seekers but their basic access to 

safe shelter. 

Alaicia (22), a man of trans experience from Oakland, CA, shared his experience of seeking shelter 

in a youth shelter and being automatically placed based on his sex assigned at birth: 
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"They just assumed and I went with it because I didn't want to cause problems. It 

tore me up inside and was degrading. If they had asked me about my experience 

and pronouns when I walked in and placed me based on my gender identity I 

would have felt respected and validated. While I was in the shelter I had a lot of 

problems and one particular confrontation with my roommate who was upset that 

I had male items {soap, deodorant, clothes etc.). 

"I didn't feel safe coming out in the shelter, to the staff or the residents because 

of some of the severe harassment and bullying my gay friends had faced based on 

their sexual orientation, I felt so uncomfortable. There was one staff member that 

I was very close with who I felt safe coming out to and they were super supportive, 

I'm still in contact with them to this day. 1 think there needs to be staff training 

around LGBT issues and that they need to ask questions about pronouns and 
names during intake, this would have made me feel safer in the shelter." 

D'Angelo (23), a gay man from Richmond, VA, shared how discriminatory policies often result in 

people avoiding shelters for their own safety: 

"My sexual orientation played a huge role in why I did not seek emergency shelter 

services. The one shelter 1 had seen before was like everyone in one room with 

very little staff members, if any at all, 1 don't remember seeing any staff members 

while I was there. I'm not too comfortable in crowds and so 1 just didn't think this 

was an option for me. I was also scared about what would happen if they found 

out I was gay, maybe the other residents would judge me or harass me. I ended 

up staying in an abandoned building with friends because it seemed easier and 

safer." 

Ben (20), a man of trans experience from Montana, explained how safety is situationally specific, 

and what would make him feel more safe: 

"When someone is homeless and seeking emergency shelter 1 feel like their main 
priority is getting a bed for the night. If the intake worker says we are going to 

place you with the women and I identify as a man, I'm just thankful to have a bed. 

My level of safety would depend on a number of different factors: (a) What does 

the boarding situation look like? Before hormones I would have prefered to be 

housed with the women, because I could pass as a woman. (b)lt also depends on 

the boarding situation whether I would be housed with a bunch of folks or just like 

1 or 2 people. {c) It also depends on who has to know? Are the other residents 

being informed that I'm trans, other staff members? What is the policy around 

that? This is especially important for folks who pass a little more. 

"It also depends on how the trans person identifies, every person's identity lies 

somewhere on the spectrum and that is also true from trans folks as welL I think 

something that could make things safer for folks in emergency shelter situations 
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would be a check in policy both before and after folks are housed to assess 

comfort and safety and also allow for reporting any incidents that might have 

happened. I say this while also knowing that folks aren't always willing to report 

incidents because they might be afraid to loose whatever housing they have in 

that situation. I think it is also important for trans folks to be placed where they 

feel most comfortable (this may not align with gender identity but rather with sex 

assigned at birth), I would rather be safe than stealth." 

Service providers expressed hearing similar concerns from shelter guests, talked about how the 

Equal Access Rule has been implemented to date, and addressed their varied responses: 

From a Nashville provider: "Within launch Pad, we have an open floor plan so 
everyone is sleeping in the same room. The same goes with Oasis in the Drop In 

Center. No other shelters in Nashville abide by identity but rather biology- which 

is one of the reasons that our young people do not choose to go to the 

shelters .... they feel more comfortable with being in space that coincides with their 

identity especially the MTF young people." 

From a Phoenix provider: "The youth in our Promise of a New Day Housing 

Program are all placed in single-occupancy rooms so we never have to deal with 

this issue." 

From a Cincinnati provider: "A side note but I feel is important and something I 

take as a source of pride for our team. Over two years ago we had a client who 

by birth was female but he was living as a male. He came to our facility and at that 

time we had the traditional gender based wings in the shelter. The male wing was 

full but we had female beds. Under that former mindset he wasn't offered a bed 

as they were full. I happened to walk by and heard him say Til dress as a female 

if I have to, I just need a bed.' This was the impetus for us to reconsider these 

traditional system processes. That day we did away with that philosophy. We put 
him in a bed under the gender he identified with." 

Among transgender people who have had to seek emergency shelter, a disturbing 42% said that 
at some point they had been forced to be housed with the wrong gender in order to obtain 
shelter!'v In many cases these respondents were transgender women who because of this 
discriminatory treatment found themselves the only woman in a men's shelter. Unsurprisingly, 
among those who stayed in a shelter, 25% reported being physically assaulted in a shelter, and 
nearly as many (22%) reported being sexually assaulted by either another resident or a shelter 
staff member.'v Nearly half {47%) of all transgender respondents who accessed shelters left 
because of the treatment they experienced there-choosing the street over the danger, abuse, 
and indignity of the way they were treated in the shelter.'v' 

The denial of equal access to housing consistent with one's gender identity constitutes a form of 
prohibited discrimination based on gender identity, and therefore also on the basis of sex. Such 
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practices therefore legally violate both the Fair Housing Act and HUD's Equal Access Rule. This 
discrimination is not only unlawful-it also leaves transgender shelter-seekers, particularly 
transgender women, effectively excluded from shelter and vulnerable to mistreatment and 
violence. 

We know - from these stories and thousands of others like them that lGBTQ people face 
discrimination in housing, in access to credit, and in access to shelter services. Yet the Fair 
Housing Act still does not explicitly name sexual orientation and gender identity as protected 
classes. That means that access to the protections of the FHA is inconsistent, and enforcement 
is reliant on prioritization by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Passing 
legislation like the Equality Act, which would codify protections for LGBTQ people in housing is 
one way to make the law and its application more consistent for lGBTQ people. 

Source of Income Protections 

Millions of low-income people and families receive rent subsidies to help defray the high cost of 

housing. landlords frequently discriminate against low-income families by refusing to accept 

these subsidies. laws that prohibit discrimination against voucher holders, like source of income 

non-discrimination laws, have a significant impact on the number of landlords that engage in 

voucher discrimination, and even help to dismantle the legacy of redlining that has kept our 

communities segregated decades after Fair Housing laws were enacted. 

LGBTQ people are significantly more likely to receive public housing assistance than the general 

population. According to a recent survey fielded by the Center for American Progress, lGBTQ 

people are 2.5 times more likely to rely on public housing benefits than their non-LGBTQ 
counterparts. While all people in the LGBTQ community receive public housing assistance more 

than the general population, the rates are particularly high for transgender people, lGBTQ people 

with disabilities, and LGBTQ people of color. 

We encourage members of this committee to explore the impacts of legislation that would codify 
a ban on discrimination on the basis of a person's source of income. 

'Mindy Mitchell. Uil?T Discrimination is Real. Department 
De vel opmcnt, 2 0 I 5. l:LU.n.: .. ~·,~-'''-'~-&rtsH1.\?LY•.t;J<?~'>Ill:~e:;,_,,._l:gc'_t>!~'l0illl.Di.lgt~.:b'ill!~Ing:sfu\:JlrniJ1 <!D.\'.ll:.i'i: 
real#,\\BJIJiQr!J\f. 
"Sandy E. James ct a!.. The Report of tire 2015 U.S. 1hmsgender Survey, National Center for 
Transgender Equality. 2016. 13. http://''''''Jrapscq!l'lljty,qrgsj[~s/Jt:llm]t!l}lesN•lfSilSfS:ftdJ
.R&m'l:t.::I.h"f.b1c·J.'.DJ •. 
HI Department of Housing and l lrban Development. otrice of Policy Development and Research. 
An Estimate of Housing Discrimination against Same-Sex Couples: An Execlllive Summar.r. 
2013. I. 
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fmp~;_ij_,,,\':,JlPll1'"-~LfD~:i!'o!l<lljJ'.ht\11j~.f!th•n;:;/J'S.!1!Lbe. l}i'>L'lliL1i1''L~-''lll£5.~~'S(j1!Le:s;;L'.l!''' JlL 
.~c:.:::.pdf. 

Mallory and Scars, .. Evidence of 

Gender Identity .. (Feb. 20 16), available at: ,.,~~"'-·'".,·~""'"'"'i.c'Jc.>c"''c"'"'c"""'"'"''"''''·'·""-

''Types of adverse treatment inclutkd fewer options, being quoted higher fees or 
rental prices, being shown only 2-bcdroom options when seeking a !-bedroom apartment. Equal 
Rights Center, "Opening Doors: An Investigation of Barriers to Senior Housing for Same-Sex 
Couples .. (2014), available at====,..,====="""'.:~ 

'"James. IIerman, Rankin. Keisling, Mottct, and Anafi. "The Report of the 2015 U.S. 
Transgender Survey .. (Washington, DC. 2016). available at: 
lillp_;;_;l!'' \\w. !r;msc\l u_a![ty,t>rg/~Ltf.si9C?Jlt>tl!/111,sL5l.<>.fs!1'~L'iili~I~~. q~9J:ttii<y,,1J!E.fJ'on "·o2Jl.: 
:ti!lQ.F!NAL%201.6. I 7.pdt,'. 

Rooney. Whittington. and Durso. Protecting Basic Living Standards for LGBTQ People. 
August 2018. available at: 
https://wvvw .amcricanprogress.org/issues/lgbt/reports/20 18/08/ 13/454592/protect ing-basic
living-standards-lgblq-people/ 

Nat' I LGBTQ Task Force & Nat'! Ctr. lbr Transgcnder Equality, Iniustice at Every Turn: A 
Report r?fthe National Transgender Discrimination Survey 116-18 (2011 ), 
http:i!~Dsltnm'sli>~t:in.lination,,.'rg/I'Pis/NIP~i ... R<?P.Ort.p<JI: 
'!d. at 118. 
"!d. at 116. 
'" Ctr. lbr Am. Progress aml the Equall~ights Ctr.. Discrimination Against Transgender Women 

lo I lomefess Shelters (20 16 ), 

""Equal Access in Accordance with an Individual's Gender Identity in Community Planning 
and Development Programs. Proposed Rule. SO Fed. Reg. 72542, 72644 (Nov. 20. 2015). 
xJv J.r-..t Grant. L..A. Mottet.l Tanis~ l Harrison, J.L Herman, ~t Keisling, "fnjustit:c at Every Turn: A Report of 
the National Tnmsgendcr Discriminati<Jn Survey," 118 (20 II). 

ld a! 1!7-IS. 

".' ld at 116. 
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in Housing" 
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Introduction 

Chairwoman Waters, Ranking Member McHenry and distinguished Members of the 
Committee, it is an honor to appear before you today to help inform this important 
discussion. My name is Dr. Skylar Olsen. I am the Director of Economic Research at 
Zillow, which is part of Zillow Group. 

Zillow Group is dedicated to empowering consumers with data, inspiration and 
knowledge around the place they call home. Our company was founded with the 
mission to improve transparency in the housing market, and that remains a key driver of 
all we do. We are proud that our data and research helps consumers, industry 
professionals, policymakers, nonprofits and others make more informed decisions. 

Zillow Group operates economic research teams at Zillow, Trulia, S!reetEasy and 
which leverage available data to produce timely and relevant economic 

~~~ In addition to evaluating the health of the market and predicting changes in 
housing costs, our research teams examine broader issues of national interest, 
including the impact of declining housing affordability and understanding the relationship 
between rents and homelessness. Zillow makes much of our aggregated data freely 
available and downloadable,1 providing academic and government agencies our public 
record dataset2 to support their own research. We see our role as using our data to help 
ground important conversations with facts. 

In recent years, Zillow Group has published a growing body of research addressing 
existing disparities in the housing market. Our work demonstrates that housing 
inequities persist nationwide. These findings are reflected in government-reported data, 
the amenities available to different communities and in consumers' experiences in their 
search for housing. 

Homeownership and Mortgage Credit 

Homeownership is a key tool for building wealth, and more than half the overall wealth 
held by American households is represented by their primary residence. But access to 
homeownership is not shared equally. The divide between black and white Americans 
has proven stubbornly persistent since the early 1900s. 3 In 1900, the gap between the 
black and white homeownership rate was 27.6 percentage points. Today, it is 30.3 
percentage points. 
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The Gap Between Black and White Homeownership Rates Has Widened Since 1900 

0% 
1944 1964 

Additionally, data from the federal Home Mortgage Disclosure Act shows that black 
borrowers are denied for conventional home loans 2.5 times more often than white 
borrowers.4 Moreover, this data shows that even though black and Hispanic 
communities represent a sizable and growing portion of the population, they represent a 
comparatively tiny share of all mortgage loan applications. 

While disparities in income today explain some of these trends, it is well established that 
historical discrimination also plays a role. Recently, Zillow examined more than 20 years 
of home value appreciation data in formerly redlined areas and found that areas 
formerly deemed "best" for lenders are now worth 2.3 times those previously marked as 
"hazardous" for lending. And, of the 151 areas we evaluated, we found only a single 
instance in which homes in formerly redlined areas are now worth more than those in 
areas once rated "best." These historic redlining practices did more than restrict 
communities' access to mortgage credit. Homeowners in neighborhoods labeled 
"hazardous" were also put on a growth trajectory that fell far short of those labeled 
"best."5 These trends likely had lasting implications for the wealth people of color could 
pass down to future generations. 

These kinds of intergenerational wealth transfers remain extremely important. Today, 30 
percent of home buyers rely on gifts, and 26 percent rely on loans from family members 
to help fund their down payment on a home, according to the Zillow Group Consumer 
Housing Trends Report, an annual survey of consumer sentiment. For first-time home 
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buyers, the share relying on their community for down payment assistance jumps to 
over half. Greater wealth eases the path to homeownership, and the relationship 
becomes self-reinforcing: Homeowners have greater access to financial wealth that, in 
turn, makes it easier to remain homeowners and ultimately pass on that wealth. 

Home Values in Redlined Neighborhoods Remain Low 
Median home values lor areas the government designated and 
hazardous for mortgage lending 
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Local Amenities 

Disparities are also visible in the amenities present in local communities. A recent 
analysis by Trulia, with input from the National Fair Housing Alliance and the Kirwan 
Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity at Ohio State University, found that in four 
major metro areas- Atlanta, Detroit, Houston and Oakland, Calif. - local 
establishments and amenities including banks, health institutions and recreational 
facilities are less prevalent in communities of color than white communities6 

In particular, on a per-person basis, predominantly non-white census tracts had 35.1 
percent fewer traditional banking establishments, 38.4 percent fewer healthcare service 
establishments, and 33.9 percent fewer active or healthy lifestyle amenities, including 
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parks, playgrounds and recreation centers, compared to tracts that were predominantly 
white. At the same time, predominantly non-white census tracts had twice as many 
alternative banking establishments, including payday and installment lenders -which 
offer expensive, lower-quality credit 

Majority-White Areas Have More Amenities 

Vtrulia 

Housing Search Frustrations 

Asian, black or Hispanic home shoppers encounter more frustrations in their home 
search. According to the Zillow Group Consumer Housing Trends Report, home buyers 
of color were less likely than white buyers to say they were satisfied with all aspects of 
their home-buying experience. 7 Forty-three percent of white buyers reported full 
satisfaction, compared with 27 percent of black, 24 percent of Hispanic and 23 percent 
of Asian respondents. Additionally, roughly one in five black buyers (21 percent) said 
finding the right agent or broker for them was difficult or very difficult, compared to just 
one in twenty white buyers (6 percent). 

The survey also found it takes more time for black and Hispanic home shoppers' rental 
applications or offers to be accepted. On average, Hispanic renters submit 5.5 rental 
applications and black and Asian renters submit 3.6 applications before finding a home, 
compared with 2.5 for white applicants. Similarly, black and Hispanic home buyers 
make an average of 2.6 and 2.4 offers on homes, respectively, before buying, 
compared to 1. 7 for white and 1.4 for Asian buyers. 
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Perception of Discrimination 

Finally, Zillow Group found that the perception of housing discrimination is strong 
among U.S. adults. In a large survey conducted last fall, 27 percent of respondents said 
they believe they have been treated differently in their search for housing because of 
their status in a protected group.8 Applied to the U.S. population, this would mean that 
about 68 million American adults believe they have experienced housing discrimination. 
Among all survey participants, race (10 percent) was the most common protected class 
that respondents felt caused them to be treated differently during their search for 
housing, followed by skin color (8 percent), gender (7 percent) and disability status (5 
percent). 

In the same survey, more than a quarter of black respondents believed they had been 
treated differently because of race, and nearly a third said they considered 
discrimination to be a barrier to owning a home. 

Conclusion 

Zillow Group believes that all Americans deserve to find a home free from 
discrimination. Yet, these data points help illustrate the breadth of inequities and 
frustrations that many Americans experience in their home search and their 
communities. We appreciate the opportunity to share this research with the Committee 
and hope it will help inform the Committee's discussions on these important issues. 
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L ln his testimony, Dr. Furth stated that HUD's 2015 AFFI! regulation was strictly focused 
on outcomes and did not result in policy changes by the jurisdictions that conducted 
Assessments of Fair Housing. 

a. ls this an accurate assessment of the rule's impact? lf not, why not? 

In his written testimony, Dr. Furth gives a loose and somewhat disparaging description 
of the fair housing planning process set out in HUD's 2015 AFFH regulation and explains 
what he sees as its shortcomings. According to his depiction, the process is one in which 
jurisdictions produce a document (i.e., their fair housing plan, also known as 
Assessments of Fair Housing, or AFH) which he describes as "contain[ingl analysis of 
any segregation and demographics as well as some plans to improve policy." He goes 
on to say the he is, "unaware of a single local policy that was changed as a consequence 
of the rule." (Sec Furth testimony at p. 2.) He suggests that, in order to be in "good 
standing" with BUD and eligible to receive funding, "jurisdictions should be able to 
point to market outcomes or enacted policies that are consistent with inclusion and strong 
property rights." (See Furth testimony at p. 3.) 

Setting aside thP issue of property rights, which may raise their own set of fair housing 
issues, and his incomplete and dismissive description of the fair housing planning 
process, the concept espoused by Dr. Furth is, in fact, how the 2015 AFFH mlc was 
intended to function. The AFHs were required to set out specific goals for each priority 
fair housing issue or barrier that the jurisdiction identified, with accompanying metrics 
and milestones for measuring progress toward achieving the goal. Had HUD continued 
with its implementation of the rule, jurisdictions would have incorporated those goals 
into their Consolidated Plans, which detail how they intend to usc their housing and 
community development resources ·-· including but not limited to funds received from 
HUD over the following 3-5 years. In each nf those years, each jurisdiction would have 
reported to HUDon its progress in reaching those metrics and milestones, enabling HUD 
to assess whether it was making reasonable progress or not. In the event that a 
jurisdiction failed to make meaningful progress, !IUD could employ a range of 
enfnrcemt•nt tools, up to and including withholding CDBG or otht•r funds from that 
jurisdiction. 

The mle's focus on outcomes was entirely appropriate for two reasons. One is that the 
affirmatively furthering fair housing provisions of the Fair Housing Act require HlJD 
and its grantees to take a.ffirmath>e steps to address the lingering problems cauS('d by 
segregation, which the federal government had a major hand in creating. Plans that an• 
not linked to actions like those created under the old Analysis of lmpedimt>nts 
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requirements to which HUD has now returned do not meet this standard. The second 

reason is that BUD's failure to implement these provisions in any meaningful way over 
the past 50 years has created an urgent need for action in order to comply with this 

statutory mandate and begin to redress the problems it was intended to resolve. 

The rule was in effect for a period of time that was so short as to make it difficult to enact 

policy changes or achieve measurable outcome. Nonetheless, there are a number of 

concrete outcomes that we can point to, both in terms of policy and programmatic 

changes. 

For example, in New Orleans, the City Council passed an inclusionary zoning policy to 

leverage private development to increase the supply of affordable housing. In addition, 

the Housing Authority implemented exception payment standards to enable renters with 
Housing Choice Vouchers to afford units in higher opportunity neighborhoods. Further, 

the City is taking active steps to use land that it owns to spur the development of housing 

that is affordable to low- and moderate-income people. 

Denver is currently undergoing fair housing planning, and in that process, community 

residents have highlighted the problems that low-income rentPrs with Housing Choice 

Vouchers face in trying to rent apartments using their vouchers. In response- and even 

before finalizing its fair housing plan the City passed an ordinance prohibiting housing 

discrimination based on source of income. 

In Philadelphia, a different problem facing renters emergPd during that city's fair housing 

planning process. In neighborhoods undergoing revitalization, which is spurring rent 
increases, tenants reported that landlords were evicting tenants without cause in ordl'r to 

be ablt> to raise the rent on their units. A disproportionate numlwr of these tPnants facing 
unjust evictions have been people of color. To stem this tide and provide greater housing 
stability to these tenants, the City established and funded a program to provide legal 
representation for tenants in landlord-tenant courL 

These are but a few of the policy and program changes of the type that Dr. Furth seems 
to expect that resulted from the fair housing planning process set out in the 2015 AFFH 
rule. Typically, the plans also contain a number of other specific goals for the 

development of rental housing affordable to low- and moderate-income households in 

neighborhoods that provide their residents with access to high performing schools, 

dependable and affordable transportation, access to jobs and similar characteristics. 

Many plans also contain goals for increasing homeownership among members nf 

protected classes, connecting housing and transportation, addressing exposure to 
Pnvironmental hazards and other aspects of access to opportunity. 

2 
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It should be noted that the need for zoning changes, including the types of changes that 

Dr. Furth advocates, are also addressed in a number of AFHs. I !owever, the AFH itself 
is not the vehicle for making changes to a zoning ordinance. In most jurisdictions, there 

are specific procedures necessary to make such changes and they are administered by a 
different agency than that creating the AFH. Nonetheless, the structure of the 2015 rule, 

with its requirement for reporting annually through the jurisdiction's Annual Action Plan 

and Consolidated Annual Performance and Evaluation Report (CAPEl~). on progress 

made toward each priority fair housing goal provides a mechanism through which HUD 

could hold the jurisdiction accountable for taking the actions it deemed necessary in its 

AFH. 

2. Dr. Furth suggested that, in contrast to the 2015 AFFH rule promulgated by HUD, a better 

approach would be to eliminate that rule and focus on ensuring that CDBG entitlement 

jurisdictions eliminate provisions in their zoning ordinances that have the effect of 

excluding the development of multi-family housing, something that he stated the 2015 

rule did not do. 

a. Do you agree with his suggestion? If not, why not? 

Neither my organization, the National Fair !-lousing Alliance, nor 1 personally would 

agree with the suggestion that a sole focus on eliminating exclusionary zoning 

provisions from local zoning laws would be sufficient to fulfill the statutory mandate to 

affirmatively further fair housing (AFFH). The suggestion appears to stern, at least in 

part, from a lack of clarity about what it rnt•ans to affirmatively further fair housing, 

confusion about the difference between fair housing and affordable housing, and a 

belief that the private market, left to its own devices, will solve the problems of housing 
discrin1inatinn, segregation and housing affordability. 

In his written testimony, Dr. Furth offers this "layman's" explanation of AFFH, stating, 
"I take this to mean that HUD has to abide by the spirit of the law, not just the letter of 
the law." (See Furth testimony at p. 2) However, the AFFH mandate requires much 

more than that, as evidenced by the legislative history and judicial findings that HUD 
cited in its preamble to the 2015 rule. 

As HUD explains, Sec. 3608(d) of the Fair Housing Act, which spells out HUD's AFFH 

obligation, is, "not only a mandate to refrain from discrimination but a mandate to take 

the type of actions that undo historic patterns of segregation and other types of 

discrimination and afford access to opportunity that has long been denied." (80 FR 
42274) 

3 
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!-lUD notes that Congress has reinforced this mandate in several other statutes, 
including the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, the Cranston
Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act, and the Quality !-lousing and Work 

Responsibility Act of 1998, each of which require BUD's grantees to certify that they are 
affirmatively further fair housing as a condititm of receiving funds. 

!-IUD explains that courts, examining the relevant statutes and legislative history, have 

found that, "the purpose of the affirmatively furthering fair housing mandate is lo 
ensure that recipients of Federal housing and urban development funds and other 

Federal funds do more than simply not discriminate: Recipients also must take actions 

to address segregation and related barriers for groups with characteristics protected by 
the Act, as often reflected in racially or ethnically concentrated areas of poverty." (Ibid.) 

BUD goes on to cite legal decisions in several specific court cases that address the 

AFFH mandate, including the Supreme Court, in Trafficantc v. Metro. Life Insurance. (409 

U.S. 205, 211 (1972)) That decision quoted Senator Walter F. Mondale, one of the 
original co-sponsors of the Fair Housing Act, who stated that "The reach of the 

proposed law was to replace the ghettos by 'truly integrated and balanced living 

patterns.' As the court stated, "The Act recognized that "where a family lives, where it 
is allowed to live, is inextricably bound up with better education, better jobs, economic 

motivation, and good living conditions." (Op. cit.) 

BUD also cites the decision in NAACP, Boston Chapter v. HUD (S17 F.2d at 154) in which 
the First Circuit explained that with this section of the Fair Housing Act, "Congress 

intended HUD to do more than simply not discriminate itself; it reflects the desire to 

have !IUD use its grant programs to assist in ending discrimination and segregation, to 
the point where the supply of genuinely open housing increases." (op. cit.) 

Finally, HUD cites the Second Circuit decision in Otero v. New York City Housing 

Authority (4S4 F.2d at lB4) which found that Sec. 3608(d) of the Fair Housing Act 

requires that "I a ]ction must be taken to fulfill, as much as possible, the goal of open, 
integrated residential housing patterns and to prevent the increase of segregation, in 
ghettos, of racial groups whose lack of opportunity the Act was designed to combat." 

As this legislative history and these judicial findings make dear, the AFFH mand<1te 

goes much further than merely requiring HUD to comply with the spirit of the law as 

well as its letter. It requires HUD, and its grantees, to take deliberate steps to overcome 

patterns of segregation and the harms that they cause, and to ensure that members of 

protected classes have equitable access to the opportunities, such as quality education, 

4 
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good jobs and good Jiving conditions, that arc inextricably linked to the neighborhood 
in which a person lives. 

The achievement of this goal may be hindered by local zoning ordinances that are 
exclusionary and prohibit the construction of various forms of housing that may help in 
changing our segregated residential patterns. It is entirely appropriate for a 
jurisdiction, as part of its fair housing planning process, to review its zoning code and 
make any changes that may be necessary, although it is worth noting that Congress has 
explicitly barred HUD from requiring such changes as part of its enforcement of the 
AFFH regulation. 

However, it would be a mistake to rely entirely, or even to any significant degree, on 
changes to local zoning ordinances as a strategy for implementing the Fair Housing 
Act's AFFH provisions. For this purpose, zoning is a very blunt instrument. It may 
eliminate a barrier to the construction of new housing, which might increase the supply 
of housing and ease the pressure on rents and home prices, but it does not ensure that 
new construction will take place, that it will be affordable to low- and moderate-income 
people or members of protected classes, or that new construction will provide the types 
of housing needed in the locations where it is lacking. 

For examplt~, zoning changes alone will not result in housing that is affordable to low
and moderate-income people. In most places, that requires subsidies to bring the costs 
down to a level that is affordable. However, the funds available at the federal level for 
housing subsidies both to construct new units and to preserve the ones we have have 
been cut repeatedly and fall far short of the need. For example, the Center on Budget 
and Policy Priorities reports that funding for public housing repairs fell 3.5 percent 
between 2000 and 2018. (See Bell, Alison and Douglas Rice, "Congress Prioritizes 
Housing Programs in 2018 Funding Bill, Rejects Trump Administration Proposals," July 
19,2018, available at https://www.c~9!£LI£"'i~iln:hLhmg;i_IWJ;~s-prioritizcs-housiJ:!l;;: 
P'l1l:fil!lls:in:_2018:fl!lldi!1£:J2Ll!:rg~J:sump .) The Center also reports that, due to funding 
limitations, only one in four households that is eligible for housing assistance actually 
n'ceives that assistance. (See rischer, Will and Barbara Sard, "Chart Book: Federal 
Housing Spending is Poorly Matched to Need," March 8, 2017, available at 

poorly-matched-to-need.) The nation's largest affordable housing construction and 
preservation program is the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, which has produced or 
preserved some 2.3 million units of affordable housing for low-income households since 
1987, according to research from the Urban Institute. (Sec Scally. Corianne Payton, 
Amanda Gold and Nicole DuBois, "How the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act puts affordable h 
uusing production at risk," July 12, 2()]8, available at mm;w_~~Slill'illl&J:gJ'1Jl:t:>£~D: 

5 
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f-lO\VCVCf, 

the impact of that program may be undermined has by the significant cuts to taxes 
made in the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. Investors purchase tax credits to offset their 
tax liabilities. When tax liability goes down, so does the demand for tax credits. 
Neither of these problems can be solved by zoning changes. 

Further, zoning changes arc not an effective mechanism for ensuring that new 
affordable housing is constructed in locations that offer their residents equitable access 
to community resources. If it did, in a city like I louston, which has no zoning, one 
would expect to see affordable housing built throughout a wide range of 
neighborhoods. But the opposite is true. Publicly supported housing in that city is so 
concentrated in poor neighborhoods of color that in 2017 a HUD investigation 
determined that the City had violated Title VI as a result of the procedures it used to 
decide where affordable housing could be located. Clearly, the Jack of exclusionary- or 
any- zoning was not enough to ensure housing equity. 

In addition, zoning changes will not eliminate discriminatory practices in the real estate, 
insurance or lending industries, and thus cannot ensure that segregation is not being 
perpetuated. These barriers often face mt>mbers of protected classes at all income levels 
and are not a function of housing affordability. A case in point is the way high rates at 
which African American and Hispanic homeowners received subprime and option
ARM loans between 2004 and 2008 the run up to the foreclosure crisis. According to 
rc>search from tht' Center for Responsible Lending, African American and Hispanic 
borrowers with credit scores above 660 received these loans three times as often as 
white borrowers with similar scores. Those were toxic loans designed to fail and 
caused high foreclosure rates in communities of color and a severe loss of wealth for the 
families affected. CRL's research indicates that 10 percent of African American and 15 
percent of Hispanics in higher-income brackets who took out mortgages during that 
period went through foreclosure, compared to 4.6 percent of whites with the same levl'ls 
of income. (Sec Prior, Jon, "CRL: Good-credit minorities received 3 times more 
subprime loans than whites, llousingWire, November 17, 2011.) The result was a 
tremendous loss of wealth in communities of color. Research from the Pew Charitable 
Trusts found that between 2005 and 2009, African American households lost 53 percent 
of their wt>alth and Hispanic households lost 66 percent of their wealth, compared to 
only a loss of 16 percent among white households. (See Heimlich, Russell, Recession 
Takes it Toll on Household Wealth, St•ptember 21, 2011, available at 

household-wealth/.) None of this was a function of zoning and eliminating 
exdusionary zoning would do nothing to address it. 

6 
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Finally, zoning changes are not an effective vehicle for bringing about strategic and 
targeted investments that will provide long-neglected communities of color the 
resourn•s their residents need and deserve. Such investments are a critical component 
of AFFH efforts and a necessary prerequisite for creating equitable access to 
opportunity, as the court's decision in the Otero case reminds us is what the AFFH 
mandate was intended to achieve. 

For all these reasons, while we would encourage jurisdictions to review their zoning 
ordinances as part of their efforts to affirmatively further fair housing and make 
changes as appropriate, we cannot agree with Dr. Furst's suggestion that eliminating 
exclusionary zoning would be a more effective way than the 2015 regulation for HUD to 

carry out its AFFH mandate. 

3. During the hearing, Congressman Barr stated that HUD's 2013 disparate impact 
regulation was in conflict with the standards set out in the Supreme Court's 2015 decision 
in the Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities 
Project, Inc. case and was therefore unconstitutional and must be rewritten. 

a. Do you agree with this statement? If not, why not? 

This statement is erroneous at best. The U.S. Supreme Court implicitly adopt<>d the 
current Disparate Impact Rule in the Inclusive Communities decision. The decision
holding that disparate impact is cognizable under the federal Fair Housing Act~~adopts 
the construction of the Fair Housing Act that underlies the Discriminatory Effects Rule, 

including statutory interpretation and four decades of jurisprudence in the lower 
federal courts. Nothing in the Inclusive Communities decision """in its holding or 
dicta """"necessitatt•s any rpconsideration of thP current Disparate Impact Rule. 

Since the Inclusive Communities Project dPcision, several courts have both implicitly 
and explicitly upheld that HUD's Discriminatory Effects standard rule is consistent 
with the Supremt• Court's decision. The Second Circuit held in MHANY l'v1gml., Inc. !J. 

Cty" of Nassau that in Inclusive Communities "[tlhe Supreme Court] implicitly adopted 
HUD's approach."' The Northern District of lllinois issued a decision analyzing the 
relationship between the Rule and the Supreme Court decision and concluded that, 
"[i]n short, the Supreme Court in Inclusive Communities expressly approved of 
disparate~impact liability under the Fair Housing Act and did not identify any aspect of 

1 MilA NY .~(~mt. Inc v. CtF o/Nassau. 819 F.3d 5&1, 618 (2d Cir. 2016). 

7 
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BUD's burden-shifting approach that requires correction. The Massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial Court also found that Inclusive Communities adopted the Rule's 
burden-shifting framework." Further, on remand from the Supreme Court and the Fifth 
Circuit, the district court noted that the Supreme Court had affirmed "the Fifth Circuit's 
decision adopting the HUD regulations.''' With the exception of a single case out of the 
Fifth Circuit,5 federal courts have recognized that nothing in the Inclusive Communities 
derision·- in its holding or dicta- necessitates any reconsideration of the current 
Disparate Impact Rule. 

When defending the Disparate Impact Rule in a challenge by an insurance trade group 
subsequent to Inclusive Communities in August 2016, HUD itself argued that the 
Supreme Court's decision is "fully consistent with the standard that HUD 
promulgated" relying on existing jurisprudence.• Again in March 2017, in response to 
the insurance trade group's motion to file an amended complaint against the Rule, 
t IUD stated that the Rule is wholly in line with the Inclusive Communities decision: 

"[Tjhe Supreme Court's holding in Inclusive Communities is entirely 
consistent with the Rule's reaffirmation of J:IUD's longstanding 
interpretation that the FHA authorizes disparate impact claims. 135 S. Ct. at 
2516-22. And the portions of the Court's opinion cited by [PCIA]-which 
discuss limitations on the application of disparate impact liability that have 
long been part of the standard-~do not give rise to new causes of action, nor 
do they conflict with the Rule. See id. at 2522-25 ("[D]isparate-impact 
liability has always b<~en properly limited in key respects .... ").Indeed, 
nothing in Inclusive Communities casts any doubt on the validity of the 
Rule. To the contrary, the Court cited the RulP twice in support of its 
analysis. See 135 S. Ct. at 2522-23. 

Leading fair housing scholars echo the consensus that Inclusive Communities is 
consistent with the current DisparatP Impact Rule. Tulane University Law School 

:Prop. l 'as. Insurers Ass 'n (~(Am. v. Carson, 2017 Vv'L 2653069 at *8 (NJ). fll. June 20. ::w 17). 
'Burhank Apartrnents Tenant Ass'n v. ,174 Mass. 107. 126··27 Mass. 2016). 
t Inclusive Communities Pn.?fect, Inc. v Dcp't (~f'J-fous. & Cm(v. 2015 WL 5916220 at *3 (N.D. 
Tex, October 8, 2015). 
5 Sec !nclusirc Communities Pny"ect 1'. Lincoln Properties Co .. cl a/. which fOund the Supreme Court's derision in 
the Inclusive Communities Pn~ject v. T~ras Depart men! (41/ousing and ( 'nmrnuni(r .<Ufairs was more rigorous than 
BUD's Discriminatory Etlects Rule. 
6 Defendants' Memorandum ln Support of Their Motion for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Summary Judgment. ECF No. 65. at 33. AlA v. Dcp ., oflfous. & Urb. Dev,. No. l: 13·cv-00966-R.IL 
(D.D.C.). 
7 Defendants' Opposition to PlaintifT's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint. ECF. No. 122, at 9, PC/A L Carson. 
No. 1: D-cv-0&564 (N.D. Ill.). 
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Professor Stacy Seicshnaydre, whnse scholarship on the subject was cited by Judge 
Kennedy in thP Inclusive Communities decision,' looking to both the language of the 
opinion and its overarching message about the integration imperative of the Fair 
I lousing Act, writes that the decision is in concert with the HUD rule.'' Additionally, 
University of Kentucky School of Law Professor Robert Schwemm summarized, "the 
fact that HUD described [the Disparate Impact Rule] as analogous to the Title VII
Griggs standard suggests that it is consistent with the Court's views in Inclusive 
Con1munitics."w 

1' Stacy Seicshnaydre, fJisparate Impilcl and the Limits (~{Local Dl\'Cretion q[!er Inclusive Cornmunities. 24 Gco. 
Mason L Rev. 663 (2017). 
9 Robert Schwcmm, Fair /lousing Litigation_,1fier lnclusivc Communities: What's New and What's Not, t 1 S 
Colum. L Rev. Sidebar 106 [nnw: CLR Online] (2015). 
10 /d 
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Puertas Cerradas: Barriers for Hispanics 

The National Council of La Raza (NCLR)-thc largest national Hlspanic civil 
and advocacy organization in the United States-works to opportunities 
Hispanic Americans. TI1rough lis network of nearly 300 comnmnity··hased 
or~iat1izations, NCLR reaches millions of Hispanics each year in 41 states, Puerto Rico, 

the District of Columbia. To achieve its mission, NCLR conducts applied research, 
policy analysis, and advocacy, providing a Latino perspective in five key areas-assets/ 
investments, civil rights/immigration, education, employment and economic status, and 
health. ln addition, it capacity-building assistance to its AffiHates v.rho work at 
the state and local to advance opportunities for individuals and families. 

rounded a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan, 
headquartered in DC, serving all Hispanic 
country, It has state regional oftlces in Chicago, Los 

Phoenix, and San Antonio. 

© 2013 by the National Council of La Raza. All rights resetTed. 

Originally formed ln 1983, the Equal Rights Center is a national non-profit civil rights 
organization dedicated to promoting equal opportunity in housing, employmenl, pub
lic accommodations, and government services. Based in \Vashington, D.C., with more 
than 6,000 members located in all 50 states, Puerto Rico~ and the District of Columbia, 
the ERC works to and remedy both individual instances of discrimina-
tion, as \\'ell discrimination natiomvidc The ERC's 30 
service as a fair 
sands of individuals. 

has opened housing opportunities for tens 

civil rights is its three decades of experi-
ence in civll a variety ofinnovative testing the ERC 
is a national and differences in the 
and content of information servkes 
tJ.ctors and characteristics. Through this 
discrimination can be ascertained. 1he ERC of civil rights tests 

educate the and government oltlcials about the discrirnination still faced 

• 
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PUEW'1os Cerrodas: t--tousir1g Borriers fcr HsrJOnics 

report a collaboration between the Center (ERC) and the 
\\'c-ahh~ Building Policy Project in tht~ Ofiit:f Research, Ad\'ocacy, and L::gisla-
tion at the National Council of La Raza (NCLR). Daniels, Deputy Director 

of Housing and Wca!th·Building Initiatives, NCLR, Rothstein, Deputy Di· 
rector, ERC, and Stephanie Gonzalez, Immigrant Rights Program ERC, 

\verc the paper's along \\'ith review and feedback from 

staff: Don Executive Director~ Melat fvien\veydet, Immigrant 
Coordinator; and Chip Underwood, Testing Program 1\lanager. 

NCLR Consultant, provided editorial support, and Grant Beck, Com· 
munications Associate, ERC, designed the report. 

conducted by Chip Underwood; Snehee Khandeshi, Fair 
ERC; and Valentine Khaminwa, Testing 

to the NCLR San 
Comnmnity 

(~eorgia, and Hispanic Interest Coalition of 
f()r their assistance in recruiting testers. 

Corporation in Dalton, 
in Birmingham, Alabama, 

• • 
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Puer1os Cerrodos Housing Borriefs for Hisponics 

Executive Summaru , 

Investigation 

• • 3 
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the heing suhjcctcd to CTCr increasing hostility. \Vith the g<n crnmcnt's c<)n
tinuing Ltilurc to pass comprehensive immigration refOrm, states and localities have played 

a more pron1incnt role in immigration regulation. Various stale and local lawmakers have 

pursued solutions with picccmtal state-level immigration refonn. exploiting the 

public's By purportedly targeting undocumented im-

against anyone perceived as being from ;mother 

or ''nlhLT.'' (;]\'en that of f1)rcign"horn immlgran!:-. <.trc 

Hispanic,' approach has (rca ted a dangerous anti- Latino sentiment \'1 hich contributes 

itl c\ hostile Cin"inll111lt..'!lt tlu\ ~lfrccts aJ] <l~j"'<.:Ch nft:Oll1l1lltl1ity Jifc, }'Clr\icularl~· the Of'pOr 

tun it;· for equal housing. 

to ohlain ;\tkquak ;lnd :-.dk Jwu."ing or nne\ chonsinp; dr<.mHticalJy 
()r l~1111ily\ \\"Cl)' of Jifc, ell! 

--·ationa! oppnrtunitics, proximity to 

and commcn.:ial and govl'rnmcnt service~. 
\\·idc·t·,mgins and potcnti,l.lly dev;_l~lating c:fcd nn .:ommunitk:-. that Me :-.uhjcct 
tn :ldYtT'iC ,md trcatmcnL t\nuwing the hi;,tnric role that in"titutiun:1! raci,tl 
discr!minatinn has. p!dyf'd in St._'grcgating c:.s. housing markets, nc1v waves o( national ori

gin disd·imiJl<ltion and intimidJtion ag.:tin;.t I ibpanic families only serve to perpetuate the 

country's di\·isivc past. the housing needs of Latinos v:ill require attention to 
demographics and the impact that has on housing choices. 

ro tht' cx:tcntto which L1tiuo:-. :.1r~' ~uhkct to diih-rential antl adn-rsc treatment \\'hl'n 

to securt' housing in several Southern cities, !\a tiona! CouiKil of La Raza (l'\CLR) 
and Fqual fbghts Center (EI{C) initiated a testing Ah-
bama; Atlant:.t, Ccnrgia; and San Antonio, Texas. A was 

• 
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6 

,1 signi!lcml gr(lv\'th in the nat in'-· horn Hispan

prc:.;t'lKt..: of Latinos in thc<>c st<1te~ ha-. nul only transformcJ 
and economically, hut has also increased anti--immigrant 

lw the 1~tct that scnT,ll nfthc st,ltc~ !he 

populations have pursued the harshest anti immigrant Javvs~ 

1\!abama. 

\s the dd-'c1tt..' 
ells{\ incn.':l.<-t'd. 

cnmcs 

yond thn.'\c \'>lio 

rdorm hostilit)- hm·Md Lat!nPs in gcncr,-tl h-1:-
m,miiC;-,ts itself in m,my· ways. <;uch ,ts ;1 dr~tmat1c ri~c hate 

and scns;.ltion:llistic campaigns to promulgate anti-immigrant 
purportedly inh'tHkd to targd undocumented Yet 

unticlcum~·nkd :\it11l'(l ,11 
overtones, and the ..:onscqucnccs arc fdt \\·ell bc

twn ofimm:grants, a11cding 
dnd t\:sulb in dic-.cr\min,ltion nr 

ha." kd to the ;-.c~lpt'goating and intimida
t:quallwuc.ing opportuni1ic"·--

alfccting f ,ttinos. 
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Puertos Cerrcxjos: Housino Borriers for Hisponics 

With inability to enact immigration rcl(wm at the federal level, states and locali· 
ties liave matters into their own hands, passing misguided arlli· immigrant laws that 
have led to threats and attacks against Latinos, regardless of their immigration status, and 
have undcnnined Latinos' trust of law enforcement and governrnent.> For many Hispanics, 
discrimination based on national origin has become a conunon and accepted reality, \vhich 
negatively impacts the social, culturaL political, and L'Conomic aspects of life in the U.S. 

!n 2006, the towns of Hazelton, Pennsylvania, and Riverside, New Jersey, ignited a trend of 
anti· immigrant local ordinances that made it illegal to rent to undocumented immigrants. 
In the fin.· y~ars that followt(.l more than 100 similar local ordinances sprang up 
out the country." On a state level, Arizona has the unf(wtunatc distinction of being 
catalyst for the most recent wave of anti-immigrant state legislation. Arizona's S.B. 1070 
introduced the policy of "attrition through enforcement:'' seeking to establish conditions 
where immigrants would feel so unwelcome that they would "self-deport" or otherwise 
leave the state. While the Supreme Court struck down some of S.B. 1070's harshest provi
sions in 20 !2,' it upheld the "show me your papers" portion, which authorizes law enforce
ment to demand papers proving immigration status or citizenship from anyone they stop 
and suspect of being in the U.S. unlawfully. Although this provision has only rccmtly gont' 
into eHCct, the t:sst:ntiaUy sanctions racial profiling against Latinos presumed to he 
"foreign" on their physical appearance or accent.9 

Arizona'::. S.B. 1070 \\',lS ''not a grassroots dl()rt but a coordinatcJ involving 
national organizations and tlgurcs in the anti-immigrant After passage 

in 20!0, S.B. 1070 tht' within state legislatures, where a number of 
other states' elected that they introduce copycat legislation. Fin: 
states passed sweeping copycat laws in 201!,' while many others considered or enacted 
specific state/local anti immisrant provision:->. Alabama, wllich S<-::tW a increase in its 
Hispanic population from 2000 to 2010, 11 passt'd what vvas a rnore dra(onian lav .. t 
than S.B. 1070, and Georgia's state legislation copied me your paper-;'' pro· 
vision, t'fkctively sanctioning r~H:ial pnlllling. 

Counterbalancing the wave of state anti immigrant measures arc the well~establishcd tt~d-
cral, state, and local civil rights laws that protect discrimination based on national 
origin. 'lhe federal Housing .Act prohibits in the saie, rental, and 
nancing of dwellings based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, t~unilial status, or 
disability ·--and these stautory rights are available to all regardless of citizenship." Housing 

Indiana, Snu1h Carolina, and Utah, In addition to the Arizona ca.<>c 
U.S. D~partment of Justice has cha!lcngt•d the Alabama, Georgia, 

• • 7 
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Puertos Cerrodos: Housing Barriers for Hisp:onk::s 

a!s and hm1ilies to secure housing. Due to the concern that the language within !LB. 56 

explidlly discourages contracts with people who may he perceived as nndocunwntcd and 

would have a negative on rental transactions, Birmingham testing focused on rental 

housing rather than on properties. 

"l he housing laws !(n· all three states the same protections as feckral 

Housing Act, with no additional dasst'S aside from a local ordinance in San An· 

tonio prohibiting housing discrimination based on age." While having some minimal 

contact with ~CLR Atliliates to with !t'ster recruitment in the three cities, the ERC 

conducted the testing withont any preconceived expectations regarding these locations. 

:-.unr<RS<V!arlelta metropolitan statistical area (MSA)' is the ninth·Iarg
the city of Atlanta is a "majority minority" with African Ameri"' 

cans constituting 54% of the population, the MSA in focus is 55% White. According to U.S. 

Census data, Hispanics comprised of the city of Atlanta"' and I 0% of the MSA popnla"' 

tion in 2010." While still a minority, there has been a notable increase in the percentage 

of Latinos in the Between 2005 and 2010, the Hispanic population in the Atlanta 

MSA the total popnlation over the same five year period 
comparison, the African American population grew by 12% and the 

by nearly 

Atlanta's growing l .,ttino population consistent with statewide demographic changes. '!he 

Hispanic population in Georgia is the l O'" largest in the nation, with 1. 7% of all Latinos in 
the U.S. (approximately ~56,000 individnals)-" During a 10·year period, the Latino popu·· 

lation in Georgia almost donhled, from over in 2000 to 8.8% in 20 10." 

In Georgia was the first state to in Arizona\~ footsteps hy enacting copycat 
islation, H.B. 87. In addition to adopting similar provisions as found in S.B. 1070, 
H.B. 87 imposed new hiring requirements t\1r employers, increased penalties for 

convicted false identi!ication to obtain work, and mandated criminal 
people who transport or harbor inunigrants without legal status:'t, 

"lhe San Antonio MSA is the third :VISA in Texas, with a tn!cll population of 
million acwrding to the 2010 U.S. Census. San Antonio is also a "majority minmity" 
with individuals of Latino or Hispanic origin comprising 54% ( 1.2 million) of the 
residents.·;· Between 2005 and 2010, the Hispanic population grew 17%, while the overall 

*"'" In tlwse statistit·s, the U.S. Cen:>.us Bureau 
result. the White population data indud~s WhHe 

U.S, Census Bureau to (·haraderize an urhan 
and economic inkgration with that core. For 

counties, v.rith Fulton County (where Atlanta 

• • 9 
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Cerrados· Housing Borriers for Hispanics 

population grew UA% and the White population shrank by 4.4%. 

Latinos have deep historic ties not just to San Antonio hut to the entire state of Texas. 
While 'lexas has not passed any broad anti immigrant legislation, the legislature consid· 
cred an S.B. I 070 copycat as well as other anli .. immigrant measures that exacerbate harass· 
ment, intimidation, and hostility toward Hispanic residents. At the local level, specilic cit· 
ies have actively pursued anti,inunlgrant measures, such as Farmers Branch, Texas, where 
a 2008 measure (which is currently being challenged in federal court) would require the 
city's building inspector to check the immigration status of any noncitizen seeking to rent 
an apartment, bar undocumented immigrants from rental housing, and revoke the rental 
licenses oflandlords who knowingly allow undocumented immigrants to rent from them.'" 
Hostility toward Latinos, particularly anyone who may be perceived as an undocnmcnt · 
eJ also resonates in political anJ socioeconmnic arenas. "lhis past June) an 
l US. citizen of Mexican descent was invited by the San Antonio Spurs to sing 
the national anthem at home game Juring the ;-.,'BA finals. '!he hoy, in homage to his 
heritage, dressed in a mariachi suit and immediately became the target of a racist barrage 
on Twitter-''' Various tweets expressed negative opinions toward Latinos in the U.S., includ
ing comments such as, "How yon singing the national anthem looking like an illegal im
migrant?:· "Why is a f(>reigner singing the national anthem. I realize that's San Antonio but 
that still ain't Mexico;' and, "Who let this illegal alien sing our national anthem?"'' 

Birmingham is the largest city in Alabama. In 2012, the Birmingham-Hoover !viSA had l.1 
million residents, 4% (49,000) of whom were of Hispanic or Latino origin. While still a 
small percentage of the population, the Hispanic population grew by 75% (from 28,000 to 
·19,000) between 2005 and 2010, while the overall population grew by only 3.5%, the Ati·i, 
can American population grew by 3%, and the White population decreased by 1 %.'' 

In June 2011, i\labama passed what is arguably the strictest anti immigrant state law, H.B. 
56. Alabama's !LB. 56 indud<'S provisions alfet:ting law enl(m:ement, transportation, em
ployment, housing, and education. In addition to requiring police to make a reasonable 
attempt to determine the legal status of anyone th-t"'Y have "reasonable suspicion" to believe 
is unlawfully present in the US. during any legal stop, detention, or arrest, H.B. 56 makes it 
a misderneanor for undocumented imrnigrants to fail to carry immigration doctunents and 
criminalizes business transactions with undo~um.cntcd irmnigrants. 'Hw also prohibits 
undocumented immigrants frorn receiving state or local puhlic benefits, or at~ 
tending a public college, and seeking or performing work as an employee or iw:lqJetH.h~nt 
contractor. Going further than Arizona's S.B. 1070, the law also prohibits landlords from 
renting property to undocun1ented imn1igrants; contracts in which one party is an undocu-
mented immigrant and the other party has direct of this are deemed null and 
void in Alabama state court.'' last provision is troublesome because 1! iso· 
lates undtKumented immigrants from the protection of the state, making them even more 
vulnerable to exploitation, particularly when seeking employment and housing. 

~San Antonio's small African American population grew 15-<Jb this time period, hut went from 
the MSA's total population. 

10 •• 
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Puertas CerradoB: Housing Borriers fcx Hispanics 

12 

For the majority of prospective tenants, cost is the 
1nost decisive factor in dcterrnining ·whether to rent 
a unit. In nine tests (12%), rental agents quoted a 
rental amount at least S 10 lower to the \Nhitc tester 
than was provided to the matched Latino tester: In 

of these tests, the lower price was the result of 
an additional unit offered to the White 
In the other three tests, testers were informed 
about the same number of units, but at least one was 
less expensive for the \Vhitc tester. 

Like rates, deposits and fees impact the afford· 
ability of unit, and therefore the availability and 
desirability of the unit to a prospective tenant. In 
eleven tests (15%), the Latino tester was either told 
about a deposit or fee that was not required of the 
matched White tester, or was provided with a higher 
dollar amount for these costs. l n one of these tests, 
the Latino lester was quoted a higher security depos· 
it amount. In two tests) the Latino tester \Vns not pro
vided with the option of a cheaper security deposit, 
which was an option for the matched White tester. 
In four of these tests, the Latino tester was a 
higher amount for an application or water than 
was the matched \Vhite tester. [n the remaining f(mr 
tests, the Latino tester was told about an applica-
tion fee or a water that was not mentioned to 
matched Vvhite 

" Rent:a! cost differcncef; of less than $10 were not included as 
and/or lhc 

'l his calculation docs not include tests where only the Latino 

tester 'ivas told about a deposit or tCe, but where the matched 
White tester received written materials confirming the same 
price for that fee. 
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Puertas Cerrodas: Housing Barriers for Hisponics 

rent. In,;, tc,ts (il%), \Nhite testers were informc•d of rental incentives and special offers 
that we're not ofl(~red to the nutcl1t:d Latino 'lhese specifically incluzkd oilers of 
reductions in rent} waivers or discounts on t(·cs, and shorter lease options. 

Ensuring thzrt a unit will be available a prospective tenant needs to move is also a de 
termining factor f(>r applicants. Housing providers are able to subtly dissuade prospective 
tenants by suggesting that no units will be available in the timeframe requested, thereby 
encouraging the applicant to look elsewhere. In seven tests (14%), rental agents provided 
Latino with later availability dates were offered to the m,r!ched White testers. 

Equal housing opportunity requires providing each similarly situated prospective tenant 
with the same number and range of options available for housing. However, in some in· 
stances, prospective tenants arc' only told about certain available units, as a means of"steer· 
ing" them toward, or away from, certain sections of a building or property or keeping their 
options within a particular price range. In 15 tests (20%), the White tester was advised of 
more available units than were mentioned to the matched Latino tester.' In three of these 
tests, the additioual available units available were available sooner than the units shown or 
mentioned to the matched Latino tester. In four tests (including one of the three with a unit 
available earlier), at least one additional available unit mentioned to the White tester had a 
lower rent cost than the units discussed with the matched Latino tester. in one test, while 
both testers were told that there were no one· bedroom apartments at that property, only the 
matched White tester was inl(mned of an available one-bedroom unit at a sister property. 

The imposition of additional application requirements, such a credit check or payment 
only by money order (rather than personal check), can be a strong deterrent to 

unit act a harrier tn equal hnusing opportunity. In tC'sts 

Latino testers were subject to an additional application requirement not tTquircd of the 
matched White tester. In !(mr of these tests, the agent told the Latino tester, but not the 
matched White tester, that a credit check was required. In one of tlwse tests, only the Latino 
te~kr ai.s1) told that valid identltiration required. In another test, the Latino 
was provided with an additional handout discussing requirements related to citizen.,hip or 
immigration status information, but this handout was not provided to the matched White 
tester. 

with 
While not uni,·ersal, some rental agents follow up with prospective after the initial 
meeting to further encourage them to rent at their property, In six tests (R%), the same 

" Tests conducted \'~<·ith a gap ln time of more than 
wen..' excluded from this ..:atcgory in that such 
able. 

the visits by the Latino and \Vhite tt.~stcrs 
for the dillCrence in number of units avail~ 

• • 13 
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Puertas Cerrados: Housin~l Barriers f(x Hispanics 

14 

tc>llowed up with the White tester afler 
their meeting but did not do the same with the 
matched Latino tester: 

ERC condoctcd 50 phone and 25 in-person 
matched-pair tests in San Antonio. In 20 of the 
phone tests (40%) and 13 of the in-person tests 
(52%), the Latino tester was treated less favorably 
than their matched 'White tester in at least one 
aspect. In three phone tests (6'Yi>) and four in
person tests (16%), the Latino tester experienced 
two or n1ore fOrms of less hvorable treatment 
than the matched White tester, such as being told 
offewer available homes and being asked to pro
vide rnore financial information. 

tests 
verse, disparate treatment from the moment they 
sought connection with the agent. ln two phone 
tests and three in-person tests, the Latino te~tcr 
was referred to a Spanish ,speaking agent, who 
seemed less f~uniliar with the 
able to provide the level 
(such as the length of time the house had been 
on the market) provided to the matched White 
tester who spoke directly with the agent identi, 
!led with the property. ln another 

agent offered to n1eet 

ter but not the Latino tester, 
both testers that they would 

week," 

in which the two matched 
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Puertos Cerrodos: Housing Barriers for Hisponic:s 

Providing more information about a home, particularly its history on the market and pric~ 
ing trends, can be very helpful for a prospective buyer in evaluating the property and en
couraging them to make a bid_ In !(mr phone tests (8%) and two in~person tests (8%), the 
same rental agent provided only the White tester with advantageous information for plac
ing a bid on the home.' In two oft he phone tests and in one in-person test, the White tester 
was told that the price of the home bad been reduced to an amount lower than what was 
listed in the ad that both testers reviewed. ']his price reduction, however, was not provided 
to the matched l.atino tester. In the remaining three tesls, the agent provided the White tes
ter with much more detailed information --the home was about to go into foreclosure, the 
agent was the owner of the home, and homes a few blocks away were priced substantially 
lower~~~ which was not provided to the matched Latino tester. 

For many homehuyers, espedally iirsl~time homcbuyc'rs (the profile used in all 
financing is critical factor in determining \\'hether the prospective buyer can a spe~ 
cific home. In the San Antonio tcsting1 Hnancing was the tnost -l..'nmmon source of ad\'CrSt\ 

differential treatment, occurring in 11 phone tests and six in-person tests 
Adver>t\ differential treatment with respect to linancing was ohserwd in the San Antonio 

in t\\"O JiffCrcnt ways: 

When both testers requested financing information, the \Vhite tester 
more infilrmation and recommendations about the lending process than the 
matched Latino tester; and 

alfirmativdy asked the Latino 
to purchc!St' tlw home than 

tester. 

more questions ahnut his or her 
asked of the matched \Nhite 

tt'Sts (l 0°i)) and three provkkd tht' \Vhite 

tester with at least one rccomtncndcd any rccomn1cndations 
to the mat<:hcd Latino tester, even when requested." In two of these phone tests and two 
in-person tests, the agent told the vVhite tester, but not the matched Latino tester, that the 

lender (often snrnconc in· house) could help save on dosing costs nr In 
another of these phone tests, in addition to providing only the White tester with a rcwm~ 

'" ln several addition.:tl tests, the White tester was provided with 
could bt~ 3Urihutable to either the testers meding with different agt'nts, or the 
price reduction the two lest parts. '1 hese tests were not 
ment the White tester. 

lnstann;s where matched testers dealt with dilfcn:nt ag<:nts who provided dillt:rcnt recommended !t.·mlcrs 
were not included as adverse treatment here, with In two instances, matched with 
difkrcJJt agctlls. \Vhilc the \Vhitc tester w-as told tlMt an in another agcJlt the 
same agency did not provide that information to the matched Latino tester even when it was n.'qUl~Sted. 

• • 15 
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Puertos Cerrodos HcxJsu>g Borriars for Hisponics 

mended lender, the same agent insisted that the Latino tester gd pre-approved l()r a loan 

before any homes, something not required of the matched White tester. ln one in· 
person test, testers disclosed that they would make a 20% down payment, hut only the 

White tester was told about <!Voiding mortgage insurance with this level of down payment. 

In four phone tests (8%) and two in-person tests (8%), the asked the Latino testers, 

but not the matched White testers, if they were or "pre-approved" for fi-
nancing. In two phone tests (4%), the agent asked both testers about pre-approval but 

further questioned the Latino tester about their pre-approval or credit history, without any 

such inquiry or scrutiny of the matched \Vhite kster. 

l'qual housing opportunity requires similarly situated prospective buyers with 

thl' same ;.n·ailahlc options to meet their and finances. Howe\"er, in some in-

stances, prospective buyers are only told about certain available homes as a means of "steer

ing" them toward, or away from, certain homes or neighborhoods, or to limit their options 

to a particular price range; as a result, accessibility to services and con1munity resources is 

affected. 

In three phone tests (14%) and four in·· person tests (8%), the same 

tino tester with less intimnatinn about a neighborhood or nHcrc'd neighborhood 

recommendations than was provided to the matched v\lhite tester, or asked the \\'hite tester 

t<)r inhmnation about neighborhood preferences without seeking this information from 

the matched Latino tester: 

In one phone test (2%) and f(mr in-person tests ( lo%), the same agent followed up with 

both of the matched ttstcrs their initidJ -contact However, the agent provided int{Jr 

mation hased on diHCrcnl search parameters, resulting in the Latino tester being prnvided 
with either kwer potential properties to review or alternately located properties compared 

to those provided to the matched White tester. In one phone test (2%), the agent gave un
solicited neighborhood recommendations to the \Vhite tester without any such suggestions 
l(,r the mat;;hed Latino tester. In one phone test (2'Yo), the same agent asked the \A/bite tester 

for their neighborhood preferences but did not seek that int(mnation from the matched 
Latino tester. 

In order to f(,ster a relationship with a potential new client, real estate agents sometimes 

fnllow-up <ln initial rnecting hy phone nr emaiL ln two phone tests {4%) and t\\'O 

16 •• 

ncightwrihn<>d nxommcnd<Jtions that may come from 
origin, no tc;;ts in which the testers ullim~ltdy spoke \vith 

irrespective 
ag-ents wen.: 
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irqoerson tests (-\'}o), the same agent provided greater f()llow-up to the White tester than 
the matched Latino tester: In one phone test and one in- person test, the White tester re
ct'i\·cd email follow-up from the agent, but the matched LJtino tester did not In ont~ phone 

test, the provided the White tester with !()!low-up that included additional property 

listings emailing the matched Latino tester advising that it \vas "imporlant to get 

prcqualiflc,r before they md. [n one in-person te.st, although both testers met \vith the 

~1gcnt, tht' tester received fnHoiV··llp fron1 a different (Spanish ·speaking) agent, 

while the matched White tester received follow-up from the agent originally mc'L 

!~RC conducted 30 phone anJ 25 in··per.'.on malched pair in Atlanta. ln of the 

phone tests (42%) and II of the in-person tests (44%), the Latino tester was treated less fa

mrably than the matched White tester in at least one respect. In six phone tests ( 12%) and 

four in person tests (16%), the Latino tester experienced two or more forms of less tilVor

ablc treatment, such as being told of fewer available homes and being asked to provide more 
!lnandal information. 

Unlike in San Antonio, Latino testns in Atlanta were not typically rcfcrrt'd to Spanish 
speaking agents. However, in three in-person tests (12(!1>), the initial agent referred lhc 

Latino tester to a ditlt.~rcnt agent for the appointrnent, de.spitt~ available to nu'et with 

the matched White tester during the same time period. In two tests, the agent who 

subsequently mel with the Latino tester only showed the listed property, while the matched 

\Vhite tester was shown additional properties, resulting in appointments that lasted hvo to 

three times longer. 

Availability, price, and related costs for a home are arguably the tnost critical 
hy a prospective huyer. In t\vo phone tests (4%) and one in-person test (2%), the 

inh1rmation about the property availahility and costs that was not provided 
to the Latino testec fn one phone test, the White tester was told that the price of 
the home had been reduced, while the same agent did not provide this int()nnation to the 

matched Latino tester. fn another phone test, the agent told the Latino tester that the home 
under contract, \vhile colleague of the tlrst agent contlrmeJ t<) the matched \\lhltc 

tester the !(>!lowing day that the horne was still available. In one in-person test, both testers 

met with the who told the White tester about a homeowners association (HOA) 

and associated HOA hut did not provide this information to the matched Latino tester. 

~ In addition lo cxduding ~~11 ksts where no follow-up was providt•d to either tester, only tests in which both 
testt~rs s~1w tht"'· same real estate agent were included in this category. 

• • 17 
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18 

In Atlanta, Latino testers were treated with more 
skepticism or were subject to greater inquiry with 
respect to or approval eight 
phone tests and three in- person tests (12%). 
In four of these phone tests and one of the in-per
son tests, the Latino tester, but not the matched 
White tester, was asked if they were "pre-quali
fied;' "pre·approvecl:' or bad already spoken with a 
lender. In one test, the same agent told the 
Latino tester pre-approval was required to sec 
the home, a restriction not placed on the matched 
White tester. In three phone tests and two in-per· 
son tests, the inquired of the Latino tester 
about their and/or but 
did not make such inquiries 
tester. ln two tests and one in-person test, 

the Latino tester if he/she intended 
to pay for the home "in casb;' or would be seeking 
financing. Such inquiries v.rere not made by tht' 
same agent of the matched White tester. 

Separate from inquiry by the agent about the 
testers' or pre-approval status, 
the testers request lending recommendations; 
the agent provided more information of this type 
to the White tester than tbe matched Latino tes
ter in seven phone tests (14%) and hmr in-person 
tests ( 16%). In three of these phone tests and two 
of the in-person tests, tbe same provided 
the Wbite tester,but not the Latino tester, 
with a recommended lender, even though both 
testers asked about the lending process. 1n one 
phone test, the agent referred the Latino tester to a 
lender with a Spanish surname, while the matched 
White given different lender 
In two phone tests and two in-person tests, the 
agent gave the -White tester advice about the lend· 
ing process, such as when to have his credit score 
run, what to include with the application, the val
ue of comparing multiple lenders, and alternative 
financing options. This information \Vas not pro
vided to the matched Latino tester. In one phone 
test, the Latino tester was told "you are going to be 
asked to submit your papers and your income and 
the more honest yon are the more chance you will 
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have to get a loan, know because sometimes people [arc] not completely honest and 
thc'y do not make they say tlw[yJ make in terms of money." 'I his type of ;,dmonition 
was not given to the matched White tester. 

In seven phone tests ( 14%) and seven in·person tests (28%), the same real estate agent pro· 
v·idcd more information or otherwise further engaged the White tester on neighborhood 
and home recommendations than the matched Latino tester. In two of these phone tests 
and three of the in ·person tests, the same agent recommended searching other neighbor· 
l1<1nds f(1f a home to the White tester, but did not do so with the matched Latino tester. In 
five phone and in one in person test, the agent met with both testers, but only 
asked the White tester !(:>r any neighborhood andior school district preferences. In three 
in·person tests, the agent gave the White tester useful information about the neighborhood, 
information that was not shared with the matched Latino tester. 

In three phone (6'.'0) and in·pcrson tests (20%), both testers met with same 
agent but only the White tester received email follow~up: In two of the phone tests and 
three in person tests, the White tester received email follow~up with additional home rec 
ommendations, but the matched Hispanic tester was not provided with this inf(mnation. 
In one phone test and two in·person tests, only the White tester received email f(Jl!ow·up 
that included recommendations f(lr lenders. 

" While both testtTs 

any fnllow-np from ksts 
tried tht' same agent, this category does not include 

met with diflercnl agents. 

• • 19 
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\\"hcthcr trying to 1\'ltl, buy, lease, ~elL nr finance ,\ hnmc, ;HHl other ethnic 
!J,WU[~:> nfkn face ohst<Klcs anJ rnc1dhlncks to '!he from this tc<;ting 

nw'<li<>olinn reinforce much of the existing research on disparate treatrnent of Lati 
nos m rental and sales markets. Because discrimination docs not always present itself 
so m;llicious!y or obviously a~ it docs ln the c,1sc of restrictive ordin;mccs and state laws, 
"secret shopper" testing is an i1nportant too! to understand if certain protected cla~scs arc 

suh.Jl'Lied to disp,lL1te trcctiJW'JlL The ERC's tc:·,ting l't'c.ult-; f\_'\T'al importzmt trend:; 
Latinos' experience when trying to s.:curc housing in Hirminghi.Hn, Atlanta, and 

lbi-. n,_'\'icw~ is,"uc:-- (nund during llw imT:-.tig,-,_t\on. 

F\fXTt:' prt'liil'L th,\t hy 2020, nearly h;\]f (l( nr"'l 
home- buyers \'1-'ill ht' f.atlnn. \" Al·cording to the U.S. 

and Urban Development (I HJP), <ll1 e:-.timatcd one in 
and one in li\'e I li">l~<-mk· likely to f~Kc \onw type 
tion in tfw home search.'· ( )ur ~•nd :-,;m Antonio testing d\llftrmz'J th~1t 

Latino tc~ters were more likely than similarly situated \Vhite testers to expe-

rience disparate treatment when trymg to huy <l home In of the tests 

Hispanic h.'sters did not receive information that ~._.ould have their home 

..;c,\n:h t\bicr ,md more ,JCcc.s..;iblc ~,uch ,tdvantag ... 'nus financing infnc11ation 

and information about other potential homes. For example, in the San Antonio 
s~th:" tc"'h, the Latinn tt'slcr experienced differential treatment 

Similar to a 2009 invt:-stigation hy the Southern 

which,\ :-.urvt'Y nf :.oo Latino..; in f1Yc southern \Lttc,:; 

in 

II 21 
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It is critical to protect the rights of all residents under lhc Fair Housing Act and local fair 
l;nvs, in the \vakc of changing demographics and while Congress 

changes to our tt:deral immigration laws, Our nation requires a just 
housing system thJ.t and individual's right to li\'C where he or 
she clHlOSCS and provides f<•r on behalf ;I( \·ktirns nf discri!llinatinJL 
\Vhen Latinos have fair and equitable access to housing choices, are able to create 
\vcalth and back to their (:ommunities. Despite this truth, there not been a coor-
dinated fair response to the attack on immigrant-and by extension Hbpanic--
hou<>ehultk requires contributions fn)m nrganizati<>n,-; at 
the local, state, and national from the federal government the various 
streams under its control, and from local government agencies. fn particular, the 

m·w (hallcngcs that \Viii require HUl) to adapt its fair houslng 
entnr<em<ent models. To foster this change, NCLR and ERC mak{" the follow~ 

ing recommendations: 

Estimates put the nurnbcr of fair hous-
ing violations at four million annually, yet in 2012, HUD receiYcd B,803 
reported discrimination !vkmb<:r~ of NCU-t's 

housing rights. J\'lorc is tn 
develop outreach and cnvarcncss campaigns: 

tht• prote-.:·tion.s alfnrdcd by the Act, 
information on to report fair housing violations, and the 
ing discrimination on communitles, particularly those that have experienced 

lof..'a! ordinances or state In addition, more htnd· 
to enahlc agencies \\'ith fair to broaden their 

wi1h bilingu~ll and 

nizations that st<lte Latinos or immigrants a~ a target audience 
their grant. 12 In addition, funding directed at Hispcmk-serving organizations 

•• 23 
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2LJ.. • 

through HUD's Fair Housing Initiatives Program remains disproportionately 

small, with most of that funding earmarked for out reach and education. H UD 
should ensure that funding tor, and partnerships with, local Hispanic-serving 
organizations Lovers not only fair housing outrL'ach but also cnf{m.:cn1cnt 

adiYities. 

Several U.S, gov

ernment agencies, including HUD and the U.S. Department of justice (DOJ), 
have a variety of tools in their arsenals to com hat restrictive ordinamccs that 
impact Latino families. HUD Secretary-initiated actions arc a particularly im
portant tool in this t:ontcxt, especially since effet:tiYe outreach adivitics could 

be undermined by a lack of enforcement. Absent a robust enforcement system, 
those that violate fair housing laws have little incentive to put fair renting and 
sales practices in place. A stronger enforcement system would ensure support 
for rigorous initiatives. as \Vdl as a national scorecard on the nation's 
larg.est real estate lenJcr.s, broker houses, insurance 

Under its oversight of federally 
further fclir housing," HUD should in-

<Crease targeted outreach to that pass discriminatory, anti-immi 
ordinances, and assess the extent to which they are in "affirmatively 

fair housing;" including the extent to which are meeting their 

obligation to improve t<>r Limited Proficient (LEI') 
individuals." Further, actually withdrawing Community Development Block 
Grant (CDBG) funds in the appropriate circumstances would highlight the 

importance of the issue and HULl's commitment to compliance. 

·llw fair housing and irnmigrant mnvcmt.:nts tended tn develop as 

rate forces. Fair housing organizations have not necessarily done 
addn•ss the needs of i1nmigrants, and immigration ad\"Ocates have been simi 

slow to incorporate L1ir housing a tool to flght back against the anti, 

immigrant movement By Joining forces, we can overcome the discrin1inatory 

rhetoric that generall-y creates a hostile environment for imn1igrants! and in 

particular, constructs roadhlocks to equal housing opportunities. 

~ Cihc Fair Housing Ad (42 US< .. "\60R (d)) requires t'Xecutivc departments and 
rclnting to housing and urban de1•clopment 

financial institutions) in a manner 

-... State and hKalitics that n..·ccivc ft•dcral grants arc subject to this requirement, 
c(ntivc ()rdtT lJ 166, "Improving AnT~S to Services for Persons with I.imitt:d English 
(August 11, 200tl). 
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te:.ting to examine how housing providers their agents treated Latino as 
compared to their \Yhik counterparts. In Birmingham, Alahan1<1, testing J()CUSt'd on the 
rental housing markcl; in Allanta, Ccorgia, <l.lld San ;\ntonio, Texas, testing focused on the 
horne s..:\le~ markl~l. 

fn both these "matched-pairs" of Latino and \\~bite testers were gin;n simi 
hut not F'nsnnal ctnd ilnanci~1l profiles in•:luding inconw, and 

rental and credit hi~tory. All testers were a telephone and an email ad .. 

dress to providt..' as their contact information to real estate agents. To 
Lhe cxk'nt th.lt the tc~krs' prnt!Je...; \'.Hied (except with t"C\jWCt to national the LJtino 

tester was giv~.·n more attractive attributes than the \Vhite tester, such as a higher 
cl\11HJ,d incnme, bctll'r credit ;;.:ore, (tr higher n.:nt<tl priG.-' range. '!hie: done to maximo.] 

!y reduce the number of potential rea,:,ons (actual or perceived), other than national origin, 

\vhy Lttino te~ters might receive more <l.dvcr::-e trt:atmcnt than their 'White counterparts. 

For <lll tc::-ting, testers were primarily recruited from the tested region, and underwent 

t!'lbJ\\' trainlllg in both the da;..sroom J.nd 1ldd. 'h::-1 p:1irs \H'H-' either male nr !l'mak. 
\Vith gender consi'>tcnt \vi thin matched pairs; k>r example, the Latino tc::-tcr and \Vhite 
tel both lllilk· 1H" \\'CfC !wth fcm,lk within cl i:J\'CilleSL t~roJllc \\'~!S desig11nl\(l he 
clppropriak for the house listed (tcskr income met sales rcquin.·mcnt5>). 

All ksters used in the ERC's testing~- hoth Lttino and \\'h!tc···-were lawfully pn.'scnt in 
the "L'nitcd States at t!1c time of testing. ffthc immigration status oft he I,atino tester w~ls 
quc:-:.tioncd during a test, lhc tc.;:tct· v,-,,s instructed to confirm hie. sLltus a documented 
resident and/or C.S. citizen. 

In order to examine whether housing Ala· 
bama, metropolitan area treatment and information to Latino and 
their \\rhilc counterparts, !he FRC coJJ(luctcd 75 matched-pair, in-person 
of multi -family properties that had at least one unit adYcrtiscd for rent. 

25 
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F'uertas Cerrodos, Houslr1g for Hispanics 

Shortly bef(1rc each rental property was tested, an "advance caller" contacted the property 
to inquire about the actual availability of apartments for rent, rental prices, and the 

Testers were each provided with a unique telephone number and 
Once ;:wailabillty \vas conilrmetl testers pnsed 

prospcctiYc renters -lhc matched-pair testers visited car...:h 

site at reasonably spaced intervals to seck int(mnation about housing options, cost, terms, 
and conditiom. Testers were instructed to request the agent's business card and rental ap· 
plication and to retain any promotional materials and handouts provided by the agent 

their on individual report l(mns immediately allc'f the com· 
plction of each test. 'I hese ft1nns dicitet.l inf(wrnation about availability, cost, ap· 
plication n:quircmcnts, and specific terms and conditions discussed agent anJ tester. 
Testers also completed a written narrative of their test experknce, which captured int(mna · 
!lon about the test in a chronological fashion and included qnalitative details not captured 
in the test report f(>rm. In addition to the f(>rm and a narrative, all handouts pro~ 
vided to testers were submitted ,md by the ERC '!he ERC also monitored 
the testers' assigned e1nail anJ voicctnail accounts for a m.inimum of two wtx:ks after each 
test completed in order to compare the amount of l(>llnw~up a h"ter receiv·ed after the 
initial visit to the property. 

In both Atlanta, Cenrgia, and San Antonio, Texas, the ERC conducted 25 in-person matched 
pair sales tests and 50 telephone tests to investigate the treatment of Latino individuals as 
they looked to purchase singk·hlmily homes in these mt'tropolitan areas. In each city, the 
ERC conducted dt:mographic research to identify the dominant real estate companies op
erating in each markd, and selected f(Jr·sale properties listc'd by these companies. 

Tn~person tests rdicd on a "quasi-relocation" n1ethodnlogy. Testers posed as curn~nt renters 
who had relocated to the area from outside the state within the past year and were looking 

their hmnc.< {n all protllt's used for sales h.'Sts, tht.c: te~ter was married, and 

in <my giYen test pair, both testers had tlw same' number of children of approximately the 
same ages. 

Testers contacted listing agents who had advertised properties I(Jr sale, then attempted to 
schedule an appointment to \'icw the listed home. Testers presented themselves as willing 
to reside in any part of the community, and both testers were instructed to state that they 
worked primarily from home should an agent ask the tester if he or she needed to seek 

h)r testt~rs to usc their actual neighborhood ,ls the current ;Htdn's.S 
from real th(' communities in which thcv seek a 

26 •• 
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Puc'ftos Cerrodas: i""iousing Borriors for Hisponkcs 

housing dose to work. 

During each test, tcrsters sought int(mnation about housing availability, cost, terms, and 

conditions. Testers were instructed to request the agent's business t:ard and to retain listing 

and promotional materials for each viewed property, as well as any the agent sug· 

In accordance with the test profile, if asked about loan 

ar1prnvat" kstcrs inst ructcd to that they 
in their proflleJ hut a&k the agent for other lender rccornrnendations. Before 

condudcd, if the agent did not volunteer to show the tester additional houses or to email 

the tester a list of additional houses, testers were instructed to ask if the agent would email 

a list of homes similar to the advertised property. 

At the conclusion of each test, testers recorded their experiences on individual report forms 

that didttd infonnation regarding options, cost, financing, and other or 
neighborhood recommendations. As in rental testing, the report t(mn was supple-

mented by a written narrative that documented the test in a chronological fashion and al· 

lowed the tester to include qualitative details that may not have been captured in the report 

form. All promotional materials to testers were also submitted and analyzed by the 

ERC. F.RC statr mooilored email cmd voicemail accounts l(>r at least two weeks after 

to measure the level of f(,llow-up provided hy the real estate a tier the ininal 

app<>intment. 

1dephonc testing in Atlanta and San Antonio also relied on a relocation methodology. 1cs" 

ters posed as renters from outside the metro area being tested, who were moving into the 

looking tc> purchase their lirst home. 'I his relocation methodology allowed 

to gather in!(mnatinn on the telephone that would generally be provided in person. It also 

enabled testers to gather more detailed information from real estate agents about the com

munities where they were seeking a home, allowing the ERC to better assess whether testers 

were being "steered" into or away from certain properties or neighborhoods. 

As in the in·person testing, telephone testers contacted the listing agent for homes adver
tised !(>r sale through an online site. In addition to inquiring about the availability of the 

advertised home, telephone testers asked for recommendations of other homes in their 
stated price range and also t(>r possible lenders. Testers did not express a prefcrmce f("lr 

any neighborhood or area. Testers concluded the call by asking the realtor about next 

to be taken; if an appointment was scheduled, the tester canceled the appointment 

days later. 

After each telephone call, testers com;•letcd a report ti>rm and a narrative that included 

information such houses hy the realtor/listing agent, alternative financing sug· 
gs·sted, and a brief account test cr's experience. 'l he F.RC moniloreJ testers' email and 

voiconail accounts for at least two weeks to track follow"up communication from the agent. 

•• 27 
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Questions for the Record 

Rep. Katie Porter 

4/2/2019 

"The Fair Housing Act: Reviewing Efforts to Eliminate Discrimination and Promote Opportunity in 

Housing" hearing 

For Cashauna Hill: 

Too little is known about the types and extent of discrimination that families with children face 

in the rental market. According to a 2016 HUD report, local fair housing groups and HUD 

regularly receive complaints about housing discrimination against families with children. That 

same report presented the results of a study of housing discrimination against families with 

children versus those without. In the study, a family with children and a family without both 

inquired about the same size unit. The study demonstrated that families with children were 

shown fewer units and were shown units that were larger and thus more expensive. 

You spoke about housing discrimination against women experiencing domestic violence. 

Have you observed differential treatment of families with children versus those 

without? 
Thank you for the question and yes, family status is consistently in the top three 

of protected classes that we receive complaints on, the other two being race 

and disability. We noticed an uptick in these calls after Hurricane Katrina, when 

the rental market was particularly tight. As such, we caution other areas 

recovering from natural disasters to be particularly vigilant. 

I'm lucky to have survived an abusive relationship, and my 3 children and I were able to move 

forward with our lives, staying in our community and home. My children are 7, 10 and 13 years 

old now, and my two boys are especially rowdy. In the book Evicted, the author writes about 

parents kicked out of their rental units because their children were too disruptive. 

Have any of your clients experienced the same? The Fair Housing Act technically 

prohibits this form of discrimination but the book I mentioned-Evicted-indicates that 

the FHA is routinely ignored. What could we do legislatively to increase adherence to 
the anti·discriminatory tenets of the FHA? 

We have absolutely had clients who have been asked to leave, or have had 

landlords change the terms and conditions of the tenancy because of the 

presence of their children, and we know that takes place across the country. 

One of the most important things Congress can do to increase adherence to the 

FHA is to provide adequate funding for HUD's office of Fair Housing and Equal 

Opportunity and the Fair Housing Initiatives Program. It's only this program and 

the staff at HUD that allow us to test, investigate, and ultimately root out this 

discrimination. 
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Surveys indicate that consumers don't know their rights to be free from family composition 

discrimination. 

Does your organization articulate the consumer protections afforded to home-seekers? 

We do. The previously mentioned FHIP program supports a number of staffers 

at our office whose full time job is to educate the public about their rights and 

to educate housing providers about their obligations. We reach roughly 1,000 

people each year with trainings, outreach, and other education programing that 

includes classes for prospective first time homebuyers, renters, and landlords. In 

response to the uptick in family status discrimination that we saw after 

Hurricane Katrina, GNOFHAC also took the innovative step of writing a children's 

book about housing discrimination, titled The Fair Housing Five and the Haunted 

House. We've built a curriculum around the book and a number of schools, 

school systems, and school libraries use it to educate young people and their 

caregivers about civil rights and systemic injustice. You can find more about the 

Fair Housing Five here: http://fairhousingfive . .Qll\i'. 
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4/10/2019 f aw t:tads get rrortgages for tlO!le m Del! at, data s!')().V 

Few black people get home mortgages in Detroit, data 
show 

..,._ White borrowers got almost the same number of mortgages as black borrowers despite being a much smaller percentage of the city 

population. Of i ,072 mcrtgage loans made m 
biD<k bc.mcw~'" tlnd tn the ren\AHtder the laz'R. of the apphcnnt >vas not lmo'>\n or 

.,. The mortgage market doesn't exist or barely exists in more than haffthe city. Of 297 Ctw>us tracts 1n Det;ott 

SQUCH6 blocks . saw jUS\ one to ftve mortgages 

.,. In part because mortgages are less readily avallabfe in the city, black home buyers may be more likely to buy in the suburbs than in 

the city. !n 2017, jUSt two suburbs. SouthftP.kl <'IPd Rt:tHmd lm~nSh!p. BCcounted for n<ore motigl:lge lnans to 

~ 

n~ttotl .;>;Kh year Out up to 80 percent of those transactions were cash or some variation, like a land -contract, lenders and civic leaders 

estimate . 

.,. Black borrowers trn:~re often got governmen~~backed l'l"ttrtgages under either FHA or VA programs, an indkation that lenders found 

those clients less credft worthy or of a higher risk. \'V"l11t{:) 

jtJst three of a total of 635 homes sold by the Detroit Land Bank Authority from November through 

February involved a traditional mortgage loan 

115 
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4/10:?019 Ft_>wblacks get rnortgages for hon--es in Oetmt data sho...v 

What the mortgage numbers mean 

MAP: Click an area above to see how many mortgages are made in each Census tract in Detroit. The purple areas represent tracts with 

few or no mortgages. The gray pins show more mortgages and the lightest areas represent with the most mortgages. 

Why so few mortgages? 

tlttpr,.ffw..WJfreep.comfstory'm:lney/busincssfjohr;..gaHagher/?019/03/21/black<-rnortgage.s~detrolt-real-estate-michigan/31\:6381002/ 215 
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411(V2010 F ewHaclls get rmrlgages for t~s m Oetmt, data SI)('Ml 

Credit problems persist 

Problems with appraisals 

)USllfY 

The problem with cash sales 

buymq fm cash W1l1 not eslabhsh '' cred1t hiSWIY for a 
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ln a 

a buyer wi10 tafls tR•hmd may he able \o negotiate .a payment p!<m or othefWls~' 

!hey can JUS\ pul! you nght -out of ll1a1 home 

A success story 

Rehabbed & Ready 

Ou1cken Loans funded the pmuram wllh several m1!hon dollars that ollow,:. the t and 

s feN market v;'!lue 

the purnp \'llUl an ;nitlal mvestmenl works 

trttps·rJw.NN.freep.com'st-or)irrcneyb.JS!ne5S~otm..gal!aghert2019/0..11211b!ack·m:>rlgages·detroit·real·estato-nictJgan/3165381002! 415 
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Fevvblacl<s get rrortgagcs fOf hc:l!T'es rn Detmt. dotn silo# 

More changes ahead? 

and sign up 

515 
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4/1012019 fort aw.lnctllne VictlnlS Nlllsancc La."-> torce Ullirn.>lum S!lCJ1ce Or F\tchon NPH 

Pick Your NPR Station 
There ore at !e<>st two stat tons nearby 

LIVE RADIO SHOWS 

NATIONAL 

For Low-Income Victims, Nuisance Laws Force 
Ultimatum: Silence Or Eviction 

LISTEN· 4:28 QUEUE DoiMlload 

June 29, 2016 · 4:28 PM ET 

Heard on All Thmgs Considered 

!'"'-\ 
I" \ PAM FESSLER 

4 

Transcript 

Laktsha Bnggs. at her house tn Norristown, Pa. Bnggs, who was bemg abused by her boyfnend, lodged a legal challenge 

agamst her e\1ct:on for haVlng the poiJCe called too many times to her former restdence 

Pam Fessler!NPR 

htt,cs lfwN.N npr .org /2016100129/482615176/for -I !W-I ncome--\.lcllms-nulsance-la'-M>-forcc- ul tin<oJtl.llTI-SI!cnce-or-~ <,fi on 1/11 
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4'10!2019 F01 L<.m-lnc01re V1ct1m;;, Nusar~~-:e l.if#S f-orce Ul!unatun Silence Or E\lc\lon NPR 

Local communities are increasingly passing laws to control crime and nuisances on 

rental properties. They do so mostly by limiting the number of times police can be 

called to a residence. But it turns out that crime victims esp<~~.iallyvictims of 

domestic abuse are often the ones who end up being penalized. 

I .a kisha Briggs of Norristown, Pa., was one of those victims. When her boyfriend 

started abusing her several years ago, her grown daughter called the police. Before 

leaving, one of the officers warned Briggs that this was her first strike. She couldn't 

believe what she was hearing. 

"He just was like, we just gonna make sure your landlord evict ymL And I'm like, my 

landlord evict me? For what? Like, I didn't even do anything," she recalls. 

But Norristown had what's known as a nuisance property ordinance. Her landlord 

could be fined and have his rental license suspended if police were called to the 

property more than three times in four months for "disorderly behavior." Unless, that 

is, he evicted his tenant. 

Article continues below 

Sign Up For The NPR Daily Newsletter 
Catch up on the latest headlines and unique NPR stories. sent every weekday. 

What's your email? SUBSCRIBE 

By subscribing. yon agree to NPR's terms of use and privacy policy. 

Th1s s1te pmt<>cted by reCAPTCHA <'l.nd the Goog!E' Privacy Policy dndTE'rms of Service apply. 

After that first warning, Briggs- who also had a 3-year-old daughter was reluctant 

to call the police when her boyfriend beat her up. But one night, when they got into a 

fight, he slit her neck open with a broken ashtray. When she woke up in a pool of 

blood, her first thought was not to dial911. 
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4110/2019 For L{)\t/-hi\.D!re Victnns, Nusance Law> Force Ultlmall.m Silence Or EJ,(cbon NPR 

"The first thing in my mind is let me get out: of this house before somebody call," she 

says. ''I'd rather them find me on the street than find me at my house like this, because 

I'm going to get put out if the cops come here." 

But the police did come, when someone saw her bleeding outside. Briggs was airlifted 

to the hospital. When she returned home several days later, her landlord told her that 

she had to leave. He said he didn't want to throw her out, but if he didn't, he'd be 

fined $1,000 a day. 

"I think it's almost hard for people to believe that the law would be used in this way," 

says Sandra Park, a senior attorney with the ACLU Women's Rights Project. Park says 

she doesn't think most lawmakers intend for the laws to target victims. 

"But unfortunately, we've seen in community after community with these laws, 

domestic violence victims and other crime victims do get punished, and I think we just 

need to be aware that this is the reality of what people are experiencing on the 

ground," she says. 

In the Briggs case, the ACLU sued, the federal government filed a fair housing 

complaint, and the Norristown law was eventually repealed. The state of Pennsylvania 

also passed a law to protect crime victims. 

But Park says similar measures keep popping up- in New York, Arizona, Wisconsin 

and elsewhere as lora! rommunitics try to get a handle on crime and safety. There 

are lik<:•ly hundreds of such laws, although no one knows for sme. 

Amanda Grieder oversees compliance with a nuisance ordinance in Cedar Rapids, 

Iowa, and says that one problem the city has is that police officers end up being called 

to the same propctties over and over again. 

"In addition to making sure that citizens in our city have the ability to live in 

neighborhoods free of nuisance activity, we also felt the need to recoup some of the 

costs of taxpayer-funded services," she says. 

STAVING OFF 
EVICTION 

Under the Cedar Rapids ordinance, landlords can 

be fined hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars for 

3/11 
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1'1012019 

do?" 

Welcome To 

Rent Court. 
Where Tenants 

Can Face A 
Tenuous Fate 

STAVING OFF 

EVJCTION 

Living From 

Rent lo Rent: 

renants On The 

Edge Of Eviction 

STAVING OFF 

EVICTION 

Low-Income 

Renters 
Squeezed 

Between Too

High Rents And 

Subpar Housing 

STAVING OFF 

EVICTION 

In A High-Rent 

World, 

Affordable And 
Safe Housing Is 

1-lc:wd To Come 
By 

{--()( Law-lncome\fic!ims, Nwsono: Lav.s Force Ullunatum Silence Or [~ction NPR 

repeated police calls, unless they come up with a 

plan to abate the problem. Grieder says the city 

recently revised its statute and is working with 

social service agencies to 1nake sure crin1e victi1ns 

are not penalized in the process. 

"No matter what the circumstance, the No.1 

priority is we want yon to call police, we want you 

to report crime," she says. The state of Iowa also 

has a new law to make sure crime victims are not 

discouraged from calling for help. 

But Park and others say, even with such exceptions, 

the ordinances can have a chilling effect on tenants, 

especially those who are low-income with nowhere 

else to go. Some abusers even use the threat of 

e\~ction against their victims, which is what 

happened to Briggs. 

"After he found out that I was on my last and final 

strike, he kind of just like moved into my house," 

she says. "It's like, yon know, a really messed up 

situation because it's, OK, at this point, what do I 

She definitely did not want to call the police. 

Since the Briggs case was settled t\n) years ago, Norristown has taken a new approach 

to addressing nuisance properties. Municipal administrator Crandall ,Jones says police 

and other local agencies now work more closely with residents to try to address the 

underlying problems that lead to excessive police calls such as drug trafficking, 

domestic abuse or mental illness. Ht> says crime has dropped as a result. 

"That nuisance issue is really symptomatic and not the issue," says Jones. "When 

you're dealing with the symptoms and not the real issue, the symptoms arc going to 

h!tps .11\v.v.v.npr org !201610G/29/482615176tfor -1~1 neon-e. ~cti!ffi- nUl sance-IB\NS-force- ulti malum-silence-or -e\.ict!On 4i11 
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4!1012019 For Low!ncorreVic!ims_ Nuisance l.il\.'S rorceUllirnalum Silence Or E'v1c!!On NPR 

continue to reoccur and reoccur." 

For her parl, Briggs no longer worries a bout eviction. She now owns her own home. 

domestic abuse 

More Stories From NPR 

This Oil Spill Has Been Leaking Into The Gulf For 14 Years 

http" !Aww npr .or g 12016/00129148261 5176/for -10\Mlncorre- \jctims- nuisance- law.;-force- u!tlrnatum. silence--or ~e>J eli on 5111 
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